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Foreword

By Robert Kolasky, Director, National Risk Management Center, Cybersecurity and Infrastructure
Security Agency, Department of Homeland Security

Ensuring the cybersecurity resilience of the United
>_L_P^T^_]`WdLbSZWPZQ^ZNTP_dPʬZ]_BPSLaP^PPY
NdMP] LOaP]^L]TP^ _L]RP_ PWPN_]TN `_TWT_TP^ LYO ʭYLYcial institutions, cripple rural hospitals with ransomware attacks, attempt to undermine our democratic
[]ZNP^^P^ LYO ʭYO [ZTY_^ ZQ _PNSYZWZRTNLW WPaP]LRP
_Z^_PLWXL^^TaPLXZ`Y_^ZQTY_PWWPN_`LW[]Z[P]_d?SP
importance of cybersecurity for our nation’s national
^PN`]T_dPNZYZXTN^PN`]T_dLYONZX[P_T_TaPYP^^LYO
public health and safety is fortunately well understood
LYOOZN`XPY_POL__ST^U`YN_`]P
In response to the dramatic changes in the threat
landscape, a welcomed and necessary shift has been
the increased emphasis on cybersecurity as a strategic, enterprise-wide risk by
senior leaders at organization, going beyond the realm
ZQ 4? Q`YN_TZY^ 9Z WZYRP]
NLY NdMP]^PN`]T_d NZYaP]^Ltions be purely focused on
4?NZY_]ZW^^`NSL^YP_bZ]V
OPQPY^P ?SP^P _PNSYTNLW
capabilities must be coupled
with robust risk-management
practices—knowing
your major risks, understanding the size of your
attack surface, assessing
the criticality of your digital
infrastructure based on the
type of business processes they support, conductTYR TYaPY_Z]TP^ ZQ NZYYPN_PO `^P]^ LYO OPaTNP^ LYO
then using this awareness to harden systems and add
]P^TWTPYNPTYL_L]RP_POLYO[]TZ]T_TePOXLYYP]
BT_S _ST^ TY XTYO _ST^ 3LYOMZZV ]TRS_Q`WWd
states that a cybersecurity incident at an organiza_TZYNLYYZWZYRP]MPWZZVPOL_L^LXP]P4?[]ZMWPX =L_SP] _SP^P TYNTOPY_^ ]P[]P^PY_ [Z_PY_TLW
business losses (either realized or unrealized) that
X`^_ MP _]PL_PO bT_S _SP ^LXP aTRTWLYNP L^ XZ]P
_]LOT_TZYLW aPN_Z]^ ZQ M`^TYP^^ OT^]`[_TZY LYO WZ^^
ZQ[]Zʭ_,OOT_TZYLWWdTYLNZYYPN_POOTRT_LWbZ]WO
an incident or breach at one organization may ripple
LN]Z^^ ^`[[Wd NSLTY^ LYO PaPY TYO`^_]d ^PN_Z]^ɨ
and in some cases result in major structural damage
_Z_SPYL_TZY

?SP .dMP]^PN`]T_d LYO 4YQ]L^_]`N_`]P >PN`]T_d ,RPYNd .4>, MPWTPaP^ _SL_ `YOP]^_LYOTYR _SP
key principles of cybersecurity risk management
shouldn’t require a technical background or decades
ZQPc[P]TPYNPTYYP_bZ]V[]Z_PN_TZY]ZWP^7PLOP]^TY
Z]RLYTeL_TZY^ L^ bPWW L^ _SPT] ZaP]^PP]^ YPPO _Z MP
able to contextualize and discuss cyber-risk manageXPY_OPNT^TZY^TY[WLTY0YRWT^S
.4>, ^PP^ Z`]^PWaP^ L^ _SP YL_TZYɪ^ NdMP]^PN`]T_d
]T^V LOaT^Z] BP bZ]V bT_S [L]_YP]^ɨL_ OTʬP]PY_
WPaPW^ ZQ RZaP]YXPY_ LYO bT_STY TYO`^_]dɨ_Z MP__P]
understand, analyze, prioritize, and manage risk to the
YL_TZYɪ^N]T_TNLWTYQ]L^_]`N_`]PLYO_SPQPOP]LWRZaP]YXPY_BSTWPbPOZYɪ_OT]PN_WdXLYLRPdZ`]NdMP]]T^V^
or sit on top of your networks,
bPNLY[]ZaTOPdZ`]Z]RLYTzation with our situational
awareness, aggregated across
16
critical
infrastructure
sectors; scalable tools and
^P]aTNP^_ZMP__P]TOPY_TQdLYO
XT_TRL_P a`WYP]LMTWT_TP^& LYO
incident-response capabilities to help minimize down_TXPQZWWZbTYRLYTYNTOPY_
7T^_PYTYR _Z Z`] []TaL_P
^PN_Z][L]_YP]^bPɪaPWPL]YPO
^ZXP TX[Z]_LY_ WP^^ZY^
.STPQ LXZYR _SPX SL^ MPPY
better operationalizing the
partnership by engaging not just with the right
organizations but with the right people at these
Z]RLYTeL_TZY^ ?SP WPY^ _S]Z`RS bSTNS L NSTPQ
TYQZ]XL_TZY ^PN`]T_d ZʯNP] .4>: WZZV^ L_
NdMP]^PN`]T_dT^OTʬP]PY__SLY_SL_ZQLNSTPQ]T^VZʯNP]
.=:NSTPQTYQZ]XL_TZYZʯNP].4:NSTPQ_PNSYZWZRd
ZʯNP] .?: NSTPQ NZ`Y^PW NSTPQ PcPN`_TaP ZʯNP]
.0:Z]MZL]OXPXMP],WWL]PVPd^_LVPSZWOP]^M`_
LWW bTWW M]TYR ^WTRS_Wd OTʬP]PY_ [P]^[PN_TaP^ _Z
LOO]P^^TYR_SPNdMP]]T^VNSLWWPYRP
BSTWP_SP_Z`NS[ZTY_^MP_bPPYNdMP]^PN`]T_dS`M^
bT_STY_SPQPOP]LWRZaP]YXPY_LYO_PNSYTNLWWdQZN`^PO
YP_bZ]V OPQPYOP]^ TY _SP []TaL_P ^PN_Z] SLaP MPPY
historically strong, the connections with the enterprise-risk management portions of organizations are
LOXT__POWdWP^^XL_`]P

While the touchpoints between
cybersecurity hubs within the federal
government and technically focused
network defenders in the private sector have been historically strong, the
connections with the enterprise-risk
management portions of organizations
are admittedly less mature.
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?ST^]PLWT_d[]P^PY_^L[]TXPZ[[Z]_`YT_d_Z`^P_SP
R`TOLYNPNZY_LTYPOTY_ST^3LYOMZZVQZ]OPP[P]]T^V
XLYLRPXPY_ TY_PR]L_TZY MP_bPPY RZaP]YXPY_ LYO
TYO`^_]d.4>,SL^]PNPY_WdWL`YNSPObSL_bPL]PNLWWTYR
_SP9L_TZYLW=T^V8LYLRPXPY_/TLWZR`PɨL^P]TP^ZQ
STRSWPaPWNZYaP]^L_TZY^bT_SNSTPQ]T^VZʯNP]^LYO
PY_P][]T^P]T^V XLYLRPXPY_ PcPN`_TaP^ L_ N]T_TNLW
TYQ]L^_]`N_`]P Z]RLYTeL_TZY^ BPɪWW MP OZTYR XZ]P ZQ
these around the country and look forward to continued
PYRLRPXPY_
,YZ_SP]WP^^ZYbPɪaPWPL]YPOQ]ZXZ`]NZYaP]^L_TZY^
with partners is that, despite the emphasis on systemic
]T^VLYOLOaLYNPO[P]^T^_PY__S]PL_^NdMP]^PN`]T_dML^TN^
^_TWW XL__P]ɨL WZ_ -L^TN SdRTPYP T^ WLNVTYR TYNW`Oing simple controls such as backing up systems, patch
XLYLRPXPY_ LYO YP_bZ]V ^PRXPY_L_TZY 4Y PY^`]TYR
the adoption of these cyber essentials, all organizations—
regardless of size or maturity of cyber-risk management
[]LN_TNP^ɨSLaP^ZXP]ZWP_Z[WLdBT_S_SPOT^_]TM`_PO
and interconnected nature of the global information and
communications technology supply chain, helping organizations around us to raise their cybersecurity baselines
NLYLN_`LWWdXLVP`^^LQP]_ZZ

,_ST]OWP^^ZYT^ML^POZYL_]`T^X_SL_RZZO]T^V
analysis and management depends on good risk
XP_]TN^?ZZZQ_PYNdMP]^PN`]T_dSL^MPPY_]PL_POL^
a “too-hard-to-measure” problem, but we are now
XLVTYR []ZR]P^^ TY \`LY_TQdTYR NdMP] ]T^V 1]LXPbZ]V^ L]P TY [WLNP _Z PaLW`L_P bSL_ YPPO^ _Z MP
XPL^`]PO LYO _SPd SLaP MPPY M]ZLOWd LOZ[_PO TY L
XLYYP]_SL_^`[[Z]_^LRR]PRL_TZYZQOL_LBSTWPYZ_LY
PL^dPYOPLaZ]MdLYdXPLY^PʬZ]_^YPPO_ZMPXLOP_Z
PaLW`L_P_SPNdMP]TX[LN_LRLTY^__]LOT_TZYLWM`^TYP^^
metrics and then push the analysis further upstream to
PaLW`L_PTYNTOPY_^LYONZY_]ZW^TY_P]X^ZQ_SPT]TX[LN_
ZYM`^TYP^^Z`_NZXP^?ST^YPb_STYVTYRbTWWSPW[`^
_ZMP__P]PaLW`L_P_SPXP]T_ZQLOOT_TZYLWTYaP^_XPY_^
TYNdMP]NZY_]ZW^LYOZ_SP]QZ]X^ZQ]T^VXLYLRPXPY_
.4>, NZXXPYO^ 9,./ QZ] []ZO`NTYR _ST^ 3LYOMZZV 4_ ZʬP]^ QZ`YOL_TZYLW LYO []LN_TNLW R`TOLYNP
_SL_NLYSLaPWL^_TYRTX[LN_ZY_SPRZZORZaP]YLYNP
ZQNdMP]^PN`]T_d4YLbZ]WObSP]PdZ`]]T^VT^Xd]T^V
LYO aTNP aP]^L NZWWPN_TaP OPQPY^P _SL_ WPaP]LRP^ _SP
principles set forth in this report will help us to keep
_SP,XP]TNLYPNZYZXd^_]ZYRLYOZ`]YL_TZYLWN]T_TNLW
Q`YN_TZY^]P^TWTPY_
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Introduction
,^ NZ][Z]L_P ʭO`NTL]TP^ MZL]O^ ZQ OT]PN_Z]^ L]P
]P^[ZY^TMWP QZ] ZaP]^PPTYR XLYLRPXPY_ ^_]L_PRd L^
bPWWL^QZ]_SPT]TOPY_TʭNL_TZYLYO[WLYYPO]P^[ZY^P_Z
enterprise-wide risks impacting the company and its
aLW`P_Z^_LVPSZWOP]^LYO^SL]PSZWOP]^4Y_SP[L^_ 
dPL]^_SPYL_`]PZQNZ][Z]L_PL^^P_aLW`PSL^NSLYRPO
^TRYTʭNLY_Wd ^STQ_TYR LbLd Q]ZX _SP [Sd^TNLW LYO
_ZbL]O_SPaT]_`LW?ST^]L[TOɭOTRT_TeL_TZYɮZQNZ][Z]L_P
assets has resulted in a corresponding transformation
of strategies and business models—as well as the digi_TeL_TZY ZQ NZ][Z]L_P ]T^V
:]RLYTeL_TZY^ L]P _LVTYR
LOaLY_LRP ZQ PY_T]PWd YPb
ways
to
connect
with
customers and suppliers,
engage with employees, and
TX[]ZaP _SP PʯNTPYNd LYO
PʬPN_TaPYP^^ ZQ TY_P]YLW
[]ZNP^^P^ ?SPd L]P LW^Z
subject to increasing risk
from the loss of IP and trading algorithms, destroyed or altered data, declining
[`MWTNNZYʭOPYNPL__LNV^LRLTY^_N]T_TNLWTYQ]L^_]`N_`]P LYO NZ]]P^[ZYOTYR ^d^_PXTN ]T^V^ LYO PaZWaTYR
RWZMLW ]PR`WL_Z]d ^LYN_TZY^ ,NNZ]OTYR _Z _SP Global
Risks Report 2019M`^TYP^^WPLOP]^TYLOaLYNPOPNZYZXTP^]LYVNdMP]L__LNV^LXZYR_SPT]_Z[NZYNP]Y^1,
serious attack can destroy not only a company’s
ʭYLYNTLWSPLW_SM`_LW^ZSLaP^d^_PXTNPʬPN_^NL`^TYR
SL]X _Z _SP PNZYZXd L^ L bSZWP LYO PaPY YL_TZYLW
^PN`]T_d
7PLOTYR NZX[LYTP^ aTPb NdMP] ]T^V^ TY _SP ^LXP
way they do other critical risks—in terms of a risk]PbL]O _]LOPZʬ ?ST^ L[[]ZLNS T^ NSLWWPYRTYR QZ]
_bZ ]PL^ZY^ 1T]^_ _SP NZX[WPcT_d ZQ NdMP] _S]PL_^
SL^ R]ZbY O]LXL_TNLWWd LYO NZY_TY`P^ _Z PaZWaP
.Z][Z]L_TZY^ YZb QLNP TYN]PL^TYRWd ^Z[ST^_TNL_PO
threats that outstrip traditional defenses, and threat
LN_Z]^ SLaP MPNZXP XZ]P OTaP]^P _Z TYNW`OP YZ_
ZYWd NdMP]N]TXTYLW^ M`_ LW^Z TOPZWZRTNLWWd XZ_TaL_PO
ɭSLNV_TaT^_^ɮLYOYL_TZY^_L_P^,^L]P^`W__SPPʬPN_^
of cyberattacks are expanding well beyond information
WZ^^ Z] M`^TYP^^ OT^]`[_TZY ?SPd NLY SLaP L ^PaP]P

impact on an organization’s reputation and brand
_S]Z`RS WZ^^ ZQ NZY^`XP] NZYʭOPYNP .ZX[LYTP^
and directors may also incur legal risk resulting from
NdMP]L__LNV^,__SP^LXP_TXP_SPNZX[P_T_TaPYPPO
to deploy new and emerging technologies in order
_Z WZbP] NZ^_^ TX[]ZaP N`^_ZXP] ^P]aTNP LYO O]TaP
TYYZaL_TZY T^ ^_]ZYRP] _SLY PaP] ,OZ[_TYR _SP^P
_PNSYZWZRTNLW TYYZaL_TZY^ LYO NL[LMTWT_TP^ XLd ZʬP]
^_]ZYR]P_`]Y^M`_NLYLW^ZTYN]PL^PNdMP]]T^V?SP^P
competing pressures mean that conscientious and
NZX[]PSPY^TaP ZaP]^TRS_ L_
_SP MZL]O WPaPW T^ P^^PY_TLW
requiring more strategic
dialogue with management
_SLYTY_SP[L^_
>_L]_TYRTY9,./TY
NZYU`YN_TZYbT_S,42LYO_SP
4Y_P]YP_ >PN`]T_d ,WWTLYNP
[`MWT^SPO _SP ʭ]^_ POT_TZY
ZQ_SPSLYOMZZV>TYNP_SPY
bPɪaP XLOP PYSLYNPXPY_^
_Z LOO]P^^ L ^STQ_TYR NdMP]]T^V PYaT]ZYXPY_ LYO
]PʮPN_ TYN]PL^PO RZaP]YLYNP Pc[PN_L_TZY^ Q]ZX VPd
^_LVPSZWOP]^TYNW`OTYRTYaP^_Z]^LYO]PR`WL_Z]^?ST^
_ST]OPOT_TZYT^NPY_P]POZY_SP^LXPʭaPVPd[]TYNT[WP^_ZPYSLYNPNdMP]]T^VZaP]^TRS_%

A serious attack can destroy not only
ÝûŕŋŴÝōƪɶžƼōÝōûĭÝńĩĈÝńƇĩùƍƇÝńžŕ
ĩÝƣĈ žƪžƇĈŋĭû ĈƷĈûƇž ûÝƍžĭōġ ĩÝŸŋ
to the economy as a whole and even
national security.



1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

/T]PN_Z]^YPPO_Z`YOP]^_LYOLYOL[[]ZLNSNdMP]security as a strategic, enterprise risk, not just an
4?]T^V
/T]PN_Z]^^SZ`WO`YOP]^_LYO_SPWPRLWTX[WTNL_TZY^
of cyber risks as they relate to their company’s
^[PNTʭNNT]N`X^_LYNP^
-ZL]O^ ^SZ`WO SLaP LOP\`L_P LNNP^^ _Z NdMP]^Pcurity expertise, and discussions about cyber-risk
XLYLRPXPY_^SZ`WOMPRTaPY]PR`WL]LYOLOP\`L_P
_TXPZYMZL]OXPP_TYRLRPYOL^
/T]PN_Z]^^SZ`WO^P__SPPc[PN_L_TZY_SL_XLYLRPment will establish an enterprise-wide, cyber-risk
XLYLRPXPY_ Q]LXPbZ]V bT_S LOP\`L_P ^_LʯYR
LYOM`ORP_
-ZL]OXLYLRPXPY_OT^N`^^TZY^LMZ`_NdMP]]T^V
^SZ`WOTYNW`OPTOPY_TʭNL_TZYLYO\`LY_TʭNL_TZYZQ

?SPBZ]WO0NZYZXTN1Z]`XGlobal Risks Report 20192PYPaL>bT_eP]WLYO%BZ]WO0NZYZXTN1Z]`X$[!
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Board Perspective on Cyber-Risk Oversight (percentage of directors)

4

5

9

16

79

27

My board’s
understanding
of cyber risk today has
signiȴcantly improved,
compared to
two years ago.

66

My board is conȴdent
that the organization can
eectively respond to
a materially signiȴcant
cyberbreach.

9

64

My board’s
understanding
of cyber risk is strong
enough to provide
eective oversight.

29
65

My own understanding
of cyber risk is
strong enough
to provide eective
oversight.

19

14

28
55

My own understanding
of cybersecurity
is strong enough
to provide eective
oversight.

27

27
34

31

65

My board would beneȴt
from recruiting a
cybersecurityȫsavvy
director.
47

Source: 2019–2020 NACD Public Company Governance Survey

ʭYLYNTLWPc[Z^`]P_ZNdMP]]T^V^LYObSTNS]T^V^
to accept, mitigate, or transfer, such as through
TY^`]LYNPL^bPWWL^^[PNTʭN[WLY^L^^ZNTL_PObT_S
PLNSL[[]ZLNS
?ST^POT_TZYZQ_SP3LYOMZZVZʬP]^YPbR`TOLYNP
QZ] PLNS ZQ _SP ʭaP VPd []TYNT[WP^ LYO TYNW`OP^ LY
Pc_PY^TaP_ZZWVT__ZSPW[MZL]O^LOZ[__SP[]TYNT[WP^
?SP_ZZW^LOO]P^^TY^TOP]_S]PL_^ZaP]^TRS_ZQTYNTOPY_
]P^[ZY^PLYO_ST]O[L]_d]T^VXLYLRPXPY_LYOZʬP]^
guidance for understanding new management methods to measure cyber risk in empirical and economic
_P]X^4Y]PNPY_dPL]^MZL]O^SLaP]LT^PO_SPT]`YOP]^_LYOTYR ZQ NdMP]^PN`]T_d XL__P]^ ,NNZ]OTYR _Z _SP
2019–2020 NACD Public Company Governance Survey,
!![P]NPY_ZQMZL]O^LR]PP_SL__SPdL]PNZYʭOPY__SPT]
Z]RLYTeL_TZY NLY PʬPN_TaPWd ]P^[ZYO _Z L XL_P]TLWWd


Agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree

n=344–347

Due to rounding, numbers may not add up to 100.

^TRYTʭNLY_NdMP]^PN`]T_dM]PLNS8Z]PZaP]"$[P]NPY_
ZQOT]PN_Z]^]P[Z]__SL__SPT]MZL]O^SLaP^TRYTʭNLY_Wd
TX[]ZaPO_SPT]`YOP]^_LYOTYRZQNdMP]]T^VNZX[L]PO
_Z_bZdPL]^LRZ
BSTWP ^ZXP WLYR`LRP TY _SP 3LYOMZZV ]PQP]^ _Z
public companies, these principles are applicable to—
and important for—all directors, including members
ZQ[]TaL_PNZX[LYdLYOYZY[]Zʭ_MZL]O^0aP]dZ]RLYTeL_TZYSL^aLW`LMWPOL_LLYO]PWL_POL^^P_^_SL_L]P
under constant threat from cybercriminals or other
LOaP]^L]TP^4YQLN_L$9,./^`]aPd^`RRP^_^_SL_
the cybersecurity challenge may be especially acute for
[]TaL_PNZX[LYTP^_SL_L]PYZ_TXX`YPQ]ZX_S]PL_^
but lack resources to create a robust cybersecurity
[]ZR]LX ?ST^ WPaPW ZQ a`WYP]LMTWT_d OPXLYO^ XZ]P
[]ZLN_TaPLYOOPP[P]MZL]OPYRLRPXPY_

9,./2018–2019 NACD Private Company Governance Survey,]WTYR_ZYA,%9,./$[ 
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A Rapidly Evolving Cyber-Threat Landscape
?SP#.>4>8N,QPP]P[Z]_ZYNdMP]N]TXPNZYNW`OPO
that “cybercrime is relentless, undiminished, and
`YWTVPWd_Z^_Z[4_T^U`^__ZZPL^dLYO_ZZ]PbL]OTYR
and the chances of being caught and punished are
[P]NPTaPOL^MPTYR_ZZWZb.dMP]N]TXTYLW^L__SPSTRS
end are as technologically sophisticated as the most
LOaLYNPO 4? NZX[LYTP^ LYO WTVP _SPX SLaP XZaPO
\`TNVWd _Z LOZ[_ NWZ`O NZX[`_TYR L]_TʭNTLW TY_PWWTRPYNPLYOPYN]d[_TZYɮ34YL$^`]aPd.0:^
ZQ _SP WL]RP^_  RWZMLW NZX[LYTP^ ]L_PO ɭYL_TZYLW
and corporate cybersecurity” as the number one threat
to business growth and the international economy in
_SPYPc_ _ZdPL]^

Who Gets Attacked, What Gets Attacked,
and How
:YPZQ_SPOPʭYTYRNSL]LN_P]T^_TN^ZQ_SP^PL__LNV^T^_SL_
_SPdNLY[PYP_]L_PaT]_`LWWdLWWZQLNZX[LYdɪ^[P]TXP_P]
OPQPY^P^d^_PX^^`NSL^ʭ]PbLWW^Z]TY_]`^TZYOP_PN_TZY^d^_PX^LYOPaPYLNNP^^NWZ`OML^POOL_LbSP]P
NZX[LYTP^L]PYZ_OT]PN_WdXLYLRTYR^PN`]T_d4Y_]`OP]^
WZZVL_X`W_T[WPLaPY`P^_ZPc[WZT_LWWWLdP]^ZQ^PN`]T_d
a`WYP]LMTWT_TP^`Y_TW_SPdLNSTPaP_SPT]RZLW^?SP]PLWity is that if a sophisticated attacker targets a company’s
^d^_PX^_SPdbTWWLWXZ^_NP]_LTYWdM]PLNS_SPX
In addition, attackers hacking into a system, insider
threats including contract workers and employees—
whether disgruntled or merely poorly trained—present
at least as big an exposure for companies as attacks from
_SPZ`_^TOP,NNZ]OTYR_Z8N6TY^PdTY^TOP]_S]PL_^L]P
[]P^PY_TYSLWQZQLWWNdMP]M]PLNSP^ ?ST^STRSWTRS_^_SP
need for a strong and adaptable security program, equally
MLWLYNPOMP_bPPYPc_P]YLWLYOTY_P]YLWNdMP]_S]PL_^
:]RLYTeL_TZY^NLYɪ_OPLWbT_SLOaLYNPO_S]PL_^TQ_SPd
L]P`YLMWP_Z^_Z[WZbPYOL__LNV^8Z]P]PNPY_WdNdMP]
Pc_Z]_TZY_S]Z`RS]LY^ZXbL]PL__LNV^SL^^TRYTʭNLY_Wd
TYN]PL^POL^LVPd]T^VQZ]Z]RLYTeL_TZY^ZQLWW^TeP^>PP
?ZZW0ɧ4YNTOPY_=P^[ZY^P
?SPaL^_XLUZ]T_dZQNdMP]TYNTOPY_^L]PPNZYZXTNLWWdXZ_TaL_PO6.dMP]L__LNVP]^]Z`_TYPWdL__PX[__Z

QUESTIONS BOARDS SHOULD ASK SENIOR
MANAGEMENT ON INSIDER THREATS

Boards can ask the following questions to better
understand what controls are in place to mitigate
insider threat risk:
z What systems are in place to vet employees
and identify malicious behavior?
z Do employees only gain access to data

and systems necessary to do their jobs (no
more, no less)?
z Does the security team know exactly which

employees have elevated privileges, and
are they monitored to ensure they are not
abusing their access?
See Tool C: The Cyber Insider Threat—A Real and
Ever-Present Danger.

^_PLWNZ]]`[_Z]PYN]d[_LWWXLYYP]ZQOL_L?d[TNLW
_L]RP_^ TYNW`OP [P]^ZYLW TYQZ]XL_TZY ʭYLYNTLW OL_L
business plans, trade secrets, and intellectual propP]_d3ZbPaP]LYdOL_LZQaLW`PZ]P^^PY_TLWTYQZ]XL_TZY^d^_PXNLYMPL_L]RP_QZ]L__LNV
8Z]PZaP] LW_SZ`RS XLYd ^XLWWP] LYO XPOT`X^TePO NZX[LYTP^ SLaP ST^_Z]TNLWWd MPWTPaPO
_SL_ _SPd bP]P _ZZ TY^TRYTʭNLY_ _Z MP _L]RP_^ _SL_
[P]NP[_TZY T^ b]ZYR 4Y QLN_ _SP XLUZ]T_d ZQ ^XLWW
LYO XPOT`X^TePO M`^TYP^^P^ SLaP MPPY aTN_TX^ ZQ
NdMP]L__LNV^" In addition to being targets in their
ZbY]TRS_^XLWWP]ʭ]X^L]PZQ_PYLYL__LNV[L_SbLd
TY_Z WL]RP] Z]RLYTeL_TZY^ aTL N`^_ZXP] ^`[[WTP] Z]
UZTY_aPY_`]P]PWL_TZY^ST[^XLVTYRaPYOZ]LYO[L]_ner management a critical function for all interconYPN_POPY_T_TP^

.>4>LYO8N,QPPEconomic Impact of Cybercrime—No Slowing Down#[
>Z`]NP%0D.0:4X[P]L_TaP>_`Od$[





?`NVP]-LTWPd-]TLY6ZWZ6L]_STV=LULRZ[LWLYLYO/LaTOBL]Pɭ4Y^TOP]_S]PL_%_SPS`XLYPWPXPY_ZQNdMP]]T^Vɮ8N6TY^Pd
.ZX[LYd>P[_PXMP]#
!
7Z`T^.ZW`XM`^ɭ"!:Q4?>PN`]T_d-]PLNSP^,]P8Z_TaL_PO-d8ZYPd1T]^_ɮ1Z]MP^NZX8Ld #
"
5ZYL_SLY.]ZbPɭ"0dP:[PYTYR.dMP]^PN`]T_d>_L_T^_TN^0aP]d>XLWW-`^TYP^^9PPO^_Z6YZbTY$,” NinjaRMM Blog,
8L]NS$
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z ,YY`LW WZ^^P^ Q]ZX NdMP]N]TXP ]LYRP Q]ZX  

NO ONE IS IMMUNE TO CYBER RISKS

Some organizations believe that they are unlikely
to be the victims of a cyberattack because they
are relatively small in size, are not a well-known
brand name, and/or don’t hold substantial
amounts of sensitive consumer data, such as
credit card numbers or medical information.
In fact, adversaries target organizations of all
sizes and from every industry, seeking anything that
might be of value, including the following assets:
z Business plans, including merger or

acquisition strategies, bids, etc.
z Trading algorithms
z Contracts or proposed agreements with

customers, suppliers, distributors, joint
venture partners, etc.
z Employee log-in credentials
z Facility information, including plant and

equipment designs, building maps, and
future plans
z R&D information, including new products or

services in development
z Information about key business processes
z Source code
z Lists of employees, customers, contractors,

and suppliers
z Client, donor, or trustee data
Source: Internet Security Alliance

Cyber Threats by the Numbers
, \`TNV ]PaTPb ZQ VPd ^_L_T^_TN^ XLVP^ _SP [ZTY_ _SL_
not only is the cybersecurity challenge stunningly large,
M`_LW^Z_SL_T_T^R]ZbTYRXL^^TaPWdZYLRWZMLW^NLWP#

#

MTWWTZY_Z_]TWWTZYLYOL]P[]ZUPN_PO_Z]T^P_Z 
_]TWWTZYMd
z :YP4>;]P[Z]_^#MTWWTZYXLWTNTZ`^^NLY^LOLd$
z ?SP]P L]P  XTWWTZY YPb XLWTNTZ`^ aT]`^P^ Z]

XLWbL]PN]PL_POPaP]dOLd
z ?SP]PL]P]LY^ZXbL]PL__LNV^PaP]dOLd11
z 5`^_[P]NPY_ZQNdMP]N]TXP^TY_SP@YT_PO>_L_P^

L]P]P[Z]_PO
z >Tc_dQZ`][P]NPY_ZQ,XP]TNLY^SLaPWZ^_[P]^ZYLW

OL_LZ]SLOQ]L`O`WPY_NSL]RP^O`P_ZNdMP]N]TXP13
z :Y LaP]LRP M]PLNSP^ L]P YZ_ OP_PN_PO `Y_TW !

OLd^LQ_P]_SPM]PLNSSL^ZNN`]]PO

The Economics of Cybersecurity Are Upside
Down
?SP]PT^RPYP]LWNZY^PY^`^TY_SPNdMP]^PN`]T_dʭPWO
that cyberattackers are well ahead of the corporations
_SL_X`^_OPQPYOLRLTY^__SPX?ZMPRTY_SP4Y_P]YP_
is designed as an “open system” with little thought to
^PN`]T_d ?SP _ZZW^ `^PO _Z NZYO`N_ NdMP]L__LNV^ L]P
]PWL_TaPWdTYPc[PY^TaP_ZLN\`T]PLYOSTRSWd[]Zʭ_LMWP
bSPYPcPN`_PO1Z]PcLX[WPLOPYTLWZQ^P]aTNPL__LNV
NLYMPɭZ`_^Z`]NPOɮQ]ZXLN]TXTYLW[]ZaTOP]ZY_SP
/L]V BPM QZ] LMZ`_   ,NNP^^ _Z NZ][Z]L_P XLTWMZcP^NLYMP[`]NSL^POQZ]LMZ`_LYOQLVP^ZNTLW
XPOTLLNNZ`Y_LNNP^^NLYMP[`]NSL^POQZ] ?SP
ɭM`^TYP^^ XZOPWɮ QZ] NdMP]L__LNVP]^ T^ L__]LN_TaPɨ
_SPdNLY`^P_SP^LXPL__LNV^ZaP]LYOZaP]LN]Z^^L
bZ]WObTOP WT^_ ZQ _L]RP_^ .dMP]L__LNVP]^ RPYP]LWWd
SLaPɭʭ]^_XZaP]ɮLOaLY_LRPXPLYTYR_SL_NdMP]]T^V
OPQPY^P^_PYO_ZWLRLRPYP]L_TZYMPSTYO_SPL__LNVP]^
4_T^LW^Z_]LOT_TZYLWWdOTʯN`W_QZ]OPQPYOP]^_ZOPXZY^_]L_P ]P_`]Y ZY TYaP^_XPY_ =:4 QZ] NdMP]L__LNV
[]PaPY_TZYLYO^`NNP^^Q`WWLbPYQZ]NPXPY_]P^[ZY^P
_Z^`NSL__LNV^T^aT]_`LWWdYZYPcT^_PY_,NNZ]OTYR_Z
some estimates, less than 1 percent of cyberattackers
L]P^`NNP^^Q`WWd[]Z^PN`_PO16
?ST^ OZP^ YZ_ XPLY _SL_ OPQPY^P T^ TX[Z^^TMWP
4YOPPO_SP^PN_TZY^NZaP]TYR;]TYNT[WP^LYO L^bPWW

8N,QPPɭ?SP]Pɪ^9ZbSP]P_Z3TOPQ]ZX_SP0NZYZXTN^ZQ.dMP]N]TXPɮZY8N,QPPNZX
5LNV1Z^_P]ɭ?P]]TQdTYR.dMP].]TXP>_L_T^_TN^ɮZYOL_LNZYYPN_Z]^NZX

$

AT]RTYTL3L]]T^ZYLYO5Z^P;LRWTP]dɭ9PL]WdXTWWTZYYPbXLWbL]P_S]PL_^]PWPL^POPaP]dOLdɮ.99-`^TYP^^,[]TW 
1POP]LW-`]PL`ZQ4YaP^_TRL_TZYHow to Protect Your Networks From Ransomware[

8L__;ZbPWWɭ0dP:[PYTYR.dMP]>PN`]T_d>_L_T^_TN^QZ]$,” CPO Magazine5`YP $

.>4>LYO8N,QPPEconomic Impact of Cybercrime—No Slowing Down#[



5LXTP8LY`PWɭ42Z_-]PLNSPOɨ9ZbBSL_*;L]_YTYPTYZ`]^P]TP^ZQ.LYLOLɪ^/TRT_LW;]TaLNd,N_,” ƛłØŅŹăõ{ƬõĤØĺĺŎę,
1PM]`L]d#"
 
.>4>LYO8N,QPPEconomic Impact of Cybercrime—No Slowing Down#
!
=ZRP],2]TXP^ɭBSdT_ɪ^^ZSL]O_Z[]Z^PN`_PNdMP]N]TXTYLW^,” CSO/PNPXMP]!!
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L^?ZZW1OP^N]TMPSZbZ]RLYTeL_TZY^NLYYZb[P]QZ]X
more robust, empirical, and economics-based cyber]T^VL^^P^^XPY_^-d`YOP]^_LYOTYRNdMP]]T^VTY_ST^
way, organizations can better measure the impact of
aL]TZ`^L__LNV^ZY_SPT]M`^TYP^^,^L]P^`W__SPZ]RLnization can more clearly calculate its cyber-risk appe_T_P bSTNS TY _`]Y ^`[[Z]_^ OPaPWZ[XPY_ ZQ L XZ]P
informed corporate strategy and enhances the ability of
_SPMZL]O_ZZaP]^PPXLYLRPXPY_ɪ^PʬZ]_^_ZLOO]P^^
_SPT] [L]_TN`WL] NdMP] ]T^V^ -ZL]O XPXMP]^ YPPO _Z
ensure that management is fully engaged in making
the organization’s systems as resilient as economiNLWWd QPL^TMWP ?ST^ TYNW`OP^ OPaPWZ[TYR OPQPY^P LYO
response plans that are capable of addressing sophis_TNL_POL__LNVXP_SZO^

Balancing Cybersecurity With Growth and
3URȴWDELOLW\
7TVPZ_SP]N]T_TNLW]T^V^Z]RLYTeL_TZY^QLNPNdMP]^PN`]T_d
NLYYZ_MPNZY^TOP]POTYLaLN``X8PXMP]^ZQXLYLRPment and the board must strike the appropriate balance
between protecting the security of the organization and
mitigating downside losses, while continuing to ensure
[]Zʭ_LMTWT_dLYOR]Zb_STYLNZX[P_T_TaPPYaT]ZYXPY_
8LYd_PNSYZWZRdTYYZaL_TZY^LYO_]LY^QZ]XL_TZY^
_SL_PYSLYNP[]Zʭ_LMTWT_dNLYLW^Z`YOP]XTYP^PN`]T_d
1Z] PcLX[WP _PNSYZWZRTP^ ^`NS L^ XZMTWP _PNSYZWZRdNWZ`ONZX[`_TYRLYOɭ^XL]_ɮOPaTNP^NLYdTPWO
^TRYTʭNLY_NZ^_^LaTYR^LYOM`^TYP^^PʯNTPYNTP^M`_
they can also create major security concerns if impleXPY_POSL[SLeL]OWd

>TXTWL]Wd _]PYO^ ^`NS L^ -D:/ M]TYR dZ`] ZbY
OPaTNP " LNNP^^ _Z TYQZ]XL_TZY _SP R]Zb_S ZQ
sophisticated “big data” analytics, and the use of
long, international supply chains may be so cost-efQPN_TaP_SL__SPdL]P]P\`T]POTYZ]OP]QZ]LM`^TYP^^
_Z]PXLTYNZX[P_T_TaP3ZbPaP]_SP^P[]LN_TNP^NLY
also dramatically weaken the security of the orgaYTeL_TZY 4_ T^ [Z^^TMWP QZ] Z]RLYTeL_TZY^ _Z OPQPYO
_SPX^PWaP^bSTWP^_LdTYRNZX[P_T_TaPLYOXLTY_LTYTYR []Zʭ_LMTWT_d 3ZbPaP] ^`NNP^^Q`W NdMP]^PN`]T_d
cannot simply be “bolted on” at the end of business
[]ZNP^^P^4_YPPO^_ZMPbZaPYTY_ZLYZ]RLYTeL_TZYɪ^
key systems, processes and culture from end to end—
and when done successfully, it can help build competT_TaPLOaLY_LRP
-`__ZMPPʬPN_TaPNdMP]^_]L_PRdX`^_MPXZ]P_SLY
^TX[Wd ]PLN_TaP 7PLOTYR Z]RLYTeL_TZY^ LW^Z PX[WZd
LYLʯ]XL_TaPQZ]bL]OWZZVTYR[Z^_`]P_SL_TYNW`OP^
RPYP]L_TYR TY_PWWTRPYNP LMZ`_ _SP NdMP]]T^V PYaTronment and anticipating where potential attackers
might strike, as well as subjecting their own systems
and processes to regular, rigorous testing to determine
a`WYP]LMTWT_TP^
?SPʭaP[]TYNT[WP^QZ]PʬPN_TaPNdMP]]T^VZaP]^TRS_
OP_LTWPOTY_ST^3LYOMZZVL]P[]P^PY_POTYL]PWL_TaPWd
generalized form in order to encourage discussion and
]PʮPN_TZYMdMZL]O^ZQOT]PN_Z]^9L_`]LWWdOT]PN_Z]^
will adapt these recommendations based on their organization’s unique characteristics, including size, life
cycle stage, strategy, business plans, industry sector,
RPZR]L[STNQZZ_[]TY_N`W_`]PLYO^ZZY

TOOL PREVIEW: BOARD OVERSIGHT OF INCIDENT RESPONSE
Incident response is a critical component of a cybersecurity program. The business capabilities and
functions required to support incident response are these:
z Governance – knowledge of assets and where they reside with appropriate controls and
protection.
z Protective Capabilities – policies, education, access controls, protection procedures.
z Detection – capabilities to detect anomalies and events.
z Response – playbook, regular cyber exercises, coordinated eorts across business units.
z Recovery – remediation and after-action improvement.

See Tool E – Incident Response for more information.
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Principle 1
Cybersecurity as a
Strategic Risk

PRINCIPLE 1

Cybersecurity as a Strategic Risk

Directors need to understand and approach cybersecurity as a strategic,
enterprise risk—not just as an IT risk.
3T^_Z]TNLWWd XLYd NZX[LYTP^ LYO Z]RLYTeL_TZY^
categorized information security as a technical or
operational issue to be handled by the information
_PNSYZWZRd 4? OP[L]_XPY_ ?ST^ XT^`YOP]^_LYOing was fed by siloed operating structures that left
functions
and
business
units within the organization feeling disconnected
from responsibility for the
^PN`]T_d ZQ _SPT] ZbY OL_L
Instead, this critical respon^TMTWT_dbL^SLYOPOZʬ_Z4?
a department that in most
organizations is strapped
for resources and budget
L`_SZ]T_d 1`]_SP]XZ]P OPQP]]TYR ]P^[ZY^TMTWT_d _Z
4? TYSTMT_PO N]T_TNLW LYLWd^T^ ZQ LYO NZXX`YTNL_TZY
about security issues, and hampered the adoption of
PʬPN_TaPZ]RLYTeL_TZYbTOP^PN`]T_d^_]L_PRTP^
:aP] _SP WL^_ ^PaP]LW dPL]^ _PNSYZWZRd LYO OL_L
SLaP XZaPO Z`_ ZQ _SPT] ^`[[Z]_TYR ]ZWP^ LYO _LVPY
NPY_P]^_LRPL^N]T_TNLWO]TaP]^ZQ^_]L_PRd0cPN`_TaP^
LYO MZL]O XPXMP]^ TY Z]RLYTeL_TZY^ ZQ PaP]d ^TeP
and sector now recognize that they need to respond
to transformational forces that are “global and highly

complex, encompassing new business models, new
entrants and new markets—and always with the
WZZXTYR []Z^[PN_ ZQ YPc_bLaP _PNSYZWZRd OT^]`[_Z]^ɮ"?SPM`^TYP^^NZXX`YT_dɪ^WPaPWZQLbL]PYP^^
of the importance of information security in general,
and the cross-functional
nature of cybersecurity in
particular, has taken a similar path—fueled in part by
the constant stream of headWTYP^LMZ`_NdMP]TYNTOPY_^
BSTWP []ZR]P^^ SL^ MPPY
made,
many
management teams and boards
^_TWW SZWO OL_PO aTPb^
LMZ`_ NdMP]^PN`]T_d ?SP 2019–2020 NACD Public
Company Governance Survey noted that a majority
of board members continue to regard cybersecurity as
LYL]PLQZ]TX[]ZaPXPY_# and expect changing cyberseN`]T_d_S]PL_^_ZSLaPLXLUZ]TX[LN_ZY_SPT]M`^TYP^^
TY_SPYPc_XZY_S^$,RWZMLWTYQZ]XL_TZY^PN`]T_d
^`]aPdNZYO`N_POMd0D]PLNSPO^TXTWL]NZYNW`^TZY^
ʭYOTYR_SL_ɭ""ZQZ]RLYTeL_TZY^L]P^_TWWZ[P]L_TYR
with only limited cybersecurity and resilience [against
NdMP]_S]PL_^HbSTWP#"ZQZ]RLYTeL_TZY^bL]Y_SPd

Over the last several years, technology
and data have moved out of their
supporting roles and taken center
stage as critical drivers of strategy.

TOOL PREVIEW: BASELINE QUESTIONS BOARDS CAN ASK ABOUT CYBERSECURITY
z Are we considering the cybersecurity aspects of our major business decisions—such as M&A,

partnerships, new product launches, etc.—in a timely fashion?
z What do we consider our most valuable assets? How does our IT system interact with those

assets? What would it take to feel conȴdent that those assets were protected?
6HH7RRO%Ȃ$VVHVVLQJWKH%RDUGȇV&\EHU5LVN2YHUVLJKW(HFWLYHQHVV

0DNavigating the Four Themes of Technology Disruption7ZYOZY@YT_PO6TYROZX%0D [
9,./2019–2020 NACD Public Company Governance Survey,]WTYR_ZYA,%9,./$[
$
4MTO[
"

#
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OZYZ_dP_SLaP^`ʯNTPY_M`ORP__Z[]ZaTOP_SPWPaPW^
ZQNdMP]^PN`]T_dLYO]P^TWTPYNP_SPdbLY_ɮ
0cPN`_TaP^LYOMZL]OXPXMP]^YZb]PNZRYTeP_SL_
cybersecurity is an integral element in the critical
LYOZQ_PYaP]dNSLWWPYRTYR_]LY^QZ]XL_TZY^_SL__SPT]
companies are undertaking to grow and compete in the
OTRT_LWLRP?SPVPd\`P^_TZY^QZ]_SPMZL]OL]PYZWZYRP]
WTXT_PO _Z SZb _PNSYZWZRTNLW TYYZaL_TZY NLY PYLMWP
business processes, but how to balance their own major
OTRT_LW_]LY^QZ]XL_TZY^bT_SPʬPN_TaPXLYLRPXPY_ZQ
inherent cyber risk that can compromise the enter[]T^Pɪ^WZYR_P]X^_]L_PRTNTY_P]P^_^;]Z[P]ZaP]^TRS_
ZQ_ST^OTʯN`W_MLWLYNPLYOZQ_PYQ]TN_TZYMPRTY^bT_S
understanding that cyber risk is not limited to narrow
technical domains but stretches throughout the enter[]T^PLYOOT]PN_WdTX[LN_^VPdM`^TYP^^Z`_NZXP^?ST^
includes discussing how the organization will strike
the right balance between protecting digital assets
LYOO]TaTYROTRT_LWTYYZaL_TZY4YZYP]PNPY_^_`Od#
percent of directors said they would support manageXPY_ `YOP]_LVTYR [Z_PY_TLWWd OT^]`[_TaP TYYZaL_TZY
[]ZUPN_^_SL_SLaP_SP[Z_PY_TLW_ZTYN]PL^PWZYR_P]X
aLW`PPaPYTQ_SPdN]PL_PLOOT_TZYLW]T^V^-ZL]O^LYO
management teams need to acknowledge the potential
_PY^TZY MP_bPPY _SP YPPO QZ] ^_]L_PRTN TYYZaL_TZYɨ
increasingly fueled by digital transformation—and the
TX[P]L_TaP^ZQ[]P^P]aTYR^PN`]T_dLYO_]`^_=PNZRnizing the high stakes of successful digital transforXL_TZY TY _ZOLdɪ^ NZX[P_T_TaP WLYO^NL[P bP MPWTPaP
_SL_NdMP]^PN`]T_d^SZ`WOYZbMPaTPbPOL^LXPLY^QZ]
a company to execute its (digital) strategy as securely
L^[Z^^TMWP,_T_^MP^_NdMP]^PN`]T_dLWWZb^NZX[LYTP^
_Z N]PL_P WZYR_P]X aLW`P LYO ^`^_LTY _]`^_ bT_S T_^
N`^_ZXP]^LYOZ_SP]VPd^_LVPSZWOP]^
2]PL_P] ^[PNTʭN^ TYNW`OTYR bSL_ XLYLRPXPY_
needs to present to the board in order to appreciate
cyber risk in economic terms, are outlined in Principle
LYO?ZZW1
-ZL]O^ XPXMP]^ ^SZ`WO LW^Z `YOP]^_LYO bSL_
“crown jewels” the company most needs to protect, and
ensure that management has a protection, detection,
LYO]P^[ZY^P^_]L_PRdBSTWP[]Z_PN_TZY_d[TNLWWd^_L]_^
with the crown jewels, boards can ask management
LMZ`__SP[]ZNP^^QZ]TYaPY_Z]dTYRNdMP]]T^V^LN]Z^^

the organization, including how they work across busiYP^^aP]_TNLW^_ZSPW[TOPY_TQd[Z_PY_TLWa`WYP]LMTWT_TP^
?SPMZL]O^SZ`WOTY^_]`N_XLYLRPXPY__ZNZY^TOP]YZ_
only the highest-probability attacks and defenses, but
also low-probability, high-impact attacks that would
MPNL_L^_]Z[STNL__LNV^?SP^PNZ`WOTYNW`OP^P[L]L_P
but interconnected risks that, when combined, create
PaPYR]PL_P]OLXLRPBT_SPXP]RTYROT^]`[_TaP_PNSYZWZRTP^ZY_SPSZ]TeZYT_T^MPNZXTYRPaPYXZ]PN]T_TNLWQZ]MZL]O^LYOXLYLRPXPY__ZNZY_TY`LWWdPaLW`L_P
bSP_SP]_SPT]N`]]PY_OPʭYT_TZYZQN]ZbYUPbPW^T^^_TWW
aLWTO ?ST^ NLY SPW[ PY^`]P _SL_ _SP Z]RLYTeL_TZY T^
_L]RP_TYRT_^NdMP]^PN`]T_d]P^Z`]NP^XZ^_PʬPN_TaPWd
In leading organizations, management teams and
boards are starting to integrate the adoption of emerging technologies and data capabilities into discussions about key strategy and plans that cut across the
PY_T]P Z]RLYTeL_TZY 4OPLWWd NdMP]^PN`]T_d ^SZ`WO MP
[L]_ ZQ _SP ^LXP OTLWZR`P 4Y Z_SP] bZ]O^ NdMP]^Pcurity should be seen as an enterprise-wide strategy
and risk-management issue that should be addressed
SZWT^_TNLWWd LYO []ZLN_TaPWd NZY^TOP]PO bSPY XLVTYR
XLUZ]^_]L_PRTNOPNT^TZY^

IDENTIFYING THE COMPANY’S
“CROWN JEWELS”

Directors should engage management in a discussion of the following questions on a regular
basis:
z What are our company’s most critical data
assets?
z Where do they reside? Are they located on

one or multiple systems?
z How are they accessed? Who has

permission to access them?
z How often have we tested our systems

to make sure that they are adequately
protecting our data?

0Dɭ2WZMLW4YQZ]XL_TZY>PN`]T_d>`]aPdɮZY0DNZX
0DLYO.Z][Z]L_P-ZL]O8PXMP]How Boards Are Governing Disruptive Technology $[

4Y_P]YP_>PN`]T_d,WWTLYNPLYO,XP]TNLY9L_TZYLW>_LYOL]O^4Y^_T_`_PThe Financial Management of Cyber Risk: An
Implementation Framework for CFOs[#

>PP9,./The Report of the NACD Blue Ribbon Commission on Adaptive Governance: Board Oversight of Disruptive Risks
,]WTYR_ZYA,%9,./#[[ɧLYO_SP6;82,`OT_.ZXXT__PP4Y^_T_`_PGlobal Boardroom Insights: The Cyber Security
Challenge["
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR BOARD-LEVEL
METRICS
While the kind of metrics used by an organization
will be determined by the organization’s unique
environment and needs, there are a series of
core principles to guide what metrics management should be providing to the board. These
metrics should follow these guiding principles:
z Be relevant to the audience (full-board; key

committee).
z Be reader-friendly: use summaries, callouts,

graphics, and other visuals and avoid
technical jargon.
z Convey meaning: communicate insights,

not just information.
Highlight changes, trends, and patterns

over time.
Show relative performance against peers,

against industry averages, against other
relevant external indicators, etc. (e.g.,
maturity assessments).
Indicate impacts on business operations,

costs, market share, etc.
z Concise: Avoid information overload
z Above all, enable discussion and dialogue

See Tool F: Board-Level Cybersecurity Metrics.
Source: NACD



Cyber Risk and the Business Ecosystem
.dMP]L__LNV^ NLY _LVP ZY XLYd OTʬP]PY_ QZ]X^ LYO
SLaPPaZWaPOQL]MPdZYO_]LOT_TZYLWSLNVTYR1Z]PcLXple, spear phishing—a common email attack strategy
_SL__L]RP_^^[PNTʭNTYOTaTO`LW^ɨT^LWPLOTYRNL`^PZQ
^d^_PX[PYP_]L_TZY,N_TaT_TP^^`NSL^[]ZO`N_WL`YNSP^
or production strategies that use complex supply chains
that span multiple countries and regions can magnify
NdMP]]T^V>TXTWL]WdXP]RP]^LYOLN\`T^T_TZY^bSTNS
SLaPTYN]PL^POTYQ]P\`PYNdZaP]_SP[L^_QPbdPL]^LYO
require the integration of complicated systems, often
ZYLNNPWP]L_PO_TXPWTYP^LYObT_SZ`_^`ʯNTPY__TXP
LWWZNL_PO_Z[P]QZ]XNZX[]PSPY^TaPO`POTWTRPYNPNLY
TYN]PL^PNdMP]]T^V
,YZ_SP]ZM^_LNWPNZX[LYTP^QLNPTYN]PL_TYRL^PN`]P
system is the degree of interconnection that the organization’s network has with its partners, suppliers,
LʯWTL_P^LYON`^_ZXP]^>PaP]LW^TRYTʭNLY_LYObPWW
known cyberattacks did not actually start within the
_L]RP_ɪ^4?^d^_PX^M`_TY^_PLO]P^`W_POQ]ZXa`WYP]LMTWT_TP^TYZYPZQ_SPT]aPYOZ]^Z]^`[[WTP]^
In addition, organizations are adopting new ways
_ZXLYLRPOL_LPRSLaTYR^ZXPOL_L]P^TOTYRZY
external networks or in public “clouds”), which can
TX[]ZaP NZ^_PʬPN_TaPYP^^ LYO PʯNTPYNd M`_ LW^Z
TY_]ZO`NPYPb]T^V^1Z]PcLX[WPMdZ`_^Z`]NTYR_SPT]
OL_L ^_Z]LRP NZX[LYTP^ SLaP WTXT_PO OT]PN_ LMTWT_d
to secure the data, but must make sure that adequate
risk-management steps are taken, such as under^_LYOTYR_SP^PN`]T_d_ZZW^LYOXZYT_Z]TYR[]ZaTOPOMd
_SPNWZ`O[]ZaTOP]
,^L]P^`W_OT]PN_Z]^^SZ`WOPY^`]P_SL_XLYLRPment is assessing cybersecurity not only as it relates to
the organization’s own networks, but also with regard
_Z_SPWL]RP]M`^TYP^^PNZ^d^_PXTYbSTNST_Z[P]L_P^
0ʬPN_TaPMZL]O^bTWWPYRLRPXLYLRPXPY_TYLOT^N`^^TZYZQ_SPaL]dTYRWPaPW^ZQ]T^V_SL_PcT^_LN]Z^^_SP
NZX[LYdɪ^ aLW`P NSLTY LYO `YOP]^_LYO SZb _SP^P
less-controllable risks are taken into consideration in
the decision making about the company’s appropriate
NdMP]]T^V[Z^_`]PLYO_ZWP]LYNP

>PP9,./P_LWCybersecurity: Boardroom ImplicationsBL^STYR_ZY/.%9,./LY9,./bST_P[L[P]
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Principle 2
Legal and Disclosure
Implications

PRINCIPLE 2

Legal and Disclosure Implications

Directors should understand the legal implications of cyber risks as they
UHODWHWRWKHLUFRPSDQ\ȇVVSHFLȴFFLUFXPVWDQFHV
?SP WPRLW LYO ]PR`WL_Z]d WLYO^NL[P bT_S ]P^[PN_ _Z
NdMP]^PN`]T_d TYNW`OTYR [`MWTN OT^NWZ^`]P []TaLNd
and data protection, information-sharing, and infrastructure protection requirements, is complex and
NZY^_LY_Wd PaZWaTYR -ZL]O^
should stay informed about
the current compliance and
liability issues faced by their
organizations—and, potentially, by board members on
LY TYOTaTO`LW Z] NZWWPN_TaP
ML^T^ .dMP] ]P\`T]PXPY_^
L_ _SP @> ^_L_P WPaPW aL]d
widely, and each industry
faces increasing requireXPY_^Q]ZX@>QPOP]LW]PR`WL_Z]^:`_^TOPZQ_SP@>
jurisdictions are increasingly adopting their own cyber
]PR`WL_TZY^ ^`NS L^ _SP 0`]Z[PLY @YTZYɪ^ 9P_bZ]V
LYO4YQZ]XL_TZY>PN`]T_d/T]PN_TaPLYOOL_L^PN`]T_d
LYO M]PLNS ]P\`T]PXPY_^ ^`NS L^ _SP 2PYP]LW /L_L
;]Z_PN_TZY =PR`WL_TZY >ZXP ZQ _SP^P ]P\`T]PXPY_^
YZb TYNW`OP RZaP]YLYNP ^_]`N_`]P^ ]L[TO YZ_TʭNL_TZY ZQ TYNTOPY_^ ZaP]^TRS_ ZQ _ST]O[L]_d aPYOZ]^
LYO TY .LWTQZ]YTL ^_L_`_Z]d OLXLRP^ NWL^^LN_TZY
]T^VQZ]XLYdYZ_TʭLMWPOL_LM]PLNSP^-ZL]O^^SZ`WO
`YOP]^_LYO bSP_SP] XLYLRPXPY_ SL^ LY PʬPN_TaP
compliance program to meet changing requirements,
]P[Z]_TYR ]P^[ZY^TMTWT_TP^ LYO ]PWL_PO ZMWTRL_TZY^
BSTWP ^ZXP ZQ _SP^P ]PR`WL_TZY^ L]P STRSWTRS_PO TY
_ST^[]TYNT[WPLYO_S]Z`RSZ`__SP3LYOMZZV_SPdL]P
PcLX[WP^LYOQL]Q]ZXLWWTYNW`^TaP
3TRS[]ZʭWP L__LNV^ XLd ^[LbY WLb^`T_^
TYNW`OTYRQZ][`MWTNNZX[LYTP^^SL]PSZWOP]OP]TaL_TaP ^`T_^ LNN`^TYR _SP Z]RLYTeL_TZY ZQ XT^XLYagement, waste of corporate assets, and abuse of
NZY_]ZW ;WLTY_Tʬ^ XLd LW^Z LWWPRP _SL_ _SP Z]RLYTeL_TZYɪ^ MZL]O ZQ OT]PN_Z]^ YPRWPN_PO T_^ ʭO`NTL]d
O`_d Md QLTWTYR _Z _LVP ^`ʯNTPY_ ^_P[^ _Z NZYʭ]X
the adequacy of the company’s protections against
OL_L M]PLNSP^ LYO _SPT] NZY^P\`PYNP^ 0c[Z^`]P^
NLY aL]d NZY^TOP]LMWd OP[PYOTYR ZY _SP Z]RLYTeLtion’s dependence on technology and data, sector,
LYOZ[P]L_TYRWZNL_TZY^

?SP @> M`^TYP^^ U`ORXPY_ ]`WP XLd []Z_PN_ OT]PN_Z]^^ZWZYRL^_SPMZL]OSL^_LVPY]PL^ZYLMWPZaP]^TRS_
MPQZ]P LYO TYaP^_TRL_TZY ^_P[^ QZWWZbTYR L NdMP]^PN`]T_d TYNTOPY_ :_SP] NZY^TOerations include maintaining
records of boardroom discussions about cybersecurity and
cyber risks; staying informed
about industry-, region-, or
^PN_Z]^[PNTʭN ]P\`T]PXPY_^
that apply to the organization; and determining what
to disclose in the wake of a
NdMP]L__LNV 4_ T^ LW^Z LOaT^able for directors to participate with management in one
or more cyberbreach simulations, or “tabletop exercises,” to better understand their roles and the compaYdɪ^]P^[ZY^P[]ZNP^^TY_SPNL^PZQL^P]TZ`^TYNTOPY_

QĭġĩɫŴŸŕƼńĈ ÝƇƇÝûŀž ŋÝƪ žŴÝƤō ńÝƤsuits, including (for public companies)
shareholder derivative suits accusing
the organization of mismanagement,
waste of corporate assets, and abuse
of control.
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Board Minutes
-ZL]O XTY`_P^ ^SZ`WO ]PʮPN_ _SP ZNNL^TZY^ bSPY
cybersecurity was present on the agenda at meetTYR^ZQ_SPQ`WWMZL]OLYOZ]ZQVPdMZL]ONZXXT__PP^
OP[PYOTYR ZY _SP LWWZNL_TZY ZQ ZaP]^TRS_ ]P^[ZY^TMTWT_TP^/T^N`^^TZY^L__SP^PXPP_TYR^XTRS_TYNW`OP
`[OL_P^LMZ`_^[PNTʭN]T^V^LYOXT_TRL_TZY^_]L_PRTP^
L^bPWWL^]P[Z]_^LMZ`__SPNZX[LYdɪ^ZaP]LWWNdMP]security program and the integration of technology
with the organization’s strategy, policies, and busiYP^^LN_TaT_TP^

Public Disclosures and Reporting
Requirements
.ZX[LYTP^ LYO Z]RLYTeL_TZY^ XLd MP ^`MUPN_ _Z L
range of disclosure obligations related to cybersecu]T_d]T^V^LYONdMP]TYNTOPY_^TYNW`OTYR_SPQZWWZbTYR%
z 4Y_P][]P_TaP R`TOLYNP QZ] [`MWTN NZX[LYTP^
`[OL_POMd_SP@>>PN`]T_TP^LYO0cNSLYRP.ZXXT^^TZY>0.TY#
z 4YO`^_]d^[PNTʭN]PR`WL_TZY^Q]ZX_SP>0.1PO-

P]LW ?]LOP .ZXXT^^TZY LYO Z_SP] LRPYNTP^ _SL_
LʬPN_ ^PN_Z]^ ^`NS L^ ]P_LTW SPLW_S NL]P MLYV-

ing and insurance, chemicals, telecommunica_TZY^ M]ZVP]OPLWP]^ LYO ]PRT^_P]PO TYaP^_XPY_
ʭ]X^`_TWT_TP^LYON]T_TNLWTYQ]L^_]`N_`]PL^bPWW
L^ ]P\`T]PXPY_^ QZ] RZaP]YXPY_ NZY_]LN_Z]^ Z]
Z]RLYTeL_TZY^bSZSZWORZaP]YXPY_OL_L
z >_L_PWPaPWTYQZ]XL_TZY^PN`]T_dLYOOL_LM]PLNS

YZ_TʭNL_TZYWLb^
z 2WZMLW]PR`WL_TZY^TYNW`OTYR]PRTZYLWPR0`]Z-

[PLY @YTZY TY_P]YL_TZYLW LYO NZ`Y_]d^[PNTʭN
WLb^LYO^_LYOL]O^
.SLWWPYRP^ TYNW`OP ZaP]WL[[TYR LYO NZYʮTN_TYR
rules and requirements, lack of coordination among
]`WPXLVTYR LYO WPRT^WL_TaP L`_SZ]T_TP^ LYO OTʬP]PY_ []TZ]T_TP^ O]TaTYR _SP OPaPWZ[XPY_ ZQ YPb ]PR`WL_TZY^ɨTYNW`OTYR OTaP]RPY_ aTPb^ ZY Q`YOLXPY_LW
T^^`P^^`NSL^_SPOPʭYT_TZYZQ[]TaLNdZ]_SPɭ]TRS__Z
MPQZ]RZ__PYɮBSTWPOT]PN_Z]^OZYZ_YPPO_ZSLaPOPP[
knowledge about this increasingly complex area of law,
they should be briefed by inside or outside counsel on
a regular basis about requirements that apply to the
NZX[LYd =P[Z]_^ Q]ZX XLYLRPXPY_ ^SZ`WO PYLMWP
the board to assess whether or not the organization is
LOP\`L_PWdLOO]P^^TYR_SP^P[Z_PY_TLWWPRLW]T^V^
4YaP^_Z]^LW^ZPc[PN_NZX[LYTP^_ZMP_]LY^[L]PY_
LMZ`_ _SPT] NdMP]^PN`]T_d []ZNP^^P^ TY [`MWTN ʭWTYR^
LYO OT^NWZ^`]P^ ?SP .Z`YNTW ZQ 4Y^_T_`_TZYLW 4YaP^tors, a group that represents public, union, and corpo]L_PMPYPʭ_[WLY^PYOZbXPY_^LYOQZ`YOL_TZY^SL^
^_L_POɭ4YaP^_Z]^bTWWSLaPR]PL_P]NZYʭOPYNP_SL_FLH
company is not withholding information if it proac-

_TaPWdNZXX`YTNL_P^_SP[]ZNP^^MdbSTNST_L^^P^^P^
damage caused by a cyber incident and the methodZWZRdT_`^P^_ZLNNZ`Y_QZ]NdMP]TYNTOPY_^LʬPN_TYR
OL_L LYO L^^P_^ .ZXX`YTNL_TYR ^`NS L []ZNP^^ bTWW
YZ_ ]PaPLW ^PY^T_TaP TYQZ]XL_TZY LMZ`_ L NZX[LYdɪ^
NdMP]^PN`]T_d PʬZ]_^ɮ In response, some public
NZX[LYTP^L]PTYN]PL^TYR_SPT]aZW`Y_L]dOT^NWZ^`]P^
in the proxy statement and elsewhere, about how the
MZL]OT^L[[]ZLNSTYRNdMP]]T^VZaP]^TRS_>PP?ZZW5
ɧ0YSLYNTYR.dMP]^PN`]T_d/T^NWZ^`]P^ɨ<`P^_TZY^
QZ]-ZL]O^

SEC Disclosure Guidance
.dMP]^PN`]T_dSL^QZ]^PaP]LWdPL]^MPPYSTRSZY_SP
LRPYOL ZQ _SP @> >PN`]T_TP^ LYO 0cNSLYRP .ZXXT^^TZY>0.LYOTY_SP.ZXXT^^TZYɪ^/TaT^TZYZQ
.Z][Z]L_P1TYLYNPT^^`POR`TOLYNP, calling on companies to assess their disclosure obligations with regard
_Z_SPT]NdMP]^PN`]T_d]T^V^LYONdMP]TYNTOPY_^
4Y#_SP>0.`YLYTXZ`^WdL[[]ZaPOYPbinter[]P_L_TaP R`TOLYNP, which outlines requirements for
publicly traded companies to disclose cybersecurity
]T^V^LYOXL_P]TLWTYNTOPY_^4_`YOP]^NZ]P^_SL_NdMP]
]T^V[Z^P^ɭR]LaP_S]PL_^_ZTYaP^_Z]^ɮ_SPXL]VP_^
LYO_SPNZ`Y_]d
In a statement >0. NSLT]XLY 5Ld .WLd_ZY `]RPO
public companies, “to examine their controls and
procedures,” not solely to conform with securities law
OT^NWZ^`]PZMWTRL_TZY^M`_LW^ZVPP[TYRTYXTYOʭYLYNTLW LYO ]P[`_L_TZYLW NZY^TOP]L_TZY^ ?SP R`TOLYNP
QZN`^P^ZY_SPQZWWZbTYRNZ]PL]PL^%

TOOL PREVIEW: QUESTIONS TO ENHANCE COMMUNICATIONS WITH SHAREHOLDERS
1.

How is the company using disclosures to eectively communicate the rigor of our cybersecurity risk
management program, and related board oversight activities, to investors and other stakeholders?

2.

How do our cybersecurity-related disclosures compare to those of our competitors and industry peers?

3.

Is cybersecurity included in the company’s list of risk factors?

4.

How do we describe cybersecurity risk management activities?

5.

Is cybersecurity included in the areas of expertise that we consider important on the board, and/
or does it appear in one or more directors’ biographies?

See Tool J – Enhancing Cybersecurity Disclosures—10 Questions for Boards.

.Z`YNTWZQ4Y^_T_`_TZYLW4YaP^_Z]^Prioritizing Cybersecurity: Five Investor Questions for Portfolio Company Boards,[]TW![ 
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z Pre-incident disclosure:?SP>0.NLWW^QZ]_]LY^-

[L]PYNdL]Z`YO_SPTOPY_TʭNL_TZY\`LY_TʭNL_TZY
and management of cyber risk across an organieL_TZY!,^_PNSYZWZRdPaZWaP^LYZ]RLYTeL_TZYɪ^
attack surface expands, especially as more conYPN_POOPaTNP^L]PLOOPO_ZYP_bZ]V^LYO]PWTLYNP
ZYLYPc[LY^TaP^`[[WdNSLTYPaZWaP^.ZX[LYTP^
are required to set the stage for the quick identiʭNL_TZYLYOXLYLRPXPY_ZQNdMP]TYNTOPY_^_SL_
SLaPLXL_P]TLWTX[LN_ZY_SPT]M`^TYP^^
z Board oversight: ?SP MZL]Oɪ^ ]P^[ZY^TMTWT_d T^

_Z `YOP]^_LYO NdMP] ]T^V \`LY_TQd T_ LYO ZaP]^PPT_?SP>0.LOaT^P^NZX[LYTP^_ZOT^NWZ^PL^
part of their proxy statement, the board’s role and
PYRLRPXPY_ TY NdMP]]T^V ZaP]^TRS_ LYO YZ_P^
that the discussion “should include the nature of
_SP MZL]Oɪ^ ]ZWP TY ZaP]^PPTYR _SP XLYLRPXPY_
ZQFNdMP]H]T^Vɮ"4YZ]OP]_Z]P^[ZYO_Z_SP>0.
R`TOLYNPMZL]OXPXMP]^SLaP_ZMP[]Tad_Z_SP
NZX[LYdɪ^ ZaP]LWW NdMP] Pc[Z^`]P^ TY_PR]L_TYR
_ST^TY^TRS_L^[L]_ZQ_SPT]!OPR]PPaTPbZQ_SP
NZX[LYdɪ^]T^V^

z Controls and procedures: .ZX[LYTP^L]PPc[PN_PO

to assess whether their enterprise-wide risk manLRPXPY_[]ZNP^^P^L]P^`ʯNTPY__Z^LQPR`L]O_SP
Z]RLYTeL_TZY Q]ZX NdMP] OT^L^_P]^ BT_S L NZY^_LY_WdPaZWaTYRL__LNV^`]QLNP_SP]PYPPO^_ZMP
ongoing due diligence to identify and manage new
]T^V^ P^[PNTLWWd O`]TYR L XP]RP] Z] LN\`T^T_TZY
8Z^_NZX[LYTP^SLaPWZYRMPPYOZTYR_ST^bSPYT_
comes to other perils—for example, natural disas_P]^ɨLYOT_T^TX[P]L_TaP_ZPc_PYO_SP^LXP[]ZNP^^_ZNdMP]]T^V
z Insider trading:4YL[]ZaT^TZY_SL_T^YPb_Z_SP

#R`TOLYNP_SP>0.]PXTYO^NZX[LYTP^OT]PN_Z]^ZʯNP]^LYOZ_SP]TY^TOP]^ZQTY^TOP]_]LOTYR []ZSTMT_TZY^$ In practice, this means that
OT]PN_Z]^ ZʯNP]^ LYO Z_SP] PcPN`_TaP^ bSZ L]P
LbL]P ZQ L NZX[LYdɪ^ NdMP] a`WYP]LMTWT_TP^ Z] L
breach could be liable if they sell company stock, or
instruct anyone else to do so, before such a breach
Z]a`WYP]LMTWT_dT^OTa`WRPO

z Incident disclosure: ?SP >0. ]P\`T]P^ NZX[LYTP^

_Z ɭTYQZ]X TYaP^_Z]^ LMZ`_ XL_P]TLW NdMP]^PN`]T_d]T^V^LYOTYNTOPY_^TYL_TXPWdQL^STZYɮ#?ST^
]P\`T]P^SLaTYR^_]`N_`]P^TY[WLNP_ZTOPY_TQdLYO
quantify cyber-risk exposure, allowing the organization to rapidly determine whether a cyberbreach
was in fact material, thus requiring transparency
_Z TYaP^_Z]^ LYO ^SL]PSZWOP]^ :YP []PWTXTYL]d
step is to establish which technology assets and
^`[[WTP]^ SZWO []Z[]TP_L]d LYO NZYʭOPY_TLW OL_L
such as customers’ personal details or strategic
M`^TYP^^TYQZ]XL_TZY?ST^TY^TRS_NLYLW^ZTYQZ]X
decisions on the organization’s cyber-risk management strategy, including whether to manage or
_]LY^QP]L^[PNTʭN]T^V

>PP_SP>0.ɪ^Commission Statement and Guidance on Public Company Cybersecurity Disclosures
>PP_SP>0.ɪ^Commission Statement and Guidance on Public Company Cybersecurity Disclosures[#
#
4MTO[
$
4MTO[
!
"
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Principle 3

Board Oversight Structure
and Access to Expertise

PRINCIPLE 3

Board Oversight Structure and Access
to Expertise

Boards should have adequate access to cybersecurity expertise, and
discussions about cyber-risk management should be given regular and
adequate time on board meeting agendas.

Board Responsibility in Cyber-Risk
Oversight Is Growing
,^ _SP NdMP] _S]PL_ SL^ R]ZbY _SP ]P^[ZY^TMTWT_d
LYOPc[PN_L_TZY^ZQMZL]OXPXMP]^LW^ZSL^R]ZbY
/T]PN_Z]^ YPPO _Z OZ XZ]P _SLY ^TX[Wd `YOP]^_LYO
_SL__S]PL_^PcT^_LYO]PNPTaP
]P[Z]_^ Q]ZX XLYLRPXPY_
?SPd YPPO _Z PX[WZd _SP
same principles of inquiry
LYO NZY^_]`N_TaP NSLWWPYRP
that are standard features of
board-management discussions about strategy and
NZX[LYd [P]QZ]XLYNP ,^ L
OT]PN_Z] L_ LY 9,./ QZ]`X
ZM^P]aPO ɭ.dMP] WT_P]LNd NLY MP NZY^TOP]PO ^TXTWL]
_Z ʭYLYNTLW WT_P]LNd 9Z_ PaP]dZYP ZY _SP MZL]O T^ LY
L`OT_Z]M`_PaP]dZYP^SZ`WOMPLMWP_Z]PLOLʭYLYNTLW^_L_PXPY_LYO`YOP]^_LYO_SPʭYLYNTLWWLYR`LRP
ZQM`^TYP^^ɮ
,^ OT^N`^^PO TY ;]TYNT[WP  WPLOTYR MZL]O^ YZb
understand that cybersecurity is not simply a separate
discussion item to be addressed for a few minutes at
_SPPYOZQLMZL]OXPP_TYR=L_SP]NdMP]^PN`]T_dT^LY
P^^PY_TLW PWPXPY_ ZQ XLYd MZL]OWPaPW M`^TYP^^ OPNTsions and needs to be integrated into discussions about
T^^`P^ WTVP XP]RP]^ LN\`T^T_TZY^ YPb []ZO`N_ OPaPWopment, strategic partnerships, and the like at an early
^_LRP ,^ L ]P^`W_ MZL]O^ YPPO _Z MP LNNP^^TYR TYQZ]XL_TZY YZ_ ^TX[Wd Q]ZX 4? LYO _PNSYTNLW Z[P]L_TZY^
but from a wide range of sources including human

]P^Z`]NP^ ʭYLYNP [`MWTN ]PWL_TZY^ WPRLWNZX[WTLYNP
LYOZ_SP]^>PaP]LWXZOPW^QZ]^ZWTNT_TYRLbTOP]LYRP
ZQ[P]^[PN_TaP^LYOTY[`_^L]POT^N`^^POTY;]TYNT[WP
:aP] _SP [L^_ OPNLOP MZL]O^ SLaP MPNZXP XZ]P
LN_TaPTYZaP]^PPTYRNdMP]^PN`]T_dLYO]P\`T]TYRTYQZ]XL_TZYQ]ZXXLYLRPXPY_,
^`]aPd found that fewer
_SLY  [P]NPY_ ZQ MZL]O^
]PR`WL]Wd ]PNPTaPO ]P[Z]_^ ZY
[]TaLNd LYO ^PN`]T_d ]T^V^
LYO![P]NPY_]L]PWdZ]YPaP]
]PNPTaPO^`NSTYQZ]XL_TZY31
Since then, boardroom
[]LN_TNP^
SLaP
NSLYRPO
O]LXL_TNLWWd 4Y LY 9,./
^`]aPd ZQ [`MWTNNZX[LYd OT]PN_Z]^ "$ [P]NPY_ YZb
MPWTPaP _SPT] ɭMZL]Oɪ^ `YOP]^_LYOTYR ZQ NdMP] ]T^V
_ZOLd SL^ ^TRYTʭNLY_Wd TX[]ZaPO NZX[L]PO _Z _bZ
dPL]^ LRZɮ In fact, most public-company directors say their boards discuss cybersecurity issues on a
]PR`WL]ML^T^LYO]PNPTaPTYQZ]XL_TZYQ]ZXL]LYRPZQ
XLYLRPXPY__PLXXPXMP]^,XLUZ]T_dZQMZL]O^SLaP
]PaTPbPO _SPT] NZX[LYdɪ^ ]P^[ZY^P [WLY^ ]PNPTaPO
M]TPʭYR^Q]ZXTY_P]YLWLOaT^Z]^]PaTPbPO_SPNZX[LYdɪ^OL_L[]TaLNd[]Z_PN_TZY^LYONZXX`YTNL_PObT_S
XLYLRPXPY_LMZ`_NdMP]]T^VZaP]^TRS_ZaP]_SP[L^_
dPL]4YQLN_XZ]P_SLY" [P]NPY_ZQMZL]O^]PaTPbPO
their company’s current approach to securing its most
critical assets against cyberattacks within the past
dPL]33 (See the chart, .dMP]=T^V :aP]^TRS_ ;]LN_TNP^
;P]QZ]XPO:aP]_SP;L^_8ZY_S^ZY[LRP

Over the past decade, boards have
become more active in overseeing
cybersecurity and requiring information from management.



9,./P_LWCybersecurity: Boardroom ImplicationsBL^STYR_ZY/.%9,./LY9,./bST_P[L[P][

5ZOd=BP^_Md.L]YPRTP8PWWZY@YTaP]^T_dGovernance of Enterprise Security: CyLab 2012 Report;T__^M`]RS;,%.L]YPRTP
8PWWZY@YTaP]^T_d[!

9,./2019–2020 NACD Public Company Governance Survey,]WTYR_ZYA,%9,./$[
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/P^[T_P _SP^P ^TRY^ ZQ []ZR]P^^ L XLUZ]T_d ZQ
OT]PN_Z]^ɭL]PWZZVTYR_ZTX[]ZaPNdMP]^PN`]T_dZaP]^TRS_LN]Z^^_SPNZXTYRdPL]ɮ:YWdL^XLWW[P]NPY_LRPZQOT]PN_Z]^MPWTPaP_SPT]MZL]OSL^LɭSTRSɮWPaPW
of knowledge of cyber risks, and few organizations
say their information security reporting currently
Q`WWd XPP_^ _SPT] Pc[PN_L_TZY^  , ^_`Od Q]ZX 0D
]P[Z]_PO_SL_WP^^_SLYSLWQZQZ]RLYTeL_TZY^MPWTPaPO
_SPT]MZL]OLYOPcPN`_TaPXLYLRPXPY_SLaPL^`ʯNTPY_ `YOP]^_LYOTYR ZQ NdMP]^PN`]T_d _Z Q`WWd PaLW`L_P []PaPY_L_TaP XPL^`]P^ LYO NdMP] ]T^V^36 BSPY
L^VPO_ZL^^P^^_SP\`LWT_dZQTYQZ]XL_TZY[]ZaTOPOMd
the board to senior management, information about
cybersecurity was rated lowest, with nearly a quarter of public-company directors reporting that they
bP]P OT^^L_T^ʭPO Z] aP]d OT^^L_T^ʭPO bT_S _SP \`LWT_d ZQ TYQZ]XL_TZY []ZaTOPO Md XLYLRPXPY_ LMZ`_
NdMP]^PN`]T_d :YWd   [P]NPY_ ^LTO _SL_ _SPd bP]P
aP]d^L_T^ʭPObT_S_SP\`LWT_dZQ_SPTYQZ]XL_TZY_SPd
]PNPTaPO"
1TYLWWd PaPY TY Z]RLYTeL_TZY^ _SL_ SLaP TX[WPmented good board education programs on cybersecurity, leading directors recognize that this education
YPPO^_ZMP]PR`WL]Wd]PQ]P^SPO,]PNPY_9,./^`]aPd
found that a majority of boards see cybersecurity as
“an area where board knowledge can grow quickly
^_LWP>TYNP_S]PL_^L]PYPL]WdWTXT_WP^^LYONZY^_LY_Wd
mutate, directors must assume their current under^_LYOTYRZQNdMP]]T^V^SL^LYPc[T]L_TZYOL_Pɮ#

How Can Boards Access the Cybersecurity
Information They Need?
?SP]PT^YZ^TYRWPL[[]ZLNS_SL_bTWWʭ_PaP]dMZL]O%
some choose to conduct all cyber-risk-related discus^TZY^ L_ _SP Q`WWMZL]O WPaPW& Z_SP]^ L^^TRY ^[PNTʭN
NdMP]^PN`]T_d]PWL_POZaP]^TRS_]P^[ZY^TMTWT_TP^_ZZYP
Z]XZ]PNZXXT__PP^L`OT_]T^V_PNSYZWZRdP_N&LYO
^_TWWZ_SP]^`^PLNZXMTYL_TZYZQ_SP^PXP_SZO^
-ZL]OXPXMP]^^SZ`WO^P_NWPL]Pc[PN_L_TZY^bT_S
XLYLRPXPY_ LMZ`_ _SP QZ]XL_ Q]P\`PYNd LYO WPaPW
of detail of the cybersecurity-related information they
bT^S _Z ]PNPTaP 4Y ]PaTPbTYR ]P[Z]_^ Q]ZX XLYLRPXPY_?ST^^SZ`WOMPRTYbT_S`^TYR_SPNdMP]^PN`]T_d
expertise within the company to enhance their knowlPORP 1Z] PcLX[WP _SP Z]RLYTeL_TZYɪ^ .STPQ 4YQZ]XL_TZY>PN`]T_d:ʯNP]Z]Z_SP]^PYTZ]XLYLRPXPY_
ZʯNTLW ]P^[ZY^TMWP QZ] ZaP]^PPTYR ^PN`]T_d NLY SPW[
_SPMZL]O^MP__P]`YOP]^_LYONdMP]^PN`]T_d
3ZbPaP] OT]PN_Z]^ ^SZ`WO MP XTYOQ`W _SL_ _SP]P
might be an inherent bias on the part of management to
OZbY[WLd_SP_]`P^_L_PZQ_SP]T^VPYaT]ZYXPY_8LYd
MZL]O^ʭYO_SP^NZ[PZQNdMP]^PN`]T_d]P[Z]_TYRTY^`ʯNTPY_:YP^_`OdQZ`YO_SL_![P]NPY_ZQ4?^_LʬOZYZ_
report cybersecurity risks until they are urgent—and
XZ]POTʯN`W__ZXT_TRL_PɨLYOLNVYZbWPORPO_SL__SPd
_]d_ZʭW_P]Z`_YPRL_TaP]P^`W_^$?ST^[Z_PY_TLWMTL^NLY
be mitigated if boards ask management to adopt a more
NZX[]PSPY^TaP LYO PY_P][]T^PbTOP ]T^V Q]LXPbZ]V
LYO]P[Z]_TYR^_]`N_`]POT^N`^^POTY;]TYNT[WP

TOOL PREVIEW: WAYS TO BUILD BETTER RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE SECURITY TEAM
AND THE CISO
z Understand the CISO’s role and mandate.
z Spend time with the security team outside the boardroom.
z Assess how the CISO and security team collaborate with other departments within the

organization and with stakeholders outside the organization.
See Tool I: Building a Relationship With the CISO.

9,./Current and Emerging Practices in Cyber Risk Oversight,]WTYR_ZYA,%9,./$[



ɭ4^NdMP]^PN`]T_dLMZ`_XZ]P_SLY[]Z_PN_TZY*ɮ0D2WZMLW4YQZ]XL_TZY>PN`]T_d>`]aPdL_%S__[^%bbbPdNZXPYJRW
LOaT^Z]dRWZMLWTYQZ]XL_TZY^PN`]T_d^`]aPd#$,`R`^_!$
!
4MTO[
"
9,./ 2016–2017 NACD Public Company Governance Survey BL^STYR_ZY/.%9,./![#
#
9,./2018–2019 NACD Public Company Governance Survey,]WTYR_ZYA,%9,./#["
 

>PLY8L]_TYɭ.dMP]>PN`]T_d%!ZQ?PNSTP^/ZYɪ_?PWW-Z^^P^,MZ`_-]PLNSP^@YWP^^4_ɪ^ɩ>P]TZ`^ɪ” International
Business Times,[]TW!
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?SPYZXTYL_TYRLYORZaP]YLYNPNZXXT__PP^SZ`WO
PY^`]P_SPMZL]Oɪ^NSZ^PYL[[]ZLNST^NWPL]WdOPʭYPO
TY NZXXT__PP NSL]_P]^ _Z LaZTO NZYQ`^TZY Z] O`[WTNL_TZY ZQ PʬZ]_ ?SP Q`WW MZL]O ^SZ`WO MP M]TPQPO ZY
NdMP]^PN`]T_dXL__P]^L_WPL^_\`L]_P]WdLYOL^^[PNTʭN
TYNTOPY_^ Z] ^T_`L_TZY^ bL]]LY_ .ZXXT__PP^ bT_S
OP^TRYL_PO]P^[ZY^TMTWT_dQZ]]T^VZaP]^TRS_ɨLYOQZ]
ZaP]^TRS_ZQNdMP]]PWL_PO]T^V^TY[L]_TN`WL]ɨ^SZ`WO
]PNPTaPM]TPʭYR^ZYL_WPL^_L\`L]_P]WdML^T^
In order to encourage knowledge-sharing and
OTLWZR`P ^ZXP MZL]O^ TYaT_P LWW OT]PN_Z]^ _Z L__PYO
NZXXT__PPWPaPW OT^N`^^TZY^ ZY NdMP]]T^V T^^`P^
Z] XLVP `^P ZQ N]Z^^NZXXT__PP XPXMP]^ST[ 1Z]
PcLX[WPZYPRWZMLWNZX[LYdɪ^MZL]OWPaPW_PNSYZWogy committee includes directors who are experts on
[]TaLNdLYO^PN`]T_dQ]ZXLN`^_ZXP][P]^[PN_TaP?SP
audit and technology committee chairs are members
of each other’s committees, and the two committees
meet together once a year for a discussion that includes
LɭOPP[OTaPɮZYNdMP]^PN`]T_d
8LYLRPXPY_ ]P[Z]_TYR _Z _SP MZL]O ZY ]PWPaLY_
NdMP]^PN`]T_dXL__P]^^SZ`WOLW^ZMPʮPcTMWPPYZ`RS
_Z]PʮPN__SPNSLYRTYR_S]PL_PYaT]ZYXPY_L^bPWWL^

Primary Location on the Board for Oversight
of Cyber Risk (percentage of boards)

n=416

Source: 2019–2020 NACD Public Company Governance Survey

PaZWaTYRNZX[LYdNT]N`X^_LYNP^LYOMZL]OYPPO^4Y
L ]PNPY_ M]TPQ 9,./ STRSWTRS_^ L Y`XMP] ZQ QLN_Z]^
that may determine how management engages the
board, including
z the maturity of the information security program,
z ɭ^_PLOdɮ^_L_Pa^LQ_P]LYTYNTOPY_
z shifting regulatory requirements, and
z OT]PN_Z]_PY`]PLYOPc[P]_T^P

BSTWPTYNW`OTYRNdMP]^PN`]T_dL^L^_LYOLWZYPT_PX
ZYMZL]OLYOZ]NZXXT__PPXPP_TYRLRPYOL^T^YZbL
widespread practice, the issue should also be integrated
into a wide range of issues to be presented to the board
including discussions on new business plans and prod`N_ZʬP]TYR^XP]RP]^LYOLN\`T^T_TZY^YPbXL]VP_
entry, deployment of new technologies, major capital
TYaP^_XPY_OPNT^TZY^^`NSL^QLNTWT_dPc[LY^TZY^Z]4?
^d^_PX`[R]LOP^LYO_SPWTVP,^NZ][Z]L_PL^^P_^SLaP
TYN]PL^TYRWdMPNZXPOTRT_LWL^^P_^aT]_`LWWdLWWXLUZ]
M`^TYP^^OPNT^TZY^MPQZ]P_SPMZL]ObTWWSLaPNdMP]^PN`]T_dNZX[ZYPY_^_Z_SPX4YXLYdbLd^NdMP]^Pcurity is now a cross-cutting issue similar to legal and
ʭYLYNP0ʬPN_TaPMZL]O^L[[]ZLNSNdMP]^PN`]T_dL^LY
PY_P][]T^PbTOP]T^VXLYLRPXPY_T^^`P
/T]PN_Z]^XLd]PQP]_Z_SP?ZZW^L__SPPYOZQ_ST^
3LYOMZZV _Z Pc[WZ]P ]PNZXXPYOL_TZY^ QZ] SZb _Z
L[[]ZLNSVPdT^^`P^]PWL_PO_ZNdMP]^PN`]T_dZaP]^TRS_
ranging from how to address issues related to crisis
XLYLRPXPY_ TYNW`OTYR TYNTOPY_ ]P^[ZY^P _Z PaZWaing security challenges, such as supply-chain risks and
TY^TOP]_S]PL_^
-ZL]O^ NLY LYO Z`RS_ _Z NZY^TOP] L`RXPY_TYR
_SPT]TYSZ`^PPc[P]_T^PMd`^TYRLaL]TP_dZQXP_SZO^
_Z TY_PR]L_P TYOP[PYOPY_ Pc[P]_ L^^P^^XPY_^ ?SZ^P

Cyber-Risk Oversight Practices Performed Over the Past 12 Months (percentage of boards)
Reviewed the company’s approach to protect critical data assets
Communicated with management about the board’s cyber-risk reporting needs
Reviewed major cyber threats
Reviewed cyberbreach response plans
Assessed employee negligence or misconduct risk
Assessed third-party risks

81
77
70
66
62

88

n=318
Source: 2019–2020 NACD Public Company Governance Survey

,OL[_POQ]ZX=ZMdY-Pbɭ.dMP]=T^V:aP]^TRS_%<`P^_TZY^QZ]/T]PN_Z]^,” Ethical Boardroom>[]TYR
9,./Current and Emerging Practices in Cyber Risk Oversight,]WTYR_ZYA,%9,./$[[ɧ
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XP_SZO^TYNW`OP_SP^P%
z >NSPO`WTYR OPP[OTaP M]TPʭYR^ Z] PcLXTYL-

_TZY^Q]ZXTYOP[PYOPY_LYOZMUPN_TaP_ST]O[L]_d
Pc[P]_^aLWTOL_TYRbSP_SP]_SPNdMP]^PN`]T_d[]ZR]LXT^XPP_TYRT_^ZMUPN_TaP^
z 7PaP]LRTYR_SPMZL]Oɪ^PcT^_TYRTYOP[PYOPY_LOaT-

sors, such as external auditors and outside counsel,
bSZbTWWSLaPLX`W_TNWTPY_LYOTYO`^_]dbTOP[P]^[PN_TaPZYNdMP]]T^V_]PYO^
z ;L]_TNT[L_TYRTY]PWPaLY_OT]PN_Z]PO`NL_TZY[]Z-

R]LX^bSP_SP][]ZaTOPOTYSZ`^PZ]Pc_P]YLWWd
8LYd MZL]O^ L]P TYNZ][Z]L_TYR L ɭ]P[Z]_MLNVɮ
item on their agendas to allow directors to share
their takeaways from outside programs with fellow
MZL]OXPXMP]^

The Question of Adding a “Cyber Expert” to
the Board
3Zb_ZZ]RLYTeP_SPMZL]O_ZXLYLRP_SPZaP]^TRS_ZQ
NdMP] ]T^VɨLYO XZ]P M]ZLOWd PY_P][]T^PWPaPW ]T^V
ZaP]^TRS_ɨT^ L XL__P] ZQ NZY^TOP]LMWP OPML_P ?SP
9,./ -W`P =TMMZY .ZXXT^^TZY ZY ,OL[_TaP 2ZaP]nance recommended that cybersecurity, along with
Z_SP] OT^]`[_TaP ]T^V^ ɭF^SZ`WOH MP L NZX[ZYPY_ ZQ
^_]L_PRd OT^N`^^TZY^ L_ _SP Q`WWMZL]O WPaPW LYO XLd
also appear on the agenda of key committees, dependTYRZY_SPbLdTYbSTNS]T^VZaP]^TRS_]P^[ZY^TMTWT_TP^
L]PLWWZNL_POɮ4YOPPOTY#[P]NPY_ZQWL]RP
US public companies included cybersecurity on their
WT^_ZQOT^NWZ^PO]T^V^LYO#[P]NPY_TYNW`OPOOT^NWZ^`]P^ _SL_ L_ WPL^_ ZYP MZL]OWPaPW NZXXT__PP bL^
NSL]RPObT_SZaP]^TRS_ZQNdMP]^PN`]T_dXL__P]^DP_
U`^_[P]NPY_ZQMZL]O^L^^TRY_SPXLUZ]T_dZQNdMP]^PN`]T_d]PWL_PO ]T^VZaP]^TRS_ ]P^[ZY^TMTWT_TP^ _Z
_SPL`OT_NZXXT__PPbSTNSLW^ZL^^`XP^^TRYTʭNLY_
]P^[ZY^TMTWT_dQZ]ZaP]^TRS_ZQʭYLYNTLW]P[Z]_TYRLYO
NZX[WTLYNP]T^V^
Some companies are considering whether to add
NdMP]^PN`]T_d LYOZ] 4? ^PN`]T_d Pc[P]_T^P OT]PN_Wd _Z
_SPMZL]OaTL_SP]PN]`T_XPY_ZQYPbOT]PN_Z]^BSTWP
this may be appropriate for some companies or orga-

A CYBER EXPERT ON EVERY BOARD?

z How are we deȴning a Ȋcyber expertȋ? The

very ȴrst principle in this Handbook is that
cybersecurity is not simply an ȊITȋ issue, but
rather an enterprise-wide, risk-management
issue. So, is the board looking to add an
expert in enterprise-wide security issues?
z Is this strategy really deferring to one

individual a responsibility that the full
board should undertake? Might it be more
appropriate for the full board to increase
their understanding of cybersecurity
systems in a way that is similar to the
understanding that non-lawyers and nonȴnancial experts have with these respective
issues?
z How does having a single cyber expert on

the board mesh with the cross-functional
cyber-management structures that are
becoming increasingly common (such
as the ȊThree Lines of Defenseȋ model
discussed on page 27).
z Does placing a cyber expert on the board

set a precedent for assigning seats to
other specialized areas such as diversity
or environmental, social, and governance
(ESG) matters?

YTeL_TZY^_SP]PT^YZZYP^TePʭ_^LWWL[[]ZLNS_SL_
bTWWL[[WdPaP]dbSP]P7PLaTYRL^TOP_SL__SP]P^TX[Wd
L]P YZ_ PYZ`RS ɭNdMP] Pc[P]_^ɮ _Z [Z[`WL_P PaP]d
board, and hence the degree of expertise among board
NLYOTOL_P^ XLd aL]d NZY^TOP]LMWd _SP]P L]P ^PaP]LW
\`P^_TZY^^PP_SP^TOPML]LMZaPQZ]\`P^_TZY^LMZL]O
^SZ`WONZY^TOP]MPQZ]PZ[_TYRQZ]_ST^^_]L_PRd

9,./The Report of the NACD Blue Ribbon Commission on Adaptive Governance: Board Oversight of Disruptive Risks,]WTYR_ZY
A,%9,./#[

0D.PY_P]QZ]-ZL]O8L__P]^Cybersecurity disclosure benchmarking0D#[ 
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Principle 4

An Enterprise Framework
for Managing Cyber-Risk

PRINCIPLE 4

An Enterprise Framework for Managing
Cyber Risk

Directors should set the expectation that management will establish an
HQWHUSULVHZLGHF\EHUULVNPDQDJHPHQWIUDPHZRUNZLWKDGHTXDWHVWDɝQJ
and budget.
;]TYNT[WP^LYO ZQ_SPCyber-Risk Oversight Handbook
OTʬP]TY^ZXP]P^[PN_^Q]ZX_SPʭ]^__S]PP[]TYNT[WP^
TY _SL_ _SP ʭ]^_ _S]PP []TYNT[WP^ QZN`^PO ^[PNTʭNLWWd
on what the board should be doing itself and Princi[WP^LYO QZN`^XZ]PZYbSL__SPMZL]O^SZ`WOMP
Pc[PN_TYR Q]ZX XLYLRPXPY_ 4Y Z]OP] QZ] MZL]O^ _Z
PYRLRPTYPʬPN_TaPZaP]^TRS_T_T^TX[Z]_LY__ZQ`WWd
understand the responsibilities that management
has in addressing the orgaYTeL_TZYɪ^ NdMP]^PN`]T_d ,^
technology has become more
integral to business strategy, management has taken
on the role of deploying,
managing, and protecting
new technology capabili_TP^ LN]Z^^ _SP Z]RLYTeL_TZY
?PNSYZWZRd YZb TY_PR]L_P^
modern
organizations,
whether workers are across the hall or halfway around
_SP bZ]WO -`_ _SP PcT^_TYR ]P[Z]_TYR ^_]`N_`]P^ LYO
decision-making processes at many companies are
often legacies of a siloed operating model, where each
department and business unit makes decisions and
XLYLRP^]T^V^]PWL_TaPWdTYOP[PYOPY_WdbT_SZ`_Q`WWd
taking into account the digital interdependency that
T^LQLN_ZQXZOP]YM`^TYP^^
/T]PN_Z]^ ^SZ`WO ^PPV L^^`]LYNP^ _SL_ XLYLRPment is taking an appropriate enterprise-wide
L[[]ZLNS_ZNdMP]^PN`]T_d>[PNTʭNLWWdMZL]O^^SZ`WO
assess whether management has established both
an enterprise-wide technical framework as well as a
XLYLRPXPY_ Q]LXPbZ]V _SL_ bTWW QLNTWT_L_P PʬPN_TaP
RZaP]YLYNP ZQ NdMP] ]T^V ,Y TY_PR]L_PO ]T^V XZOPW
should consider cyber risk not as unique or separate from other business risks, but rather as part of
L NZX[]PSPY^TaP ]T^VXLYLRPXPY_ [WLY 3LaTYR LY
integrated approach to risk allows businesses to more

PʬPN_TaPWdLOO]P^^NdMP]^PN`]T_d]T^VLN]Z^^_SPPY_T]P
PY_P][]T^P

The Technical Framework
8ZOP]Y OTRT_LW _PNSYZWZRd ^d^_PX^ L]P TXXPY^PWd
NZX[WTNL_PO 8Z]PZaP] M`^TYP^^ LYO NZX[P_T_TaP
pressures demand that organizations continually
LOL[_ LYO `[OL_P _SP^P ^d^_PX^ ?ST^ NZ`WO XPLY
LOZ[_TYR L]_TʭNTLW TY_PWWTRPYNP ,4 NWZ`O NZYʭRurations, blockchain, the
4Y_P]YP_ZQ?STYR^Z]\`LYtum computing to change
business
practices
and
`YWPL^S TYYZaL_TZY .WPL]Wd
directors cannot be expected
to fully track and understand all these changes and
their implications for cyber^PN`]T_d 3ZbPaP] MZL]O^ ^SZ`WO `YOP]^_LYO Q]ZX
management that they use the appropriate cybersecurity framework to defend the digital technology
^d^_PX^_SL__SPPY_P][]T^P]PWTP^ZY
,W_SZ`RS ^ZXP Z]RLYTeL_TZY^ NSZZ^P _Z LOZ[_ L
single cybersecurity framework, it is more likely that
Z]RLYTeL_TZY^ bTWW ^PWPN_ ^[PNTʭN L^[PN_^ ZQ aL]TZ`^
frameworks and adapt them to their unique busiYP^^ YPPO^ ?Z OL_P YZ ZYP Q]LXPbZ]V SL^ MPPY
empirically demonstrated as superior from a secu]T_d [P]^[PN_TaP [Z^^TMWd O`P _Z _SP aL^_ aL]TLYNP
in cyberattack methods), but increasingly tools are
MPTYROPaPWZ[PO_SL_XL[_ZaL]TZ`^Q]LXPbZ]V^LYO
will enable management to determine and in some
cases quantify security management of the systems
_SPd NSZZ^P _Z `^P 2]PL_P] OP_LTW ZY _ST^ []ZNP^^ T^
OT^N`^^POTY;]TYNT[WP 
,XZYR_SPXZ^_NZXXZYWd`^PO_PNSYTNLWQ]LXPbZ]V^XLYLRPXPY_NLY^PWPN_LYOLOL[_L]P_SP^P%

Having an integrated approach to risk
ÝńńŕƤžùƍžĭōĈžžĈžƇŕŋŕŸĈĈƷĈûƇĭƣĈńƪ
address cybersecurity risk across the
entire enterprise
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z ?SP9L_TZYLW4Y^_T_`_PZQ>_LYOL]O^LYO?PNSYZW-

ZRd94>?NdMP]^PN`]T_dQ]LXPbZ]VbSTNSNZYsists of “standards, guidelines, and best practices
_ZXLYLRPNdMP]^PN`]T_d]PWL_PO]T^Vɮ?SP94>?
NdMP]^PN`]T_d Q]LXPbZ]Vɪ^ ɭNZ]Pɮ TYNW`OP^ ʭaP
VPd Q`YN_TZY^% TOPY_TQd []Z_PN_ OP_PN_ ]P^[ZYO
LYO]PNZaP] ?SPQ]LXPbZ]VT^[]P^PY_POTYMZ_S
L [LRP;/1OZN`XPY_! and an Excel table that
lists more than one hundred security recommenOL_TZY^"
z ?SP 4Y_P]YL_TZYLW :]RLYTeL_TZY QZ] >_LYOL]OTeL-

_TZY4>:N]PL_PO_SP4>:40."^_LYOL]O^QZ]
TYQZ]XL_TZY ^PN`]T_d# 4>: Pc[WLTY^ _SL_ ɭ`^TYR
this family of standards will help your organiza_TZYXLYLRP_SP^PN`]T_dZQL^^P_^^`NSL^ʭYLYcial information, intellectual property, employee
details or information entrusted to you by third
[L]_TP^ɮ
z >,9>?SP.PY_P]QZ]4Y_P]YP_>PN`]T_dɪ^ɭ.4>.ZY-

_]ZW^ɮTYNW`OPLWT^_ZQOTʬP]PY_^PN`]T_dNZY_]ZW^
for organizations, categorized as “basic,” “founOL_TZYLWɮ Z] ɭZ]RLYTeL_TZYLWɮ$ ?SP^P NZY_]ZW^
]LYRPQ]ZXP^_LMWT^STYRLYTYaPY_Z]dZQSL]ObL]P
and software assets to penetration testing and red
_PLXPcP]NT^P^ 
z ?SP ;LdXPY_ .L]O 4YO`^_]d ;.4 /L_L >PN`]T_d

Standards set “operational and technical requirements for organizations accepting or processing
[LdXPY__]LY^LN_TZY^LYOQZ]^ZQ_bL]POPaPWZ[P]^LYOXLY`QLN_`]P]^ZQL[[WTNL_TZY^LYOOPaTNP^
`^POTY_SZ^P_]LY^LN_TZY^ɮ 

Establishing A Management Framework for
Cybersecurity
.ZY^T^_PY_bT_S_SP`YOP]^_LYOTYRZ`_WTYPOTY;]TYciple 1 that cybersecurity is broader than simply an
ɭ4?ɮT^^`PT^_SP]PLWTeL_TZY_SL_NdMP]]T^VXLYLRPment should not be thought of as the responsibility of
U`^__SP4?Pc[P]_^0aPYbT_SRZZO_PNSYTNLWNZY_]ZW^
personnel need to be trained in proper use of digital assets, hence a secure culture is a critical aspect of

NdMP]^PN`]T_d:MaTZ`^WdNZX[WTLYNPLYOWPRLWT^^`P^
L]PN]T_TNLWPWPXPY_^ZQ_SPZaP]LWWNdMP]^_]L_PRdBT_S
the need for increased and better calibrated cyberseN`]T_dM`ORP_^ʭYLYNPT^LN]T_TNLWQ`YN_TZYL^T^=/
LYOXL]VP_TYR1Z]MZL]O^ZYPZQ_SPL]PL^ZQNZYNP]Y
regarding cyberattacks is reputational risk, making it
important for the public relations and communications
OP[L]_XPY_^_ZNZY_]TM`_P_ZNdMP]]T^VXLYLRPXPY_
.dMP]^PN`]T_dYPPO^_ZMPXLYLRPOLN]Z^^_SPPY_P][]T^P LYO XLYd OTʬP]PY_ [L]_^ ZQ _SP Z]RLYTeL_TZY
YPPO_Z_LVP]P^[ZY^TMTWT_dQZ]^[PNTʭNLN_TaT_TP^LYOMP
SPWOLNNZ`Y_LMWPQZ]_SPT]NZY_]TM`_TZY_ZLYPʬPN_TaP
PY_P][]T^PbTOP[]ZR]LX
?SP]PT^YZZYPXZOPW_SL_bTWWL[[Wd[P]QPN_Wd_Z
all organizations, but a cross-functional, multistakeholder approach is almost certainly something boards
^SZ`WO NZY^TOP] SLaTYR XLYLRPXPY_ TX[WPXPY_
=PNZRYTeTYR _SL_ Z]RLYTeL_TZY^ bTWW bLY_ _Z _LTWZ]
_SPT]L[[]ZLNS_Zʭ__SPT]YPPO^bPZʬP]_bZOTʬP]PY_
XZOPW^bSTNSNLYMP`^POL^L^_L]_TYR[ZTY_

ISA-ANSI Integrated Approach to Managing
Cyber Risk
:YPZQ_SPʭ]^_X`W_T^_LVPSZWOP]XZOPW^OPaPWZ[PObL^
N]PL_POMd_SP4Y_P]YP_>PN`]T_d,WWTLYNP4>,LYO_SP
,XP]TNLY9L_TZYLW>_LYOL]O^4Y^_T_`_P,9>4TY_SPT]
UZTY_ # [`MWTNL_TZY The Financial Management of
Cyber Risk: 50 Questions Every CFO Should Ask?ST^ML^TN
model stresses not only that multistakeholders ought
_Z MP TYaZWaPO M`_ LW^Z LOaZNL_P^ QZ] LY TOPY_TʭPO
WPLOP]ɨYZ_ Q]ZX 4?ɨbSZ SL^ N]Z^^Z]RLYTeL_TZYLW
L`_SZ]T_d4_LW^ZLOaZNL_P^QZ]L^P[L]L_PNdMP]^PN`]T_d
budget as opposed to the traditional model of folding
NdMP]^PN`]T_dTY_Z_SP4?M`ORP_?SP4>,,9>4Q]LXPbZ]VZ`_WTYP^_SPQZWWZbTYR^PaPY^_P[^%
1.

Establish ownership of cyber risk on a crossOP[L]_XPY_LWML^T^,^PYTZ]XLYLRP]bT_SN]Z^^
OP[L]_XPY_LWL`_SZ]T_d^`NSL^_SPNSTPQʭYLYNTLW
ZʯNP]NSTPQ]T^VZʯNP]Z]NSTPQZ[P]L_TYRZʯNP]
YZ_ _SP NSTPQ TYQZ]XL_TZY ZʯNP] ^SZ`WO WPLO
_SP_PLX

9L_TZYLW4Y^_T_`_PZQ>_LYOL]O^LYO?PNSYZWZRdɭ.dMP]^PN`]T_d1]LXPbZ]Vɮ
9L_TZYLW4Y^_T_`_PZQ>_LYOL]O^LYO?PNSYZWZRdFramework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity, Version 1.1,[]TW
!#


 

4MTO
9L_TZYLW4Y^_T_`_PZQ>_LYOL]O^LYO?PNSYZWZRd1]LXPbZ]VQZ]4X[]ZaTYR.]T_TNLW4YQ]L^_]`N_`]P.dMP]^PN`]T_dAP]^TZY0cNPW
download)

!
"

4Y_P]YL_TZYLW:]RLYTeL_TZYQZ]>_LYOL]OTeL_TZYɭ4>:40."4YQZ]XL_TZY>PN`]T_d8LYLRPXPY_ɮ
.PY_P]QZ]4Y_P]YP_>PN`]T_dɭ?SP.4>.ZY_]ZW^=P^Z`]NP^ɮ

4MTO

;.4>PN`]T_d>_LYOL]O^.Z`YNTWɭ8LTY_LTYTYR;LdXPY_>PN`]T_dɮ

#

$
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

,[[ZTY_LN]Z^^Z]RLYTeL_TZYNdMP]]T^VXLYLRPXPY_ _PLX ,WW ^`M^_LY_TLW ^_LVPSZWOP] OP[L]_ments must be represented, including business
unit leaders, legal, internal audit and compliance,
ʭYLYNPS`XLY]P^Z`]NP^4?TYNW`OTYRTYQZ]XL_TZY^PN`]T_dLYO]T^VXLYLRPXPY_
?SP NdMP]]T^V _PLX YPPO^ _Z [P]QZ]X L
forward-looking, enterprise-wide risk assessment,
using a systematic framework that accounts for the
complexity of cyber risk—including, but not limited
_Z]PR`WL_Z]dNZX[WTLYNP
-P LbL]P _SL_ NdMP]^PN`]T_d ]PR`WL_TZY OTʬP]^
^TRYTʭNLY_WdLN]Z^^U`]T^OTN_TZY^LXZYR@>^_L_P^
between the United States and other countries, and
Q]ZXTYO`^_]d_ZTYO`^_]d,^YZ_POTY;]TYNT[WP
management should dedicate resources to tracking
the standards and requirements that apply to the
organization, especially as some countries aggres^TaPWdPc[LYO_SP^NZ[PZQRZaP]YXPY_TYaZWaPXPY_
TY_Z_SPNdMP]^PN`]T_dL]PYL
?LVPLNZWWLMZ]L_TaPL[[]ZLNS_ZOPaPWZ[TYR]P[Z]_^
_Z_SPMZL]O0cPN`_TaP^^SZ`WOMPPc[PN_PO_Z_]LNV
and report metrics that quantify the business impact
of cyber threats and associated risk-management
PʬZ]_^ 0aLW`L_TZY ZQ NdMP]]T^V XLYLRPXPY_
PʬPN_TaPYP^^ LYO _SP NZX[LYdɪ^ NdMP] ]P^TWTPYNd
should be conducted as part of quarterly internal
L`OT_^LYOZ_SP][P]QZ]XLYNP]PaTPb^
/PaPWZ[LYOLOZ[_LYZ]RLYTeL_TZYbTOPNdMP]]T^V
management plan and internal communications
^_]L_PRdLN]Z^^LWWOP[L]_XPY_^LYOM`^TYP^^`YT_^
BSTWPNdMP]^PN`]T_dZMaTZ`^WdSL^L^`M^_LY_TLW4?
NZX[ZYPY_ LWW ^_LVPSZWOP]^ YPPO _Z MP TYaZWaPO
TY OPaPWZ[TYR _SP NZ][Z]L_P [WLY LYO ^SZ`WO QPPW
ɭMZ`RS_TYɮ_ZT_?P^_TYRZQ_SP[WLY^SZ`WOMPOZYP
ZYL]Z`_TYPML^T^
/PaPWZ[ LYO LOZ[_ L NZX[]PSPY^TaP NdMP]]T^V
M`ORP_bT_S^`ʯNTPY_]P^Z`]NP^_ZXPP__SPZ]RLYTeL_TZYɪ^YPPO^LYO]T^VL[[P_T_P=P^Z`]NPOPNT^TZY^^SZ`WO_LVPTY_ZLNNZ`Y__SP^PaP]P^SZ]_LRP
of experienced cybersecurity talent and identify
bSL_YPPO^NLYMPXP_TYSZ`^PaP]^`^bSL_NLY
Z] ^SZ`WO MP Z`_^Z`]NPO _Z _ST]O [L]_TP^ -PNL`^P
NdMP]^PN`]T_dT^XZ]P_SLY4?^PN`]T_d_SPM`ORP_
QZ] NdMP]^PN`]T_d ^SZ`WO YZ_ MP PcNW`^TaPWd _TPO
_Z ZYP OP[L]_XPY_% PcLX[WP^ TYNW`OP LWWZNL_TZY^
in areas such as employee training, tracking legal

]PR`WL_TZY^[`MWTN]PWL_TZY^[]ZO`N_OPaPWZ[XPY_
LYOaPYOZ]XLYLRPXPY_ 

Three Lines of Defense Model
,^PNZYONZYNP[_`LWXZOPWSL^PXP]RPOZaP]_SP[L^_
QPbdPL]^Z]TRTYL_TYRTY_SPʭYLYNTLW^P]aTNP^^PN_Z]
but increasingly being adopted by leading organiza_TZY^TYaL]TZ`^^PN_Z]^?ST^ɭ?S]PP7TYP^ZQ/PQPY^Pɮ
model stresses multiple independent owners within
_SPZ]RLYTeL_TZYSLaTYRaL]TPOLYOTYN]PL^TYR]ZWP^TY
L^^P^^TYRLYONSPNVTYRNdMP]]T^VXLYLRPXPY_?SP
XZOPWXLdMP^`XXL]TePO_ST^bLd%
z Line 1 ɧ Z[P]L_P^ _SP M`^TYP^^ ZbY^ _SP ]T^V
OP^TRY^LYOTX[WPXPY_^]T^VXLYLRPXPY_
7TYP  PcPN`_P^ ]T^V LYO NZY_]ZW []ZNPO`]P^

0LNSM`^TYP^^WTYPOPʭYP^_SPNdMP]]T^V_SPd
QLNPLYObPLaP^NdMP]]T^VLYO^PWQL^^P^^XPY_
into risk, fraud, crisis management, and resilTPYNd[]ZNP^^P^
-`^TYP^^WTYP^YPPO_ZLN_TaPWdXZYT_Z]PcT^_TYR
LYOQ`_`]PPc[Z^`]P^LYOa`WYP]LMTWT_d_S]PL_^
and assess what impact cyber risk has on new
tech deployment, client relationships, and
M`^TYP^^^_]L_PRTP^
z Line 2ɧOPʭYP^[ZWTNd^_L_PXPY_^LYOOPʭYP^_SP
=T^V8LYLRPXPY_Q]LXPbZ]V4_[]ZaTOP^LN]POTMWPNSLWWPYRP_Z_SPʭ]^_WTYPLYOT^]P^[ZY^TMWP
QZ]PaLW`L_TYR]T^VPc[Z^`]P^Z_SL__SPMZL]ONLY
OP_P]XTYP]T^VL[[P_T_P
7TYP^SZ`WOMPP^_LMWT^SPOL^L^P[L]L_PTYOP-

[PYOPY_ Q`YN_TZY 7TYP  XLYLRP^ PY_P][]T^P
cyber-risk appetite and the risk-management
Q]LXPbZ]VbT_STYZaP]LWWPY_P][]T^P]T^V7TYP
 NSLWWPYRP^ _SP ʭ]^_ WTYP OP_P]XTYP^ SZb _Z
appropriately measure cyber risk, and integrates
results into a risk-tolerance statement for the
NZX[LYd
?SPQZN`^ZQ_SPʭ]^_LYO^PNZYOWTYP^YPPO^_Z
MPZYPʬPN_TaPWdXLYLRTYR]T^VYZ_ZY]PR`WLtory compliance, although compliance can be
TY_PR]L_POTY_Z_SP^PWTYP^
z Line 3ɧNZXXZYWdTY_P]YLWL`OT_T^]P^[ZY^TMWP
QZ]TYOP[PYOPY_PaLW`L_TZYZQ_SPʭ]^_LYO^PNZYO
WTYP^
7TYP  []ZaTOP^ LY TYOP[PYOPY_ ZMUPN_TaP

assessment of company processes and controls

>Z`]NP%4Y_P]YP_>PN`]T_d,WWTLYNP,OL[_POQ]ZX4Y_P]YP_>PN`]T_d,WWTLYNPLYO,XP]TNLY9L_TZYLW>_LYOL]O^4Y^_T_`_PThe
Financial Management of Cyber Risk: An Implementation Framework for CFOsBL^STYR_ZY/.%,9>4>PPLW^Z4Y_P]YP_
>PN`]T_d,WWTLYNPSophisticated Management of Cyber Risk ,]WTYR_ZYA,%4>,
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across lines one and two with a focus on operL_TZYLWPʬPN_TaPYP^^LYOPʯNTPYNd?]LOT_TZYally, internal audit has focused its testing work
ZY_PNSYTNLW4?NZY_]ZW^M`_bTWWYPPO_ZPc[LYO
its scope to assess whether cybersecurity is
PʬPN_TaPWdXLYLRPOL^LYPY_P][]T^P]T^V

Internal audit performs process and control

L^^P^^XPY_^ aLWTOL_P^ _PNSYZWZRd TYQ]L^_]`N_`]P ]PaTPb^ NZY_]ZW^ _Z XT_TRL_P _ST]O[L]_d
risks, conducts independent penetration testTYRLYO^_Ld^LM]PL^_ZQYPb_S]PL_^

TOOL PREVIEW: FEDERAL GOVERNMENT CYBERSECURITY RESOURCES
Tool L and Tool M present US federal government cybersecurity resources available to the private sector to help inform directors’ discussions with management about how the organization is utilizing such
resources. Tool I contains considerations for building a relationship with the cybersecurity team.
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Principle 5
Cybersecurity
Measurement and
Reporting

PRINCIPLE 5

Cybersecurity Measurement and
Reporting

Board-management discussions about cyber risk should include
LGHQWLȴFDWLRQDQGTXDQWLȴFDWLRQRIȴQDQFLDOH[SRVXUHWRF\EHUULVNVDQG
which risks to accept, mitigate, or transfer, such as through insurance, as
ZHOODVVSHFLȴFSODQVDVVRFLDWHGZLWKHDFKDSSURDFK
;P]QPN_ NdMP]^PN`]T_d T^ LY `Y]PLWT^_TN RZLW 9PaP]_SPWP^^`YOP]^_LYOTYRLYOXLYLRTYRʭYLYNTLWPc[Zsure to cyber risk is a critical component to board risk
ZaP]^TRS_ 8LYLRTYR NdMP] ]T^VɨL^ bT_S LWW ]T^V^ TY
RPYP]LWɨT^ L NZY_TY``X YZ_ LY PYO ^_L_P -PdZYO
PcT^_TYR ^PN`]T_d TYT_TL_TaP^ LYO NZX[WTLYNP OT^N`^sions, understanding cyber risk in economic terms is
increasingly important because of the growing, stra_PRTNYL_`]PZQ_SP]T^V
-ZL]O^ YPPO _Z `YOP]stand how management has
OP_P]XTYPO _SP PʬPN_TaPYP^^ ZQ _SP ʭ]Xɪ^ NZY_]ZW^
and processes in reducing
the exposure to cyber risk to
LYLNNP[_LMWPWPaPW?ST^WPaPW
ZQ \`LY_TʭNL_TZY ZQ PʬPN_TaPNdMP]]T^VXLYLRPXPY_
allows the company to make
better risk-informed decisions about its strategy and, in turn, its resource-alWZNL_TZYNSZTNP^>PPɭ/PʭYTYR=T^V,[[P_T_Pɮ[
?]LOT_TZYLW ]T^V L^^P^^XPY_ L[[]ZLNSP^ SLaP SLO
OTʯN`W_d Q`WʭWWTYR _SP^P ]P\`T]PXPY_^ 3T^_Z]TNLWWd
cyber-risk assessments tended to follow long check
lists of highly technical information or control requireXPY_^ɨZQ_PY Z]XZ]P
?SP^P XP_SZO^ SLaP MPPY XZ^_Wd \`LWT_L_TaP LYO
SLaPYZ_L^^P^^PONdMP]]T^V_S]Z`RSPNZYZXTN_P]X^ 
4Y]PNPY_dPL]^\`LY_T_L_TaPPNZYZXTNL^^P^^XPY_^ZQ
NdMP]]T^VSLaPXL_`]PO_Z_SP[ZTY_bSP]PNdMP]]T^V^
NLYYZbMP\`LY_T_L_TaPWdL^^P^^PO,NNZ]OTYRWd^TXTlar to the modelling of credit, insurance, and strategic

]T^V^NdMP]]T^V^NLYYZbMPXZOPWPO\`LY_T_L_TaPWd_Z
TX[]ZaP]T^VXLYLRPXPY_[P]QZ]XLYNP
It is rather common to see cyber-risk assessment
outcomes expressed as “critical,” “high,” “medium,”
P_NBSTWP_ST^VTYOZQ]L_TYROZP^[]ZaTOPLXPL^`]P
of order of magnitude (ordinal measurement), it
OZP^YZ_SPW[OPNT^TZYXLVP]^_ZPʬPN_TaPWdNZX[L]P
OTʬP]PY_ VTYO^ ZQ NdMP] ]T^V Z] _Z NZX[L]P NdMP]
risks with other kinds of
risks faced by the organiza_TZY ,Q_P] LWW SZb NLY dZ`
compare a “high” cyber risk
_Z L ɭSTRSɮ ʭYLYNTLW ]T^V*
BSTNS ]T^V^ bL]]LY_ R]PL_P]
TYaP^_XPY_ LYO bSTNS ]T^V^
^SZ`WO bP LNNP[_* <`LY_T_L_TaP L^^P^^XPY_^ LWWZb
organizations to drill down
and consider the likelihood,
TX[LN_ aPWZNT_d O`]L_TZY
and interdependency for these risks, which helps
management and boards to make informed decisions
LMZ`__SP]PWL_TaPN]T_TNLWT_dZQ_SP^P]T^V^LYOQ`YOTYR
^_]L_PRTP^QZ]_SPT]XT_TRL_TZY
-ZL]O^ L]P Pc[PN_PO _Z P^_LMWT^S _]LY^[L]PY_ LYO
\`LY_T_L_TaPXPLY^QZ]PaLW`L_TYRLYO`YOP]^_LYOTYR
LYZ]RLYTeL_TZYɪ^NdMP]]T^VPc[Z^`]P?SP@>>PN`]T_TP^LYO0cNSLYRP.ZXXT^^TZY]PWPL^POR`TOLYNPTY
# _Z L^^T^_ [`MWTN NZX[LYTP^ TY []P[L]TYR OT^NWZ^`]P^ LMZ`_ NdMP]^PN`]T_d ]T^V^ LYO TYNTOPY_^  ?Z
address these increased expectations, companies need
_Z `YOP]^_LYO _SP ʭYLYNTLW TX[LN_ L^^ZNTL_PO bT_S
NdMP]PaPY_]T^V-ZL]O^ZQOT]PN_Z]^LYOXLYLRPXPY_

Quantitative assessments allow organizations to drill down and consider
the likelihood, impact, velocity, duration
and interdependency for these risks,
which helps management and boards
to make informed decisions.



Jack Jones, ®ŅûăŬŰŹØŅûĤŅę!ƛòăŬĤŰķƀØŅŹĤƱõØŹĤŎŅ̏ƀƛăŬ̵ŰFƀĤûă$
See S__[^%bbb^PNRZa]`WP^TY_P][# $[OQ>PN_TZY=T^V1LN_Z]^
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L]PLW^ZPc[PN_PO_ZOPXZY^_]L_P_ZTYaP^_Z]^O`PNL]P
TY_SPRZaP]YLYNPLYOZaP]^TRS_ZQNdMP]]T^V8Z]PZaP]
N]POT_]L_TYRLRPYNTP^^`NSL^8ZZOdɪ^L]PMPRTYYTYR
_Z TYNZ][Z]L_P L ʭYLYNTLW \`LY_T_L_TaP XPL^`]PXPY_
related to cyber-risk exposure, signaling that cyber
]T^VbTWWYPNP^^L]TWdMPNZXPLNZ]PNZX[ZYPY__ZZaP]LWWNZ][Z]L_PʭYLYNTLWXLYLRPXPY_7PaP]LRTYR_SP^P
XL_SPXL_TNLW LYO ^NTPY_TʭN XP_SZO^ QZ] TX[]ZaPO
LYLWd^P^NLYLWWZbQZ]XZ]PPʬPN_TaPOPNT^TZYXLVTYR
NZX[L]PO_Z\`LWT_L_TaP_d[P^ZQ]T^V^NZ]TYRLYOSPL_
XL[]T^V]P[Z]_TYR

Increased Understanding of Cybersecurity
Economics
,^NZX[LYTP^]PNZRYTeP_SPaLW`PZQ\`LY_TʭNL_TZYZQ
cyber risk, much work is being done to enable more
LOaLYNPO\`LY_T_L_TaPLYLWd^T^>PaP]LWXP_SZO^SLaP
emerged in recent years for expressing cyber risks in
PNZYZXTN_P]X^TY[WLNPZQ^`MUPN_TaPZ]OTYLW^NLWP^
?SP^P XZ]P NZY_PX[Z]L]d XP_SZOZWZRTP^ ^`NS L^
C,YLWd_TN^1LN_Z],YLWd^T^ZQ4YQZ]XL_TZY=T^VLYO
aL]TZ`^NdMP]ALW`PL_=T^VAL=XZOPW^_PYO_ZaTPb
NdMP]]T^VYZ_L^NL_PRZ]TP^PR^`[[WdNSLTYZ]TY^TOP]^M`__S]Z`RS[Z_PY_TLWʭYLYNTLWWZ^^
In summary, by calculating the degree of their
ʭYLYNTLW Pc[Z^`]P _Z NdMP] ]T^V Z]RLYTeL_TZY^ NLY
better determine where to place and prioritize their
NdMP]^PN`]T_d TYaP^_XPY_^ _Z LOO]P^^ _SP R]PL_P^_
XZ^_TX[LN_Q`W]T^V^
?ZZW1ZY-ZL]O7PaPW.dMP]^PN`]T_d8P_]TN^[]ZaTOP^
R]PL_P]OP_LTWL^_ZSZb_ST^T^OZYP3ZbPaP]_SP]PL]P
questions that boards can ask to ensure management is
`^TYR_SP^P_d[P^ZQNdMP]]T^VL^^P^^XPY_
,_LNZYNP[_`LWWPaPWMZL]O^^SZ`WONZY^TOP]L^VTYR
\`P^_TZY^^`NSL^_SPQZWWZbTYR%
z What data, and how much data, are we willing to
hold, lose, share, or have compromised as a practical business matter? In this context, distinguishing between mission-critical assets and other data
_SL_T^TX[Z]_LY_M`_WP^^P^^PY_TLWT^LVPdʭ]^_
^_P[-P^TOP^OL_LWZ^^M`^TYP^^OT^]`[_TZYX`^_
LW^ZMPNZY^TOP]PO3ZbWZYRNLYbPLʬZ]O_ZMP
OZbY*4QZ`]OL_LbL^TYLNNP^^TMWPO`P_Z]LY^ZXbL]PbZ`WObP[Ld_SP]LY^ZX*

DEFINING RISK APPETITE

ȊRisk appetiteȋ is the amount of quantiȴable risk
an organization is willing to accept in pursuit of
strategic objectives. Thus, it should deȴne the
level of risk, through measurement, at which
appropriate actions are needed to reduce risk to
an acceptable level. When properly deȴned and
communicated, it drives behavior by setting the
boundaries for running the business and capitalizing on opportunities.
A discussion of risk appetite should address
the following questions:
z Corporate values – What risks will we not
accept?
z Strategy – What are the risks we need to

take?
z Stakeholders – What risks are stakeholders

willing to bear, and to what level?
z Capacity – What resources are required to

manage those risks.
z Financial – Are we able to adequately

quantify the eectiveness of our risk
management and harmonize our spending
on risk controls?
z Measurement – Can we measure

and produce reports to ensure proper
monitoring, trending and communication is
reporting is occurring?
ȊRisk appetite is a matter of judgment based
on each company’s speciȴc circumstances and
objectives. There is no one-size-ȴts-all solution.ȋ
Source: PwC, %RDUGRYHUVLJKWRIULVN'HȴQLQJULVNDSSHtite in plain English

3`MML]O/Z`RWL^BLYO=TNSL]O>PTP]^PY How to Measure Anything in Cybersecurity Risk 3ZMZVPY95%5ZSYBTWPd>ZY^
4YN!
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z How should cyber-risk mitigation investments

be allocated among basic and advanced defenses?
8Z^_Z]RLYTeL_TZY^_d[TNLWWdL[[Wd^PN`]T_dXPL^`]P^P\`LWWd_ZLWWOL_LLYOQ`YN_TZY^3ZbPaP]
protecting low-impact systems data from sophis_TNL_PO _S]PL_^ NZ`WO ]P\`T]P R]PL_P] TYaP^_XPY_
_SLY_SPMPYPʭ_^bL]]LY_1Z]_SZ^PWZbP][]TZ]T_d
assets, organizations should consider accepting a
R]PL_P]WPaPWZQ^PN`]T_d]T^V_SLYSTRSP][]TZ]T_d
assets, as the costs of defense will likely exceed the
MPYPʭ_^ -ZL]O^ ^SZ`WO PYNZ`]LRP XLYLRPXPY_
to frame the company’s cybersecurity spending in
_P]X^ZQ=P_`]YZY4YaP^_XPY_=:4LYO[]ZMLMTWT_d ZQ ZNN`]]PYNP L^^ZNTL_PO bT_S Pc[WZT_L_TZY
?SPd^SZ`WOLW^Z]PL^^P^^[]ZMLMTWT_dZQZNN`]]PYNP
LYO]PL^^P^^=:4]PR`WL]WdL^_SPNZ^_^ZQ[]Z_PNtion, the company’s asset priorities, and the magYT_`OPZQ_SP_S]PL_bTWWNSLYRPZaP]_TXP
z What options are available to assist us in mitigating

certain cyber risks? :]RLYTeL_TZY^ZQLWWTYO`^_]TP^
LYO^TeP^SLaPLNNP^^_ZPYO_ZPYO^ZW`_TZY^_SL_
can assist in lessening some portion of cyber risk
by directly reducing the probability of exploita_TZY -PdZYO NZaP]LRP QZ] ʭYLYNTLW WZ^^ _SPd
TYNW`OPLML__P]dZQ []PaPY_L_TaPXPL^`]P^^`NS
L^]PaTPb^ZQNdMP]^PN`]T_dQ]LXPbZ]V^LYORZaP]YLYNP[]LN_TNP^PX[WZdPP_]LTYTYR4?^PN`]T_d
Pc[P]_]P^[ZY^P^P]aTNP^LYONZY^`W_L_TaP^PN`]T_d
^P]aTNP^?SPTYNW`^TZYZQ_SP^PaLW`PLOOPO^P]aTNP^[]ZaP^PaPYQ`]_SP]_SPTX[Z]_LYNPZQXZaTYRNdMP]^PN`]T_dZ`_^TOPZQ_SP4?OP[L]_XPY_TY_Z
enterprise-wide risk and strategy discussions at
MZ_S_SPXLYLRPXPY_LYOMZL]OWPaPW^
z What options are available to assist us in trans-

ferring certain cyber risks? .dMP] TY^`]LYNP T^ L
NZY_]ZWLYOPcT^_^_Z[]ZaTOPʭYLYNTLW]PTXM`]^Pment for unexpected losses related to cybersecurity
TYNTOPY_^?ST^XLdTYNW`OPLNNTOPY_LWOT^NWZ^`]PZQ
data, such as losing an unencrypted laptop, or malicious external attacks, such as phishing schemes,
XLWbL]P TYQPN_TZY^ Z] OPYTLWZQ^P]aTNP L__LNV^
/P_P]XTYTYR bSPY _ST^ Z[_TZY XLVP^ PNZYZXTN
sense requires the ability to quantify the return it
[]ZaTOP^ aP]^`^ Z_SP] NZY_]ZW^ .dMP] TY^`]LYNP
bZ`WOYZ_MP_SPʭ]^_Z[_TZYNSZ^PYM`_T_T^[]LN_TNLWbSPY_SP]T^V]PO`N_TZYT_LNSTPaP^aP]^`^T^NZ^_
T^LMP__P]aLW`P_SLY_SP]T^V]PO`N_TZYZ_SP]XPL^`]P^bZ`WO[]ZaTOPBSPYNSZZ^TYRLNdMP]TY^`]-
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ance partner, it is important for an organization to
choose a carrier with the breadth of global capabilities, expertise, market experience, and capacity for
TYYZaL_TZY_SL_MP^_ʭ_^_SPZ]RLYTeL_TZYɪ^YPPO^
4Y^`]P]^ Q]P\`PY_Wd NZYO`N_ TYOP[_S ]PaTPb^ ZQ
company cybersecurity frameworks during the
underwriting process, and policy pricing can be
a strong signal that helps companies understand
their cybersecurity strengths and weaknesses, proaTOTYRL[Z_PY_TLW[L_S_ZTX[]ZaP_SPT]NdMP]^PN`]T_dXL_`]L_TZY8LYdTY^`]P]^TY[L]_YP]^ST[bT_S
_PNSYZWZRdNZX[LYTP^WLbʭ]X^[`MWTN]PWL_TZY^
NZX[LYTP^LYOZ_SP]^LW^ZZʬP]LNNP^^_Z_SP[]PaPY_L_TaPXPL^`]P^OT^N`^^POLMZaP
z How should the impact of cybersecurity inci-

dents be assessed? .ZYO`N_TYR L []Z[P] TX[LN_
L^^P^^XPY_NLYMPNSLWWPYRTYRRTaPY_SPY`XMP]
ZQQLN_Z]^TYaZWaPO?Z_LVPU`^_ZYPPcLX[WP[`Mlicity about data breaches can substantially com[WTNL_P _SP ]T^VPaLW`L_TZY []ZNP^^ >_LVPSZWOers—including employees, customers, suppliers,
TYaP^_Z]^_SP[]P^^_SP[`MWTNLYORZaP]YXPY_
LRPYNTP^ɨXLd ^PP WT__WP OTʬP]PYNP MP_bPPY L
NZX[L]L_TaPWd^XLWWM]PLNSLYOLWL]RPLYOOLYRP]Z`^ZYP,^L]P^`W_]P[`_L_TZYLWOLXLRPLYO
associated impact (including reactions from the
XPOTLTYaP^_Z]^LYOZ_SP]VPd^_LVPSZWOP]^XLd
YZ_ NZ]]P^[ZYO OT]PN_Wd_Z _SP ^TeP Z] ^PaP]T_dZQ
_SPPaPY_?SPMZL]O^SZ`WO^PPVL^^`]LYNP^_SL_
management has carefully thought through these
TX[WTNL_TZY^TYOPaT^TYRZ]RLYTeL_TZYLW[]TZ]T_TP^
QZ]NdMP]]T^VXLYLRPXPY_

Early Methods for Economically Assessing
Cyber Risk
8LYLRPXPY_NLY`^P^d^_PXL_TNXP_SZO^_ZOP_P]XTYP
_SPT] Pc[Z^`]P _Z NdMP] ]T^V 0ʬPN_TaP L^^P^^XPY_^
include technical analysis but go beyond that to fold
TYZ_SP]L^[PN_^ZQ_SPM`^TYP^^>Z[ST^_TNL_POL^^P^^ments can be presented to the board, enabling directors to help management determine the organization’s
]T^VL[[P_T_PLYOL[[]Z[]TL_PLWWZNL_TZYZQ]P^Z`]NP^
6Pd^_P[^_ZbL]OXZ]PLOaLYNPONdMP]]T^VL^^P^^XPY_LYOXLYLRPXPY_XLdTYNW`OP_SP^P%
z 8LYLRPXPY_^SZ`WO^PPVZ`__SPMP^_OL_LLaLTWable to make assessments of possible attack sceYL]TZ^

z 8LYLRPXPY_ ^SZ`WO QZN`^ ZY ^NPYL]TZ^ _SL_ L]P

probable and would yield an expected loss signifTNLY_PYZ`RS_ZXL__P]_Z_SPM`^TYP^^

ASSESSING THE ECONOMICS OF CYBERSECURITY

z .LWN`WL_P_SPMP^_NL^PbZ]^_NL^PLYOXZ^_WTVPWd

case of attack and identify what degree of loss is
LNNP[_LMWP]T^VL[[P_T_P
z /P_P]XTYP_SPTYaP^_XPY_]P\`T]PO_ZXT_TRL_PZ]

_]LY^QP]]T^V_ZLYLNNP[_LMWPWPaPW
z =`Y X`W_T[WP ^NPYL]TZ^ `^TYR XP_SZO^ ^`NS L^

8ZY_P.L]WZ^TX`WL_TZY^_ZXZ]PLNN`]L_PWdOPʭYP
]T^VLYOXT_TRL_TZYNZ^_^_ZaL]TZ`^^NPYL]TZ^

Below are a few sample questions boards can
consider asking management that will help to
assess the current economics of a company’s
cyber risks and its cybersecurity eorts:
z What are our quarterly expected loss ratio
metrics related to our cyber-risk condition
across our various business units and
operating environments?
z What is the ȴnancial impact related to our

cyber-risk worst-case scenario?
z What processes have we established

related to making cyber-risk acceptance,
cyber-risk remediation, and cyber-risk
transfer decisions? How do we measure
how these decisions reduce our ȴnancial
exposure to cyber risk?
z How are we measuring and prioritizing

our control-implementation activities and
cybersecurity budgets against our ȴnancial
exposure to cyber risk? Have we connected
our control implementation strategy and
cybersecurity programs, including budgets,
with our cyber-risk transfer strategy?
z Based on our ȴnancial performance targets,

how can cyber risk impact our ȴnancial
performance? What is our annual cyber-risk
expected loss value?
See Tool F - Board-Level Cybersecurity Metrics.
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Conclusion
.dMP]^PN`]T_d T^ YZb L ^P]TZ`^ PY_P][]T^PWPaPW ]T^V
LYO ^_]L_PRd NSLWWPYRP >PaP]LW NSL]LN_P]T^_TN^ XLVP
_SP YL_`]P ZQ _SP _S]PL_ P^[PNTLWWd QZ]XTOLMWP% T_^
complexity and speed of change; the potential for
^TRYTʭNLY_ ʭYLYNTLW NZX[P_T_TaP LYO ]P[`_L_TZYLW
damage; and the fact that complete protection is an
`Y]PLWT^_TN ZMUPN_TaP /P^[T_P O]LXL_TN TYN]PL^P^ TY
[]TaL_P^PN_Z]NdMP]^PN`]T_d^[PYOTYR_SPPNZYZXTN^
ZQ NdMP]^PN`]T_d ^_TWW QLaZ] _SP L__LNVP]^ 8Z]PZaP]
XLYd_PNSYZWZRTNLWTYYZaL_TZY^NLYTYN]PL^Pa`WYP]LMTWT_d_ZNdMP]_S]PL_^
-ZL]O^ YPPO _Z NZY_TY`Z`^Wd L^^P^^ _SPT] PʬPN_TaPYP^^ TY LOO]P^^TYR NdMP]^PN`]T_d MZ_S TY _P]X^
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ZQ _SPT] ZbY ʭO`NTL]d ]P^[ZY^TMTWT_d L^ bPWW L^ _SPT]
ZaP]^TRS_ ZQ XLYLRPXPY_ɪ^ LN_TaT_TP^ BSTWP _SP
L[[]ZLNSP^_LVPYMdTYOTaTO`LWMZL]O^bTWWaL]d_SP
[]TYNT[WP^TY_ST^3LYOMZZVZʬP]LSPW[Q`WMW`P[]TY_
LYO_TXPWdR`TOLYNP
@W_TXL_PWd L^ ZYP OT]PN_Z] [`_ T_ ɭ.dMP]^PN`]T_d
T^ L S`XLY T^^`Pɮ  ?SP MZL]Oɪ^ ]ZWP T^ _Z M]TYR T_^
U`ORXPY_ _Z MPL] LYO []ZaTOP PʬPN_TaP R`TOLYNP _Z
management, in order to ensure the cybersecurity
[]ZR]LX T^ L[[]Z[]TL_PWd OP^TRYPO LYO ^`ʯNTPY_Wd
]P^TWTPY_RTaPY_SPT]NZX[LYdɪ^^_]L_PRTNTX[P]L_TaP^
and the realities of the business ecosystem in which
T_Z[P]L_P^

Toolkit

Road Map for the Cyber-Risk Oversight
Toolkit
While the ȴve core principles oer an overall governance approach that boards can adopt to oversee cybersecurity, the
following tools provide practical guidance to implementing these principles. Below is a road map that links the ȴve cyberrisk oversight principles with the corresponding tools:

Principle 1

z Tool A – 10 Questions for a Board Member to Ask About Cybersecurity

Directors need to understand and
approach cybersecurity as a strategic,
enterprise risk—not just as an IT risk.

z Tool B – Assessing the Board’s Cyber-Risk Oversight Eectiveness

Principle 2

z Tool B – Assessing the Board’s Cyber-Risk Oversight Eectiveness

z Tool G – Cybersecurity Considerations During M&A Phases—Mergers and

Acquisitions

Directors should understand the legal
z Tool D – Supply Chain and Third-Party Risks
implications of cyber risks as they relate z Tool E – Incident Response
to their company’s speciȴc circumstances.
z Tool J – Enhancing Cybersecurity Oversight Disclosures—10 Questions for
Boards
z Tool L – Department of Homeland Security Cybersecurity Resources
z Tool M – Department of Justice and Federal Bureau of Investigation—

Responding to a Cyber Incident

Principle 3

z Tool A – 10 Questions for a Board Member to Ask About Cybersecurity

Boards should have adequate access to
cybersecurity expertise, and discussions
about cyber-risk management should
be given regular and adequate time on
board meeting agendas.

z Tool B – Assessing the Board’s Cyber-Risk Oversight Eectiveness

Principle 4

z Tool C – The Cyber-Insider Threat—a Real and Ever-Present Danger

z Tool C – The Cyber-Insider Threat—a Real and Ever-Present Danger
z Tool I – Building a Relationship With the CISO
z Tool K – Personal Cybersecurity for Board Members

Directors should set the expectation
z Tool D – Supply Chain and Third-Party Risks
that management will establish an
z Tool E – Incident Response
enterprise-wide, cyber-risk management
z Tool G – Cybersecurity Considerations During M&A Phases—Mergers and
framework with adequate staɝng and
Acquisitions
budget.
z Tool I – Building a Relationship With the CISO

Principle 5

z Tool B – Assessing the Board’s Cyber-Risk Oversight Eectiveness

Board-management discussions about z Tool F – Board-Level Cybersecurity Metrics
cyber risk should include identiȴcation z Tool H – Sample Dashboards
and quantiȴcation of ȴnancial exposure
to cyber risks and which risks to accept,
mitigate, or transfer, such as through
insurance, as well as speciȴc plans associated with each approach.
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Tool A – 10 Questions for a Board
Member to Ask About Cybersecurity
%\-H%URZQ&KLHIΖQIRUPDWLRQ6HFXULW\2ɝFHU5D\WKHRQ

OBJECTIVE OF THE TOOL:
7KLVWRRORHUVVXJJHVWHGTXHVWLRQVWKDWERDUGPHPEHUVFDQDVNPDQDJHPHQWWRFRQGXFWRYHUVLJKWRIWKHLU
F\EHUULVNPDQDJHPHQWDQGH[SODLQVZKDWDQVZHUVWRWKRVHTXHVWLRQVPLJKWORRNOLNH

The questions that follow do not encompass everything a company must do to protect itself. However, these questions
should be a good start to give a board some conȴdence that the company understands what it needs to do and is structurally set up to succeed.

Tier 1. Policy and Governance
This covers a set of prerequisite control issues that every organization must address. If these questions are not satisfactorily answered, continuing on to Tier 2 and Tier 3 questions will oer little useful insight.
1.

+RZLVSHUVRQDOO\LGHQWLȴDEOHLQIRUPDWLRQ 3ΖΖ WUHDWHGGRPHVWLFDOO\DQGLQWHUQDWLRQDOO\":KDWDUHWKHVDIHguards of stolen equipment?
Why it’s important: The legal and branding penalties for PII violations are severe and very public. Requirements vary
greatly between states, and especially between countries. With the preponderance of employee computing assets
being laptops or tablets, it is a safe bet that some will be lost or stolen.
Helpful answer: “We know where all of our PII is stored. We have it encrypted at rest and in transit. All of our employees who routinely handle PII are trained in safeguarding procedures. We have periodic (usually annual) training on
PII for our employees. We are aware of the dierences in PII requirements, especially in Europe, and have taken the
necessary additional steps to comply.ȋ
Answers that demand additional prodding:
ȊOur employees won’t accept disk encryption of their laptops.ȋ
ȊWe don’t have that much PII.ȋ
ȊOur non-HR employees don’t handle PII, so we don’t need to train them.ȋ

2.

How many third parties have access to your systems, and what controls are placed on them?
Why it’s important: This would include outsourced cloud applications (such as those commonly used for customer-relationship management or payroll, for example), applications or systems that are located on your premises but
managed by a third party from o-site (such as facility monitoring), or outsourced infrastructure. Employees of third
parties seldom screen their employees as well as you would yourself. Their controls tend to be generic. In addition,
advanced threats are increasingly targeting suppliers, so a compromised supplier-employee account could be a back
door into your systems. It is much harder to Ȋknow when you failȋ when your data and systems are outsourced.
Helpful answer: “We have a formal process for reviewing third-party contracts and connectivity. Third-party personnel screening requirements and system security requirements are included in contracts. Access by individuals is
strictly controlled to limit them to necessary data only.Ȋ
Answers that demand additional prodding:
ȊWe rely on our suppliers to be secure.ȋ
ȊEach line of business manages their own suppliers’ access.ȋ
ȊWe don’t really have a good listing of the data that third parties have access to.ȋ
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3.

Do you have an incident response plan for addressing the loss of your own or a customer’s intellectual property?
Why it’s important: When a customer’s program data is stolen through a sophisticated attack, when there is a PII
breach that must be disclosed, or when an employee leaks information about a compromise that would not have
otherwise been made public, the company’s leadership team must be engaged. It is no longer an IT security activity.
Legal must address the regulatory implications. Communications must deal with the press. A product group must talk
to the customers. For a PII breach, Human Resources must inform employees. And in some sectors, companies are
responsible for reporting supplier breaches, so Supply Chain and Contracts/Procurement must be involved. A plan
needs to be in place and exercised.
Helpful answer: ȊOur company-level incident response plan includes provisions for cyber events, especially those
that would require notiȴcation to customers or regulators. The entire senior leadership team is involved. We exercise
or table top the plan periodically.ȋ
Answers that demand additional prodding:
ȊThe lines of business are responsible for this.ȋ
ȊEvery event is so dierent that planning for it is futile.ȋ
ȊWe are not a target, so we don’t need to be this sophisticated in our approach.ȋ

Tier 2. Core Security Infrastructure and Processes
These are some of the best practices for enterprises who wish to be eective, particularly against sophisticated attackers
and any other cyber threat. The items listed below are essential to successfully managing these attacks. In the end, if a
company doesn’t get these three practices right, most of their other cyber-protection eorts risk being overwhelmed.
4.

Do you allow anything in your network to talk directly to the Internet?
Why it’s important: When an individual employee’s computers (desktops or servers) can talk directly to the Internet it
bypasses all points at which the traɝc can be monitored or screened. That leaves the company with some liability for
failing to screen out harassing traɝc or prevent inappropriate surȴng. More important, attackers love this conȴguration.
They have direct access to their targets without annoying defenses in the way.
Helpful answer: “No user or server can talk directly to the Internet. Everything we have goes through a proxy of some
sort to mask our internal structure and provide a governance and monitoring point.ȋ
Answers that demand additional prodding:
ȊOur engineers insist on direct Internet access to do research.ȋ
ȊWeb proxies are too expensive.ȋ
ȊSome of our applications need direct access.ȋ (<es, the poorly designed applications)

5.

Do you allow single-factor authentication for remote access?
Why it’s important: When an attacker gets into your network, the ȴrst thing they will do is try to capture passwords via
any number of relatively easy methods. They almost always succeed. If a company’s virtual private network (VPN) access
or email access uses only UserID and passwords (single factor) the attacker no longer has to attack your company. They
simply log on as one of your employees with all of his or her accesses and privileges. They become an insider.
Helpful answer: “All remote-access VPN requires two-factor authentication. Speciȴc Internet-facing websites may
have single factor or no authentication after a governance process validates that the website contents are releasable
to the public.ȋ
Answers that demand additional prodding:
ȊWe have single-factor VPN.ȋ
ȊWe use single-factor Outlook Web Access.ȋ

6.
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How do you manage your Internet gateways?
Why it’s important: Internet gateways are the ȴrst line of a layered defense. If they are managed or designed poorly
it puts too much stress on all your other defenses. More so than anywhere else in the network, consistency here will
make or break your security. That usually implies central management, as local IT personnel are too susceptible to
training gaps and pressures from local leadership to bypass key, but inconvenient, controls. Central management is
also almost always cheaper.
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Helpful answer: “All gateways [it doesn’t matter how many] are managed by a single group using common tools and
processes. This ensures our conȴgurations of routers, ȴrewalls, proxies, etc., are all consistent. All the logs from the
gateways are pulled back for central review and archiving.ȋ
Answers that demand additional prodding:
ȊEach of our geographic regions or businesses run their own.ȋ
ȊInternet access is a site responsibility.ȋ
ȊWe have standards; we expect our businesses/sites to adhere to them.ȋ

Tier 3. Advanced Defenses
If the answers to all of the above questions are satisfactory, then a director can probe a bit deeper into some of the less
common, but highly eective, practices indicative of the top cyber-defense organizations.
7.

+RZGR\RXXVHDQGVWRUHQHWȵRZGDWD"
Why it’s important: Netȵow data is the single most important set of data you have to investigate incidents. It is simply a record of the traɝc metadata in your network: what addresses talked to each other and when, what protocol
was used (mail, web, control, etc.) and how much data was transferred. The data allows you to track the movements
of an attacker throughout the network. Without it, the chances of ȴnding all the computers the attacker accessed is
slim. <ou miss one compromised computer and you will be doing the investigation again in six months.
Helpful answer: ȊWe collect netȵow data from almost every router in the network [not just at the Internet gateways].
We store at least three months’ worth of data [preferably much longer] and have the people on sta who know how
to analyze the data.ȋ
Answers that demand additional prodding:
ȊWhat’s netȵow?ȋ
ȊWe only keep ; days, because storage costs are high.ȋ
ȊIt’s on our road map.ȋ (Turning it on and storing it is not a technical challenge.)

8.

Is there a central authority governing all of your active directory domains?
Why it’s important: Active directory is the enforcement mechanism for all desktop security policies. A single domain,
or a small set of centrally managed domains, allows you to consistently enforce desktop policies. It also allows for
rapid mitigations for many zero-day attacks. Finally, you can run various tools on active directory databases to eliminate inactive objects (people or machines). Having multiple, diverse databases reduces the eɝciency.
Helpful answer: “We have a single domain throughout the company [or very few]. They all have the same design and
are managed by a single group of domain administrators.Ȋ
Answers that demand additional prodding:
ȊEach business or region runs its own.ȋ
ȊOur administrators [or outsourcers] need to be able to remotely manage servers easily.ȋ

9.

+RZGR\RXJHW\RXUDFWLRQDEOHXQFODVVLȴHGF\EHULQWHOOLJHQFH"
Why it’s important: Nobody can be successful on their own in IT security. <ou need teammates. Having and acting
on intelligence quickly will cost very little but can go a long way toward protecting a company which is in the second
wave of the attack.
Helpful answer: “We are members of our industry Information Sharing and Analysis Center [ISAC/ISAO]. We also
have purchased several commercial threat feeds. We have processes for moving the intelligence into our network
sensors and processes.ȋ Alternatively, a good answer would be this one: ȊOur managed security provider has access
to numerous intelligence feeds.ȋ
Answers that demand additional prodding:
ȊWe just don’t have the time or expertise.ȋ (This answer will be more common among smaller companies.)
ȊWe’re good enough that we don’t need to collaborate.ȋ
ȊWe do, but we don’t get much out of it.ȋ (<ou get out what you put in.)
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10. Do you employ a data-leak prevention product as part of an insider threat program?
Why it’s important: Insider threats are often cited as the most serious cyber threat, because an insider has already
had access for a prolonged period. That is even more true when you consider that once a sophisticated attacker is
in a network they are essentially an insider. So being able to detect abnormal activity or activity that violates policy is
becoming increasingly critical. In some industries, such as ȴnance or pharmaceuticals, it is essential to their survival.
Helpful answer: ȊAs part of a larger program, we employ desktop or perimeter data-leak prevention systems. We
have a group of people [either in IT security or industrial security] who monitor and act on the alerts.ȋ
Answers that demand additional prodding:
ȊThere are too many false positives.ȋ (This is often true, but good tuning can make the number tolerable.)
ȊWe tried it, but we acquired too much private employee information.ȋ
ȊWe don’t want to look like Big Brother.ȋ
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Tool B – Assessing the Board’s
&\EHU5LVN2YHUVLJKW(HFWLYHQHVV

%\5LFKDUG3XFNHWW9LFH3UHVLGHQWRI6HFXULW\2SHUDWLRQVDQG6WUDWHJ\7KRPVRQ5HXWHUV
OBJECTIVE OF THE TOOL:
7KLVWRROKHOSVGLUHFWRUVLGHQWLI\ZKLFKTXHVWLRQVWRDVNVHQLRUPDQDJHPHQWDQGRXWOLQHVDQXPHULFDOVFDOHIRU
DVVHVVLQJWKHERDUGȇVF\EHUULVNRYHUVLJKWHHFWLYHQHVV

Board leaders wishing to incorporate a cybersecurity component into their board’s recurring self-evaluation can use the
questions in the table below as a starting point.

Questions Directors Can Ask to Assess the Board’s Cyberliteracy
1.

Can all directors eectively contribute to a robust conversation with management about the current state of the
company’s cybersecurity? In which areas does our lack of knowledge/understanding of cyber matters prevent eective oversight?

2.

Are we able to eectively interpret/assess management’s presentations and their answers to our questions?

3.

Do we thoroughly understand the most signiȴcant cyber threats to this business and what impacts they could have
on the company’s strategy and ultimately on its long-term growth?

4.

Is the organization adequately monitoring current and potential cybersecurity-related legislation and regulation?

5.

Does the company have insurance that covers cyber events, and what exactly is covered? Is there director and oɝcer
exposure if we don’t carry adequate insurance? What are the beneȴts beyond risk transfer of carrying cyber-risk insurance?

USE THE NUMERICAL SCALE TO INDICATE WHERE THE BOARD’S CULTURE
GENERALLY FALLS ON THE SPECTRUM SHOWN BELOW.

We classify cyber risk as an IT
or technology risk.
Our cybersecurity discussions
with management focus
primarily on reviews of past
events (e.g., historical breach
data).
The board receives information
about cybersecurity exclusively
from management.
Information about emerging
cyber threats or potential
LVVXHVLVȴOWHUHGWKURXJKWKH
CEO.

1

2

3

4

5

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
1

2

3

4

5

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

ACTION
ITEM

We classify cyber risk as an
enterprise-wide risk.
Cybersecurity is incorporated into
forward-looking discussions with
management (e.g., new product/service
development, M&A/joint ventures,
market entry).
7KHERDUGUHFHLYHVȴUVWKDQG
information about cybersecurity from
non-management sources.
The CEO encourages open access and
communications between and among
the board, external sources, and
management about emerging cyber
threats.
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6.

Does our organization participate in any of the public- or private-sector ecosystem-wide cybersecurity and information-sharing organizations?

7.

Is the organization adequately monitoring current and potential cybersecurity-related legislation and regulation?

8.

Does the company have insurance that covers cyber events, and what exactly is covered? Is there director and oɝcer
exposure if we don’t carry adequate insurance? What are the beneȴts beyond risk transfer of carrying cyber-risk
insurance?

CASE IN POINT
Lax Security Culture Allowed North Korean Hackers to Penetrate a Multinational Corporation and Entertainment Industry Leader
In 2014, a multinational entertainment industry corporation reported a Ȋbrazen attackȋ on the
company. Hackers penetrated the company’s information systems, stole data, and leaked sensitive
information online, including copies of unreleased ȴlms and embarrassing emails. The attackers
also used malware to erase assets within the company’s information systems. The US government
blamed North Korea’s government for the attack.
At the time, former employees stated that the company’s lax security practices contributed to
the attack. One employee noted that they would report security violations to the security team and
repeated reports would be ignored. Another former employee explained that the company had no
real understanding of information security and no real investment in it.
This incident could have been avoided or more eectively managed if the company had had
more robust oversight of cybersecurity to ensure a strong security culture was present at all levels
of the organization.
Source: Hilary Lewis, ȊSony Hack: Former Employees Claim Security Issues Were Ignored,ȋ The Hollywood
Reporter, December 5, 2014.

International Banking System Exhibits Strong Leadership in Response to Breach
In 2016, a bank in Asia experienced a major cyberattack, resulting in millions of dollars being
transferred through the international SWIFT banking network. Although the SWIFT network was not
compromised through this breach, SWIFT leadership proactively took action to preserve its reputation and delivered a message to all its clients that weaknesses in their systems would no longer be
tolerated. SWIFT also created the Customer Security Program following this incident. This program
led to the establishment of a customer security control framework providing a variety of mandatory
and suggested criteria for SWIFT clients. This framework established a security baseline for all of
the 11,000 banking institutions that use SWIFT. As a result of this program, by 2018, 94 percent of
SWIFT clients had attested to their compliance with the framework.
Source: Rachael King, ȊCentral Banking FinTech RegTech Global Awards 2019,ȋ Central Banking, September 4,
2019.
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Tool C – The Cyber-Insider Threat—
a Real and Ever-Present Danger

%\*DU\0F$OXP&KLHI6HFXULW\2ɝFHU86$$$GULDQ3HWHUV&KLHI7HFKQRORJ\5LVN2ɝFHU%1<
0HOORQDQG-5:LOOLDPVRQ&KLHIΖQIRUPDWLRQ6HFXULW\2ɝFHU/HLGRV

OBJECTIVE OF THE TOOL:
2IDOOWKHLVVXHVDURXQGF\EHUULVNSHUKDSVWKHJUHDWHVWFKDOOHQJHLVPLWLJDWLQJWKHLQVLGHUWKUHDW7KHF\EHULQsider threat encompasses employees, contractors, vendors, and others who have legitimate access to the
QHWZRUNV\VWHPVDQGRUGDWDRIWKHRUJDQL]DWLRQWRVRPHGHJUHH7KLV7RRORXWOLQHVWKHW\SHVRILQVLGHUWKUHDWV
EXVLQHVVHVIDFHDQGTXHVWLRQVERDUGVVKRXOGEHDVNLQJWRHQVXUHPDQDJHPHQWLVDGHTXDWHO\DGGUHVVLQJLQVLGHU
WKUHDWV

Verizon’s Data Breach Report identiȴed ȴve types of cyber-insider threats:1
z Careless Workers: Employees or partners who non-maliciously misappropriate resources, break acceptable use policies, mishandle data, install unauthorized applications, or use unapproved workarounds
z Inside Agents: Insiders recruited, solicited, or bribed by external parties to exȴltrate data
z Disgruntled Employees: Insiders recruited, solicited, or bribed by external parties to exȴltrate data
z Malicious Insiders: Actors with access to corporate assets who use existing privileges to access information for per-

sonal gain
z Feckless Third Parties: Business partners who compromise security through negligence, misuse, or malicious access

to, or use of, an asset
This Tool will help boards of directors ask senior management the right questions to ensure that these wide-ranging
cyber-insider threats are being properly mitigated.

Questions Boards Should Ask Senior Management About Insider Threats
z What systems are in place (background checks, channels that allow employees to report concerns, etc.) to vet employ-

ees and identify malicious behavior? Is there a strong collaboration between information security, physical security,
general counsel, human resources, corporate investigations, and other key partners in managing these systems?
z Do employees only gain access to the data and systems necessary to their jobs (no more, no less)? How is access

managed when an employee leaves the company or accepts a new position within the company?

COMMON INDICATORS OF INSIDER THREATS

There are certain warning signs companies can watch for to identify an insider threat:
z Poor performance appraisals

z Unexplained ȴnancial gain

z Voicing disagreement with policies

z Odd working hours

z Disagreements with coworkers

z Unusual overseas travel

z Financial distress

z Leaving the company

Source: Ellen =hang, ȊThe Early Indicators of an Insider Threat,ȋ Data Insider (blog), January 14, 2019.
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z Does the security team know exactly which employees have elevated privileges, and are they monitored to ensure

that they are not abusing their access?
z Are processes and technologies in place to detect and prevent information from leaving the network? Are these

enforced to control use of removable media (like USB drives)?
z Is a data classiȴcation policy in place and enforced to ensure proper labeling and handling?
z How do we know our detective controls are working, and how can we measure their eectiveness? Do we periodically

test them with internal assets and external parties to validate their eectiveness?
z Do we have a comprehensive incident response plan involving all stakeholders (human resources, the general counsel,

compliance, security, others)? Is there a strong relationship with law enforcement partners for incident response? Are
there in-house forensic capabilities, or is an outside ȴrm on retainer?
z Do we have a backup and recovery program? Could we recover our systems and critical data if access was prevented

or data corrupted in the main system? Do we have strong controls around our critical vendor relationships?

CASE IN POINT
Insider Threat Steals Personal Data from 1.5 Million Customers of Major Regional Bank
A US regional banking giant announced in early 2018 that personal data of 1.5 million customers
may have been stolen by a malicious insider. The company stated that it had become aware of a
theft of data by a former employee from some of its contact lists. The insider had been working
with a third party to steal company contact lists. The incident resulted in the bank notifying the
1.5 million clients that some information—such as name, address, phone number, and certain
account balances—may have been exposed. Personally identiȴable information—such as social
security numbers, account numbers, PIN, user IDs, passwords, and driver license numbers—were
not exposed as a result of the theft. In response to the incident, the bank oered ongoing identity
protection free of charge to all current and new customers following the discovery.
Source: Doug Olenick, ȊEx-Sun Trust employee helps compromise 1.5 million bank clients,ȋ SC Magazine, April 20,
2018.
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Tool D – Supply-Chain and Third-Party
Risks

%\/LVD+XPEHUW2SHUDWLRQDO5LVN2ɝFHURIWKH$PHULFDV%DQNRI7RN\R0LWVXELVKL08)*DQG
7LP0F.QLJKW&KLHI6HFXULW\2ɝFHU6$3

OBJECTIVE OF THE TOOL:
Some of the biggest cybersecurity risks that enterprises must manage are their supply chain and third-party
UHODWLRQVKLSV0DQ\GDWDEUHDFKLQFLGHQWVDUHFDXVHGE\WKLUGSDUW\YXOQHUDELOLWLHV$VDUHVXOWWKHVWUHQJWKRIDQ
RUJDQL]DWLRQȇVF\EHUVHFXULW\RIWHQGHSHQGVRQWKHZHDNHVWOLQNLQLWVVXSSO\FKDLQZKLFKFDQGLUHFWO\DHFWWKH
FRPSDQ\ȇVSURȴWDELOLW\DQGUHSXWDWLRQ7KLV7RROGHWDLOVTXHVWLRQVWKDWGLUHFWRUVVKRXOGEHDVNLQJPDQDJHPHQW
WRHQVXUHDGHTXDWHVHFXULW\PHDVXUHVDUHLQSODFHWRDGGUHVVVXSSO\FKDLQDQGRWKHUWKLUGSDUW\ULVNV

Below we have provided deȴnitions for both Cyber Supply-Chain Risk Management and Third-Party Risk Management,
and considerations for both disciplines. In some industries these functions overlap; however, the activities for each are
distinct.
This Tool details questions, with considerations, that directors should be asking management to ensure that adequate
security measures are in place to address Cyber Supply-Chain Risk Management and Third-Party Risk Management.
NIST deȴnes cyber supply-chain risk management (C-SCRM) as Ȋthe process of identifying, assessing, and mitigating
the risks associated with the distributed and interconnected nature of [IT] product and service supply chains.ȋ1
Third-Party Risk Management (TPRM) is the standardized process companies use to monitor and manage risk associated with key partners and vendors.

Questions Directors Can Ask to Assess the Company’s Approach to Cyber Supply-Chain Risk
Management
1.

How do we balance the ȴnancial opportunities (lower costs, higher eɝciency, etc.) created by greater supply-chain
ȵexibility with potentially higher cyber risks? Here are some items to consider:
a. Risk and reward analysis, and accounting for cybersecurity management and Information Technology governance in the Total Cost of Ownership calculation
b. Negotiation strategies inclusive of cybersecurity insurance provisions
c. Implementation of service-level agreements inclusive of reporting, metrics, and ongoing monitoring requirements

CYBERSECURITY RISK IN THE SUPPLY CHAIN

z Each new supplier adds security vulnerability

z Employee skill level

z Cyber attackers often target third-parties

z Subcontractors

z Understanding what suppliers have data, where

z Age of contracts

it is stored, and who has access to it
z Data quality checks and data ȵow mapping

z Internal cybersecurity maturity
z End-to-end process management and oversight

z Supplier maturity within the FinTech community
z Contract negotiations and terminations
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2.

What do we need to do to fully include cybersecurity in current supply-chain risk management? Here are some items
to consider:
a. Training supply-chain personnel to recognize cybersecurity risk and enabling mitigation activities
b. Third-party due diligence throughout the proposal, selection, and onboarding processes
c. Cybersecurity expertise leveraged during the negotiating and contracting process

3.

How are cybersecurity requirements built into contracts and service-level agreements? How are they enforced?
Contracts and service-level agreements can be written to include requirements for the following:
a. Cybersecurity insurance provisions
b. Personnel policies, such as background checks, training, etc.
c. Access controls
d. Encryption, backup, and recovery policies
e. Secondary access to data
f. Requirements around the use of subcontractors
g. Countries where data will be stored
h. Data-security standards and notiȴcation requirements for data breaches or other cyber incidents
i. Incident-response plans
j. Audits of cybersecurity practices and/or regular certiȴcations of compliance
k. Participation in testing and contingency activities
l. Requirements for timely return/destruction of data at termination

CASE IN POINT
An Impact on the Consumer Experience
A US-based consumer reporting agency suered a data breach that aected the personally identiȴable information of more than 100 million Americans. Hackers penetrated the company’s information system using known vulnerabilities in software, which was developed by a third-party software
vendor and widely used. An external third party notiȴed the public about vulnerabilities before the
breach. The data breach was preventable had the company patched the vulnerability in the thirdparty software. The company was required to pay a multimillion-dollar data breach settlement.
Source: Lily Hay Newman, ȊAll the Ways Equifax Epically Bungled Its Breach Response,ȋ Wired, September 24,
2017.

Major US Retailer Breached by Vulnerability in Third-Party Vendor’s Security
A major US retailer suered a data breach after hackers penetrated a third-party vendor’s information systems to steal network credentials. Hackers then stole 70 million shoppers’ information. The
incident revealed that an organization’s cybersecurity is as strong as the weakest link in its supply
chain: in this case, a third-party refrigeration and HVAC services vendor.
At the time, the major retailer had passed Payment Card Industry (PCI) standard compliance
audits, which highlighted the limits of the compliance approach to cybersecurity. ȊJust because you
pass a PCI audit does not mean that you’re secure,ȋ warned a security researcher at the time. A
chief technology oɝcer commented: ȊCompliance can give you a false sense of security.ȋ

Source: ȊTarget Hackers Broke in Via HVAC Company,ȋ Krebs on Security (blog), February 14, 2014; John P. Mello
Jr., ȊTarget Breach Lesson: PCI Compliance Isn’t Enough,ȋ Tech News World, March 18, 2014.
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4.

Do our vendor agreements provide adequate controls for legal risks and compliance requirements (e.g., FTC, HIPAA,
GDPR, etc.)? Here are some items to consider:
a. Access to conȴdential or proprietary data, personally identiȴable information (PII), sensitive personal information
(SPI), or handling of personal health information
b. Data, used for regulatory, ȴnancial, or other internal reporting, provided by a third party
c. Third-party compliance with laws, regulations, policies, and regulatory guidance

5.

Are we indemniȴed against security incidents on the part of our suppliers/vendors? Here are some items to consider:
a. Breach, incidents, and vulnerabilities
b. Limitation of liability
c. Intellectual property violations

Questions Directors Can Ask to Assess the Company’s Approach to Third-Party Risk
Management
1.

What will need to be done to fully include cybersecurity in current third-party risk management? Here are some items
to consider:
a. Initial and ongoing monitoring of third-party compliance and the control environment
b. Assessment process and cadence, designed to identify and remediate weaknesses and threats
c. Skilled personnel assigned to monitoring and oversight of the third party

CASE IN POINT

Major Airline Responds Quickly to Third-Party Vulnerability
In 2018, a major airline revealed that some consumer information had been compromised via a
vulnerability in a third-party, online-chat support service. In response to this breach, the airline
launched a custom website outlining details of the breach and implemented a comprehensive communications campaign highlighting education and best practices. The airline also worked with partners to analyze the breach, including identifying whether the vulnerability had impacted any part of
the airline’s own website or its own computer systems. Once the airline had successfully managed
the fallout from the breach, the airline ȴled a lawsuit against the third-party service, citing that the
third-party vendor had failed to comply with a contractual promise to notify the airline immediately
should a breach occur.

Source: Anna Convery-Pelletier, ȊThe Delta Airlines Security Breach: A Case Study in How to Respond to a Data
Breach,ȋ Radware (blog), October 24, 2018.
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2.

How are we monitoring compliance of operational and legal requirements? Here are some items to consider:
a. Reporting and testing
b. On-site and remote assessments
c. Periodic business reviews with the third party

3. Do we have the right skill set to conduct assessments, testing, and ongoing monitoring of our third-party population?
Here are some items to consider:
a. Creating a risk-management framework, including deȴned roles and responsibilities
b. Adequate understanding of the products and services provided by the third party
c. Understanding of external regulatory guidance and impacts on the third-party products and services
4. How diɝcult/costly will it be to enhance monitoring of access points in the supplier network? Here are some items to
consider:
a. Data protection need and availability
b. Multilayered assessment of data quality, and inȵow/outȵow
c. Access to supplier network
5. How diɝcult/costly will it be to establish and maintain a viable cybersecurity program for our third-party risk? Here
are some items to consider:
a. Technology and infrastructure
b. Organizational staɝng
c. Regular cross-functional stakeholder collaboration to ensure eective access controls
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Tool E – Incident Response

%\1DVULQ5H]DL*OREDO&KLHIΖQIRUPDWLRQDQG3URGXFW&\EHUVHFXULW\2ɝFHU*HQHUDO(OHFWULF
DQG*UHJ0RQWDQD&KLHI5LVN2ɝFHU)Ζ6

OBJECTIVE OF THE TOOL:
6LQFHQRWDOOLQFLGHQWVFDQEHSUHYHQWHGUHVSRQVHLVDFULWLFDOFRPSRQHQWRIDF\EHUVHFXULW\SURJUDPΖQFLGHQW
response capability is necessary for rapidly detecting events and incidents, minimizing loss and destruction,
PLWLJDWLQJWKHZHDNQHVVHVWKDWZHUHH[SORLWHGDQGUHVWRULQJEXVLQHVVVHUYLFHV7KLV7RRORXWOLQHVVWHSVERDUGV
VKRXOGWDNHWRHQVXUHWKDWWKHLURUJDQL]DWLRQVKDYHDQHHFWLYHLQFLGHQWUHVSRQVHSURJUDP

These are the business capabilities and functions required to support incident response:
z Governance: Knowledge of assets and where they reside with appropriate controls, data protection, and regular risk

assessment and management
z Protective Capabilities: Policies, employee awareness and education, control procedures to validate access, infor-

mation protection procedures, and continual validation
z Detection: Set of capabilities to detect anomalies and events, and continuous monitoring for eectiveness
z Response: Response playbook; regular cyber exercises; coordinated eorts across technology teams, business, legal,

communication, and law enforcement
z Recover: Speedy remediation and after-action improvement

INCIDENT RESPONSE – THE “HOW” MATTERS!

The experiences of some organizations in responding to large-scale breaches have demonstrated that how a company responds to an incident has direct correlation with impacts to its brand reputation and stock valuation.
Major Credit Reporting Agency:
US website vulnerability was exploited by an unattributed threat actor to gain access to ȴles containing
approximately 143 million US customers’ data.

International Aluminum and Energy Company:
Ransomware targeted an industrial company. Files
were encrypted across multiple systems and locations, thus halting some of the company’s production.

Financial Impact: $1.4 Billion USD

Financial Impact: ~$75 million USD

Company Response: Came forward four months
after the breach occurred. Website for victim communication was nonfunctional in the initial days. Some
company management sold stock worth millions of
dollars during the time between the company’s internal discovery and the public announcement.

Company Response: Came forward publicly quickly
after the breach occurred. Very quickly put incident
response plans into action, had good backup and
didn’t have to pay ransom. It segregated networks to
prevent the spread of the infection.

Result: Stock price dropped as much as 35 percent in
the days, and years, following the incident announcement. Response measures led to supplemental negative press reporting regarding stock sales and victim
communication. The company is likely ordered to pay
$650 million USD for the settlement alone, the largest
dollar amount known for a data breach settlement.

Result: Stock price went up 1.5 percent despite loss
of productivity.
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These questions will help boards of directors ask senior management the right questions to ensure that incident
response and supporting capabilities can withstand a cyber incident and create a speedy path to business service recovery and a timely response to customers and the market.

Questions Boards Should Ask Senior Management on Incident Response
1.

Is there an incident playbook with clear deȴnitions of incidents, roles and responsibilities, and escalation processes?
Are core business functions such as IT, business, legal, and communication integrated into the response plan? How
does it ȴt into the company’s overall crisis and business recovery plan?

2.

What are the escalation criteria for notifying senior leadership and the board if necessary? Who has ȴnal decision-making authority?

3.

Is the organizational resiliency tested around large risk scenarios and exercised through tabletops and common
threat simulation?

4.

Are there established relationships with the intel community and key regulators? Have information-sharing relationships been establised through Information Sharing and Analysis Centers and consortiums and with other companies?

CONTACTING EXTERNAL PARTIES

In addition to external counsel, boards and management teams should consider whether to notify the following:
z Law enforcement agencies (e.g., the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, Department of
z The company’s insurance provider
Homeland Security, US Secret Service).
z The company’s external audit ȴrm
z Regulatory agencies.
z Crisis communications advisors
z US Computer Emergency Response Team
(US-CERT).
z Independent forensic investigators

Adapted from Jody Westby’s post on Forbes.com, ȊDon’t Be a Cyber Target: A Primer for Boards and Senior Management,ȋ
Jan. 20, 2014.

CASE IN POINT
US-Based Consumer Reporting Agency Loses 145 Million Americans’ Records
A US-based consumer reporting agency suered a data breach that aected the personally identiȴable information of 145 million Americans in 2017. Hackers penetrated the company’s information
system using known vulnerabilities in Apache Struts software, which was developed by a third-party
software vendor and widely used. The Department of Homeland Security’s US Computer Emergency Readiness Team (US-CERT) notiȴed the public about vulnerabilities before the breach. The
data breach was preventable had the company patched the vulnerability in the third-party software. The company was required to pay a $650 million data breach settlement.

Source: Brian Fung, ȊEvery type of personal data Equifax lost to hackers: 145 million Social Security numbers, 99
million addresses and more,ȋ the Washington Post, May 8, 2018.
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5.

Does the organization have notiȴcation and mandatory reporting obligations (e.g., in regard to regulations of the
US Securities and Exchange Commission, the General Data Protection Regulation, the Department of Defense and
Defense Security Service for cleared contractors, and the federal government)? What are they?

6.

What are the criteria and what is the process for disclosing incidents to investors?

7.

What can we do to mitigate the losses from an incident?

8.

What are the critical, key performance indicators used to measure incident response eectiveness (e.g., time to
detect, and time to respond)?

9.

What key steps do you follow after a critical incident? What steps do you follow to ensure this type of incident doesn’t
occur again?

CASE IN POINT
International Aluminum and Renewable Energy Company Responds to a Disaster
On March 18, 2019, an international aluminum and renewable energy company’s operations were
disrupted by a cyberattack. The company was forced to suspend production at some of its plants
due to ransomware.
The company moved quickly to isolate its operations to halt the spread of the ransomware
and worked to implement manual operations. The company resisted paying the ransomware and
quickly detected the source of the malware. The company focused on transparency, providing regular updates and daily press conferences.
As of July 2019, the attack was expected to cost the company at least $75 million. However,
security experts praised the company for its management of its incident response. A US-based
security expert commented, ȊTransparency and engagement are always appreciated because, fundamentally, we see a lot of the same threats and activity. Sharing and engaging the public can help
prevent activity like this from having a similar large-scale impact in the future.ȋ
Source: Richard Chirgwin, ȊIT ‘heroes’ saved Maersk from NotPetya with ten-day reinstallation blitz,ȋ The Register,
January 25, 2018.
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RANSOMWARE INCIDENTS AND EXECUTIVE-LEVEL BEST PRACTICES
By Andrew Cotton, Partner and Americas Assurance Cybersecurity Leader, EY

Introduction
Ransomware attacks are an increasingly common
type of cyberattack aecting organizations around the
world. In the United States, hospitals, school districts,
city governments, and companies have been victimized by ransomware, which involves a hacker penetrating and locking the organization’s information systems. When this happens, the hacker often demands
a virtual currency payment to unlock the system and
restore operations. Such an attack can disrupt organizations’ operations—often for a period of days.
For Boards exercising cyber-risk oversight, it is
important to ensure that executive management has
plans and procedures for potential ransomware incidents.
This part of Tool E provides best practices to guide
executive management on the issue of ransomware.
Executive-Level Best Practices for Ransomware
Incidents
According to E<’s best practices, an organization’s
executive should designate an incident commander
and command sta to direct and coordinate teams,
make decisions, and allocate resources. The following
are key responsibilities of the Information Technology, Information Security, and Legal & Communications teams. In addition, the executive should require
teams to share information in a centrally managed
location and collaborate on tasks.
ΖQIRUPDWLRQ7HFKQRORJ\ Ζ7
z Disconnect Infected machines, power down
noninfected machines.

misconȴgurations or vulnerabilities that
enabled attacker access to the network.
ΖQIRUPDWLRQ6HFXULW\ ΖQIR6HF
z Identify ransomware variant to
determine if the decryption key is publicly

available, and
collect intelligence on similar ransomware

attacks to inform the investigation.
z Conduct forensic investigation to determine
the initial infection vector / how the attackers

gained access to the network;
attacker-accessed systems and activities on the

systems; and
if data was exȴltrated.
z Scan noninfected machines for evidence of

actor activity.
z Work with IT to remediate the misconȴgurations

or vulnerabilities that enabled attacker access to
the network.
Legal & Communications
z Notify company oɝcers and employees of the

disruption.
Provide guidance on handling infected

computers, turning o noninfected computers.
Work with IT and InfoSec to communicate

alternative methods for business-critical
functions (e.g., email, payroll, production).

z Identify and evaluate available backups.

z Notify business partners / key external parties.

z Determine last Ȋcleanȋ images for reimaging:

z Prepare a public statement on the disruption.

Work with InfoSec to identify period prior to

attacker accessing the network.
z Prioritize restoration:
Servers (active directory, production systems,

email)
Business-critical workstations (e.g., payroll,

proȴt centers)
General user workstations
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z Keep company oɝcers, employees, business

partners, and the public informed as incident
investigation progresses.
z Prepare for regulatory or compliance

requirements.

Tool F – Board-Level Cybersecurity
Metrics

%\-RKQ)UD]]LQL3UHVLGHQWDQG&(26HFXUH6\VWHPVΖQQRYDWLRQ&RUS5REHUW*DUGQHU'LUHFW
&RPSXWHU5HVRXUFHV/RX'H6RUER&KLHI6HFXULW\DQG5LVN2ɝFHU&HQWHQH&RUS*HRML3DXO
'LUHFWRU6HFXULW\5LVN0DQDJHPHQW&HQWHQH&RUSDQG1LFN&RU]LQH0DQDJHU&\EHU5LVN
&RPSXWDWLRQ&HQWHQH&RUS

OBJECTIVE OF THE TOOL:
0RGHUQEXVLQHVVHVDUHLQFUHDVLQJO\GDWDGULYHQ%RDUGVQRZURXWLQHO\XVHPHWULFVWRKHOSLQIRUPWKHLUVWUDWHJLF
DQGRYHUVLJKWIXQFWLRQVRQȴQDQFHPDUNHWFRPSHWLWLRQPDUNHWLQJVDOHVHWF7KLV7RROGHVFULEHVKRZPHWULFVFDQ
EHXVHGWRPHDVXUHWKHHHFWLYHQHVVRIF\EHUVHFXULW\SURJUDPVDQGRHUVDGYLFHRQKRZERDUGVFDQOHYHUDJH
WKRVHPHWULFVWRFRQGXFWRYHUVLJKWRIWKHLURUJDQL]DWLRQȇVF\EHUVHFXULW\SURJUDPV

Typically, directors rely on management to develop these metrics and present them in a fashion useful to the board’s
oversight mandate. Cybersecurity is not substantially dierent in this respect. (See Guiding Principles for Board-Level
Metrics on page 14.)
However, the development of useful cybersecurity metrics has been an evolutionary process. Moreover, with digital
technology and underlying systems constantly changing and aecting a growing number of enterprise activities, the type
of cybersecurity metrics at both the management and board level need to evolve ,as well.
Traditionally, cybersecurity brieȴngs have been relegated to segregated reviews given during a designated portion of
a board meeting. However, as discussed in Principle 1 of this Handbook, cybersecurity issues are best addressed when
considered as an inherent part of business decisions, such as decisions on strategic partnerships, new products, M&A,
etc., and ought to be addressed in the formative stages of these discussions. As a result, dierent types of metrics may be

QUESTIONS ABOUT STRATEGIC METRICS

Directors should also ask management about strategic metrics related to the company’s approach to security
and risk. The following are examples of questions to consider:
z What, in quantitative terms, is our risk appetite

and how is it measured? (See Principle 5.)
z How do we measure the eectiveness of our

cybersecurity program?

z What is internal audit’s review plan related to

cybersecurity?
z What are the results of the most recent reviews?
z What progress has been made on addressing

z How do we measure our cybersecurity maturity?
z How do we measure the contribution of cyber

risk to related enterprise business risks?
z What metrics do we use to measure the security

of our third-party suppliers and providers
(vendors, partners, clients, etc.)?
z What metrics do we use to track employee

any ȴndings?
z Is there a plan to engage an external auditor to

do an independent assessment of the company’s
cyber-risk management program?
z How do we track management or other

exceptions to organizational cybersecurity
requirements?

awareness and compliance with cybersecurity
policy?
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more appropriate for speciȴc business topics than more generalized cybersecurity metrics, which may be more appropriate
for a comprehensive, system-wide review given in the traditional separate board discussion. Relying on these generalized
metrics—other than for compliance purposes—can actually create a false sense of security. A 2019 study by Forrester on the
issue concluded, ȊTraditional metrics paint an incomplete picture and can leave companies blind to potential risk.ȋ1
Ultimately, directors will need to work with members of management to deȴne the cybersecurity information, metrics,
and other data that is most relevant to them given the organization’s operating environment—including industry or
sector, regulatory requirements, geographic footprint, and so on. Board-level metrics should highlight changes, trends,
and patterns over time, show relative performance, and indicate impact. External penetration test companies and thirdparty experts may be able to provide eective benchmarks within industry sectors. This Tool will outline questions board
members should be asking management to ensure proper metrics are being collected on the enterprise’s cyber risk.
Organizations may now measure enterprise cyber-risk contribution (positive and negative) based on the maturity of their
overall cybersecurity program. This approach greatly exceeds compliance-related audits (generally more of a <es/No type
of response) by asking Ȋto what extentȋ has a control been implemented and how eective is it in reducing an organization’s overall cyber-risk posture. An axiom in the cybersecurity industry is that compliance does not equal security, and
the simple premise here is that those companies with a higher level of cybersecurity maturity, versus just compliance, will
contribute signiȴcantly less enterprise cyber risk to the corporation than those that have less maturity.
Two key cyber-risk maturity programs include the existing Aerospace Industry Association (AIA) National Aerospace
Standard (NAS) 9933 tool and the emerging USA Department of Defense (DoD) Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certiȴcation
(CMMC) program. The NAS 9933 tool builds on top of the Center for Internet Security Top 20 Controls families by adding a
maturity rating for each control that ranges from level 1 to level 5, as well as by adding two additional control families. The
DoD is developing a CMMC program with the intent of assessing DoD supply chain participating companies’ cybersecurity
maturity in order to determine if they qualify to work on DoD sensitive but unclassiȴed programs. The CMMC will use a
very similar approach to the NAS 9933 model for assessing and rating cybersecurity maturity.
To help strengthen management reporting on cyber security, we have included a select set of board-level metrics in
four categories: (1) strategic metrics, (2) operational metrics (below), (3) economic metrics, and (4) business program/
project metrics.

OPERATIONAL METRICS

Traditional operational metrics provide relatively little strategic context or information about performance
and risk position. However, they can still be helpful in assisting the board in understanding critical compliance
issues and stimulating useful discussions about trends, patterns, and root causes, and benchmarking with
others in the industry. The following are examples of questions that board members can ask management
about operational metrics:
z What operational metrics are we tracking and

why?
z How many unpatched vulnerabilities do we

have on critical systems and why?
z How many blocked attacks have we addressed

in the last quarter?
z How many data incidents (e.g., exposed

sensitive data) has the organization experienced
in the last reporting period?

z What security initiatives were proposed and not

funded? What were the trade-os?
z What are the metrics that management uses to

compute cyber risk?
z How long does it take for us to discover and

address a signiȴcant cyber risk?
z What percent of our supply chain failed our

cybersecurity assessment?

z How does our cybersecurity budget compare

with others in our industry?

1Z]]P^_P].ZY^`W_TYRBetter Security and Business Outcomes With Security Performance Management: Mitigating Risk And
Generating Revenue With Metrics That Matter>P[_PXMP]$[ 
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DEVELOPING CYBER ECONOMIC METRICS

Cyber risk is now an accepted board-level conversation. For boards to better understand cybersecurity data, it
helps to translate the data into ȴnancial metrics. Directors will need to work with management to determine
the most relevant information, given their organization’s unique environment. To get started, there are several
questions boards should consider asking management:
z What are our quarterly expected loss ratio

metrics related to our cyber-risk condition
across our various business units and operating
environments?
z What is the ȴnancial impact related to our

cyber-risk worst-case scenario?

performance? What is our annual cyber risk
expected loss value?
z What is our cyber-risk remediation plan to achieve

our target expected loss tolerance level? Is our
plan producing a net-positive ȴnancial return?
z How does our cybersecurity program align

z What processes have we established related

to making cyber-risk acceptance, cyber-risk
remediation, and cyber-risk transfer decisions?
How do we measure how these decisions
reduce our ȴnancial exposure to cyber risk?
z How are we measuring and prioritizing

our control-implementation activities and
cybersecurity budgets against our ȴnancial
exposure to cyber risk? Have we connected
our control-implementation strategy and
cybersecurity programs, including budgets, with
our cyber-risk transfer strategy?
z Based on our ȴnancial performance targets,

cyber-risk-based, expected loss ratio analysis
and expected loss tolerance targets? How are
we measuring, tracking, and demonstrating
how our cybersecurity investments are reducing
our ȴnancial exposure to cyber incidents and
delivering cybersecurity return on investment?
z How are we measuring and aligning our cyber-

risk-based, expected loss ratio analysis and
cybersecurity planning with our cyber insurance
risk-transfer plan?
z How do we measure the eectiveness of our

organization’s cybersecurity program and how it
compares to those of other companies?

how can cyber risk impact our ȴnancial

QUESTIONS ABOUT METRICS RELEVANT TO SPECIFIC BUSINESS PROGRAMS
z Based on the best available data, how likely is

it that there will be a cybersecurity incident on
this project that would be signiȴcant enough to
require board involvement?
z Given the most likely, least likely, and average

chances of a cybersecurity incident on this
project, what would be the anticipated cost in
dollars and cents? (Monte Carlo simulations
may be helpful in making this determination.)

z What would be the cost of mitigating or

transfering this cyber risk down to a level
consistent with our risk appetite?
z What are the key factors that are contributing

the most to the probability of the risk occurring
and the impact of realizing the cyber risk,
and what are our strategies to mitigate those
factors?
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Tool G – Cybersecurity Considerations
During M&A Phases—Mergers and
Acquisitions

%\-H%URZQ&KLHIΖQIRUPDWLRQ6HFXULW\2ɝFHU5D\WKHRQDQG$QGUHZ&RWWRQ3DUWQHUDQG
$PHULFDV$VVXUDQFH&\EHUVHFXULW\/HDGHU(<

Introduction
In recent years, new rules and regulations such as the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation and China’s
Cybersecurity Law, among other data protection regulations and laws globally, are beginning to shine a light on cybersecurity due diligence during mergers and acquisitions. Additionally, recent high-proȴle breaches have occurred during
M&A phases, resulting in massive drops in purchase price and organizations becoming saddled with the selling company’s vulnerabilities and breaches. As a result, cybersecurity needs to be a major consideration as companies go through
the M&A process. This Tool describes the role cybersecurity plays throughout each phase of the merger and acquisition
process.
Risks that organizations should be aware of include these:
z A cyberattack may have already resulted in the loss of the target company’s intellectual property, thus reducing the
value of the company.
z A cyberattack that occurred prior to closing, regardless of when it was detected, could expose the parent company to

investigation costs, ȴnancial liability, regulatory penalties, or reputational damage.
z Attackers might still be in the acquired company’s network, creating a risk of the attacker migrating into the parent

company’s network.
z The acquired company may be targeted immediately after the announcement, because the presumably less cyber-

security-mature, smaller acquisition target could become a back door into the larger company when their networks
are connected.
The consequences of any of these risks being realized can be severe. When discovered prior to the acquisition closing,
it could potentially reverse the business case for the deal. When discovered afterward it can saddle the parent company
with unexpected costs and liability.
Accordingly, directors should ask management to conduct a cyber-risk assessment for each phase of the transaction’s
life cycle to conȴrm systems and processes are secure, and to quantify the risks that may impact the company after the
deal closes, including revenues, proȴts, market value, market share, and brand reputation.

6WUDWHJ\DQG7DUJHWΖGHQWLȴFDWLRQ3KDVH
The risk of attack starts even before an oɝcial oer or merger announcement is made. Sophisticated attackers look for
hints that a company is considering a merger, acquisition, or divestiture. They may be tipped o by industry gossip, a
slowdown in a company’s release cycle, sta reductions, or data leakage through social media channels. According to
published reports, hackers have already targeted law ȴrms, signaling that thieves are scouring the digital landscape for
more sophisticated types of information than credit card accounts.1 Law ȴrms, ȴnancial advisers, and other associated
ȴrms are attractive to hackers not only because they hold trade secrets and other sensitive information about corporate
clients but also because they are privy to details about early-stage deal exploration that could be stolen to inform insider
trading or to gain a competitive advantage in deal negotiations.

/LY;LNVPWɭ@>7Lb1T]X1LWW^ATN_TX_Z,WWPRPO.STYP^P3LNVTYRL^.WTPY_^1LNP?S]PL_^,” The American Lawyer1PM]`L]d
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During this phase, management should gain an understanding of cyber risks associated with the target company and
model the impact of those risks to compliance posture, ȴnancial forecasts, and potential valuations. Management can
perform the following analysis even before direct engagement with the target company:
z 0RGHOLQJWKHȴQDQFLDOLPSDFWRILGHQWLȴHGF\EHUULVNV These risks may not only impact a company’s return on invested
capital, but also result in loss of competitive advantages, costly remediation, ȴnes, and possibly years of litigation, depending on what was stolen. An initial estimate of the impact may be material enough to encourage strategy teams to alter a
deal trajectory. The estimate can be reȴned as the transaction process continues and as risks are mitigated.
z Understanding the cybersecurity regulatory environment of the target company. Cybersecurity regulations at the

state level in the United States vary widely, and each industry faces an increasing number of US federal regulators. Outside
the United States, other countries are increasingly implementing their own cybersecurity laws and regulations, which at
times can be at odds with the regulations with which the acquiring company has experience. Of particular note, the implementation of the European Union’s Global Data Protection Rule (GDPR) with its potentially large penalties represents a new
acquisition risk that boards should understand before moving forward with an acquisition involving the data of European
individuals.

Due Diligence and Deal Execution Phases
During these phases, cybersecurity due diligence is critical. Signiȴcant problems would call for negotiation of a reduction in
purchase price to cover costs of necessary remediation. Depending on the risks identiȴed, the board may want to manage
identiȴed matters through a transitional services arrangement with each party’s responsibilities clearly identiȴed, may defer
approving the transaction until remediation is complete, or may decide to back out of a transaction if the identiȴed risks are
too great to scope/assume. Due Diligence teams can identify cyber risks by conducting a tailored cybersecurity assessment:
z Identify insuɝcient investments in cybersecurity infrastructure, as well as deȴciencies in sta resources, policies, etc.
z Identify lax cultural attitudes toward cyber risk.
z Determine cybersecurity-related terms and conditions (or the lack thereof) in customer and supplier contracts that

have a potential ȴnancial impact or result in litigation for noncompliance.
z Discover noncompliance with cybersecurity-related data privacy laws or other applicable regulations and requirements.
z Identify recent data breaches or other cybersecurity incidents.

Ideally, the acquiring company would assess these risks through an on-site assessment, especially when the target is a
small company where underspending on IT and cybersecurity is more likely. Such an assessment would review the security architecture, conduct forensic analysis on key network devices, and review logs looking for any indication the target
might already be compromised. It should also include a review of recent or ongoing breach responses.
The output of the assessment would be a very rough estimate of the cost of bringing the target up to standards (which
might aect the business case) and an assessment of whether or not the target’s intellectual property is already publicly
available or in the hands of competitors. Where there has been a recent breach, the assessment should also reveal if the
target has made suɝcient improvement to prevent recurrence. Boards should not, however, assume that on-site assessments are guaranteed to identify all deȴciencies. The nature of due diligence means the assessment team may not be able
to interview key security personnel who are not aware of the potential acquisition.
Acquirers should fully understand the target company’s requirement for domestic and global compliance and reporting. Depending on the industry and the target company locations, the regulatory environment of the target company could
be very dierent than that of the acquirer. The acquirer must not only understand any new regulatory requirements, but
must also demand information on any recent, current, or anticipated engagements with regulators due to cyber incidents.
Acquirers should conduct Ȋdark webȋ (anonymously run and diɝcult-to-access websites favored by hackers) searches
about the target, their systems, data, and intellectual property. This helps identify whether the company is already on
attackers’ radar, whether its systems or credentials are already compromised, or whether its sensitive data is for sale or
being solicited.
Acquirers should also consider engaging vendors specializing in researching malware infections to look for infections
in the target company and for any holes in their defenses which are visible from the outside. This cybersecurity hygiene
related information is publicly available and can be used to compare one company to another, allowing management to
save time and energy by not pursuing companies whose risk proȴle is unacceptably high.
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Eective due diligence on cybersecurity issues demonstrates to investors, regulators, and other stakeholders that
management is actively seeking to protect the value and strategic drivers of the transaction, and that they are aiming to
lower the risk of a cyberattack before integration. These risks can then be factored into the initial price paid and into performance improvement investments, enabling a robust transaction proposal to be presented to shareholders for approval.
Evolution in the legal landscape must be taken into account for eective due diligence. For example, the US Securities and Exchange Commission’s 2018 Cybersecurity Guidance states that companies should consider disclosing risks
arising from acquisitions in the Risk Factors section of their periodic ȴlings.2 Moreover, global requirements should also
be considered during the acquisition process. Requirements in the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation
might aect what sensitive information can be shared between potential buyers and the seller company.3

Integration Phase
Aside from traditional post-deal integration challenges related to people, processes, systems, and culture, an additional
cyber risk accrues to both companies on the day the deal is announced. On Day 1, they become a target for social engineering attacks by those seeking to use the small company as a back door into the parent. Attackers will also seek to take
advantage of the inconsistencies that exist between the platforms and technology operations of the two companies. Thus,
the sooner the parent company can integrate the target company into their security environment, the better.
Many of these integration activities are complex and could take a year or more to complete. Integration teams need to
have the cyber expertise to address the smallest of details to identify and mitigate cyber risks, including these:
z Security gaps identiȴed during preceding phases
z Prioritization of remediation activities based on potential impact of identiȴed gaps
z Prioritization of integration activities
z Employee training on newly integrated systems

Over the ȴrst six months, boards should pay particular attention to integration projects slipping to the right due to lack
of funding, which is often a result of overly optimistic cost estimates. Such underestimation is common when estimates are
created from incomplete knowledge inherent in a closely-held due diligence process.
However, there must also be a Day 1 integration plan to extend as much of the parent company’s cyber protections as
possible to the target company immediately. At a minimum, the plan should include these steps:
z An exchange of threat information to include Internet domains to be blocked
z Employee awareness training emphasizing the risk of phishing attacks mimicking emails from the new parent company
z A much deeper on-site assessment to further reȴne risks and integration costs
z Reengagment with the open source research vendors recommended during due diligence to identify spikes in indicators

of cyber risk—a sudden increase in hygiene-related traɝc after an announcement could be an indirect measure of other
malicious activity
z Ideally, routing the target company’s email through the parent company’s email screening process if that capability

exists
Boards should also note the special case where only a portion of a company is being acquired. In this case, the target’s
parent company will certainly be less willing to accept what they see as intrusive assessments, either pre- or post-closing.
Furthermore, the need to decouple the target from the parent company’s infrastructure could delay the target’s integration into your security infrastructure by a year or more. Together, these two factors mean that the acquiring company’s
ability to detect and mitigate cyber risk is greatly reduced.
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Conclusion
Cybersecurity diligence during M&A calls for a two-pronged approach. Companies must conduct rigorous due diligence
on the target company’s cyber risks and assess their related business impact throughout the deal cycle to protect the
transaction’s return on investment and the entity’s value post-transaction. In addition, all parties involved in the deal
process need to be aware of the increased potential for a cyberattack during the transaction process itself, and should
vigilantly maintain their cybersecurity eorts. Applying this two-pronged approach during M&A will serve to ultimately
protect stakeholder value.

CASE IN POINT
*OREDO:HE6HUYLFHV3URYLGHU%UHDFK/RZHUV2HULQJ3ULFHE\0LOOLRQ
In December 2014, a global web-services provider learned that Russian hackers had breached
the company’s information systems and gained access to 500 million users’ account information. While the company’s senior management learned of the breach and was briefed on
internal investigations, the company did not disclose the breach until September 2016 when
it was in negotiations to sell its business to a telecommunications company. The web-services
provider later disclosed a 2013 breach aecting 1 billion users’ accounts. The company faced
large ȴnes and a class-action settlement. The purchasing company lowered its oering price by
$350 million after the breach was announced.
An internal review submitted to the company’s board found that Ȋthe 2014 Security
Incident was not properly investigated and analyzed at the time, and the Company was not
adequately advised with respect to the legal and business risks associated with the 2014 Security Incident.ȋ A National Law Review analysis concluded: ȊThe failures of [the company’s] senior
executives illustrate precisely why the board of directors now must play a critical role not just
in proactive cybersecurity, but in overseeing the response to any major cyber incident.ȋ
Source: Edward J. McAndrew, ȊThe Hacked & the Hacker-for-Hire: Lessons from the <ahoo Data Breaches
(So Far),ȋ National Law Review, May 11, 2018; Anjali Athavaley and David Shepardson, ȊVerizon, <ahoo agree
to lowered $4.48 billion deal following cyber attacks,ȋ Reuters, February 21, 2017.

Health-Care Companies Implement System to Secure Acquired Company Assets
During an acquisition in 2018, a major health-care provider was concerned about the risk of a
cybersecurity breach via the acquired practice’s computer systems. During the acquisition process,
the company searched for a way to securely connect the networks of newly acquired doctors’
practices to their own networks. To accomplish this, the company created an appliance between
their networks and those of the practices being acquired. This tool allowed the company to detect
threats and suspicious behavior and protect their network from any vulnerabilities stemming from
the acquired company’s systems.
Source: Bricata, ȊCybersecurity Case Study: Securely Integrating a Business Network After a Merger and
Acquisition,ȋ Security Boulevard, September 3, 2019.
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Tool H – Sample Dashboards
%\-5:LOOLDPVRQ&KLHIΖQIRUPDWLRQ6HFXULW\2ɝFHU/HLGRV

Cybersecurity Performance Dashboard
This dashboard demonstrates maturity of an organization’s cyber-risk management across dierent domains throughout
the organization. Boards can use dashboards like these to better understand where the organization’s cyber-risk management is more mature and where it is less mature. It can also visualize goals for where the organization wants to make
improvements.

DOMAIN
Leadership and
Governance

PERFORMANCE

HIGHLIGHTS
z Continuous monitoring by PMO
z Initial policies ready for review by policy review committee

0

1

2

3

4

z Information Security Steering Committee meeting monthly
z Kick o video ȴlmed with CEO in support of cyber

Human Factors
0

1

2

3

4

awareness and training
z Scheduled air date end of July, followed by planned
activities for cyber awareness and training, globally
z Initial phishing campaign completed for baseline; global
phishing campaign underway
z SAP Governance, Risk, and Compliance (GRC) project has

Information Risk
Management

0

1

2

3

4

redesigned and deployed new roles and processes for
Information Technology (IT); business roles and processes
currently in design
z Proof of concept for vendor risk assessment process
successful; process automation in early stages
z Application security assessment program started
z Multiday/cross-functional mock incident exercise

Business
Continuity and
Crisis Management

0

1

2

3

4

completed with Incident Response, executive
management and operational teams
z Information Security response plans completed
z Additional Information Security playbooks being completed
z Redesign of identity access management platform

Operations and
Technology

0

1

2

3

4

completed with project plan revised
z Q1 2017 Financially Signiȴcant Application (FSA) access
certiȴcation completed successfully
z Legal is working on compliance with new European Global

Data Privacy Regulations (GDPR)
Legal and
Compliance
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z PCI Self Assessment Questionnaire (SAQ) ȴlings on track

0

1

2

3

4
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for July 31 due date
z Sarbanes-Oxley (SO;) Q2 ‘17 management testing is 100
complete

Key Risk Indicator Scorecard
A key risk indicator (KRI) scorecard can be used to succinctly display major risks to the organization across domains, what
the status is in managing that risk, and what is being done to correct any gaps that exists across key risks. Boards can use
these tools to understand where management needs to be focusing its eorts on cybersecurity improvements.
Illustrative Example

Cybersecurity Scorecard/Sample KRI Scorecard
RISK DOMAIN

KEY RISK INDICATOR

Crown Jewels

Conȴdence in critical asset
inventories

Program Maturity

NIST maturity vs. target milestones

Risk Management

Volume, rate & severity of risk
escalations

!

ERM structures are not in place

People & Culture

 of key positions ȴlled with
successor identiȴed

!

New positions created but still
unȴlled

Resources

Changes in risk assessment tied
to risk & security investments

Incident Readiness

Frequency & outcome of
response exercises

Legal & Regulatory
Compliance

Quality & quantity of interaction
with regulators

Signiȴcant spending on compliance

Third Party & Cloud

Proportion of third parties with
access to critical assets

New policies implemented but not
yet applied to vendors

External Landscape

Frequency and impact of attacks
on industry peers

Industry
Collaboration

Changes in frequency and quality
of collaboration with peers

Acceptable

!

Near tolerance

STATUS

Outside of tolerance

CHANGE

NOTES
Asset management system being
built

!

NIST assessment is complete

Signiȴcant spending on cyber
continues
No exercises in this period

!

No observed change

!

Intimate collaboration with
third-party experts
Favorable

Neutral/No change

Unfavorable
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Key Information Security Metrics Dashboard
Key information security metrics dashboards may be used to evaluate the organization’s performance in responding to
and remediating cybersecurity incidents. These metrics can be used to understand how long it takes the organization
to discover and remediate risks, and what progress is being made through organizational initiatives such as awareness
trainings and hardware and software upgrades.
Illustrative Example

Key Information Security Metrics
STATUS

TARGET

TREND

NOTES

Key Incident
Dwell Time

Average time to discover key
security incidents. Time from
exploit to discovery.

; Days

< Days

Does not include daily virus
detection and remediation
Mandiant 2017 report 35
days for internal in Americas

Extreme Risk Device
Remediation

Extreme risk devices remediated
to plan (7 days) for urgent and
high vulnerabilities

;;

;;

ERD are highest value servers based on use and data
- 17 of population

Obsolete Operating
Systems

Percent servers with obsolete OS
in the environment

;

;

Replacement of legacy
applications will allow for
elimination of supporting
servers

Phishing Click Rate

Percentage of users that click on
phishing campaign emails sent
by the security operations team

;;.;

;;.;

Industry average 19–20

Security Awareness
Training

Percentage of workforce that com- ;;
pleted annual security training

;;

First year including
non-company workers
Employee-only 98.

Ticket Closure Time

Average time per month taken
to close tickets from Security
Operations Center

< Days

Identiȴed by 24/7 operations
center to be investigated by
internal team

; Days

All targets are for F<xx, and consider changes in scope, volume, and
complexity of each area.
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Tool I – Building a Relationship With the
CISO
%\-H%URZQ&KLHIΖQIRUPDWLRQ6HFXULW\2ɝFHU5D\WKHRQ

Introduction
As corporate information-security functions mature, corporate directors must ask themselves how they can eectively
communicate with the security executive. The individual occupying the position manages vast numbers of operational,
reputational, and monetary risks. The development of a close and candid relationship between the board and the CISO is
increasingly important for eective cyber-risk oversight. Accordingly, many board members now seek to establish an ongoing relationship with the CISO through full-board and committee meetings, but also outside the board room. This Tool oers
guidance on how boards can more eectively establish a relationship with their organization’s CISO and security team.
At NACD’s inaugural global Cyber Summit in 2015, more than 200 directors from Fortune Global 500 companies and
cybersecurity experts discussed the evolving role of the CISO, including the potential for this individual to serve as a critical
source of information and insight for the board. As one director observed, ȊA strong cybersecurity program allows our
business to compete and ȵourish. A CISO with the right skills can be a tremendous asset, including as an informed set of
eyes and ears for directors, but at too many companies they are still viewed as tactical support for the CIO.ȋ1
This Tool will provide a guide for directors to establish or enhance relationships with the CISO and security team. The questions and guidelines below can assist directors in establishing or enhancing a relationship with the CISO and, consequently,
assist them in gaining a better understanding of the company’s overall approach to cybersecurity. Because not every question
will have relevance for every company, directors should select those most appropriate to the issues and circumstances at hand.

Understand the CISO’s Role and Mandate
z What is the CISO’s charter and scope of authority in terms of resources, decision rights, budget, staɝng, and access

to information? How does this compare to leading practice in our industry and generally?2
z To whom does the CISO report? There is no clear industry consensus on this topic. By far, the largest percentage

report to the CIO although there is a growing feeling (echoed earlier in this publication) that reporting to the CIO
might not be the right answer. It is certainly true that a CIO might well have a conȵict of interest between IT service
delivery pressures and security. That is weighed against the value of having the CISO’s supervisor able to understand
the technology and risks and capable of arbitrating trade-os without escalating the issue to the CEO. Regardless of
which option carries the day in the long term, the deciding factor is not to whom the CISO reports, but whether or not
that person has a strong voice on the executive team to advocate for security. If the person representing the CISO at
the executive level cannot inȵuence the CEO and CFO, a security program cannot succeed.
z How is the organization’s cybersecurity budget determined? Comparing this ȴgure with industry spending trends

is probably the best way to gain context over the adequacy of funding. What is its size (e.g., percentage of total IT
spending), and how does this ȴgure compare with leading practice in a company’s particular industry and generally?
z How much of the security infrastructure is outside of the budget or directive authority of the CISO? Threats always

evolve faster than the budget cycle. If a CISO is in the position of frequently asking others in the IT organization to
upend their annual plans to accommodate emerging security needs, the chances of the changes being rejected are
increased. Conversely, the more the CISO is in a position to make these budget trade-os internally in real time, the
more rapid the response and the lower the risk.
z Which security tools or other investments were below the Ȋcutȋ line in the budget? Management is always eager to tell

a board what they are doing but are less eager to discuss what they are not doing (i.e., what diɝcult budget decisions
they had to make that resulted in risk acceptance). A conversation about what fell below the cut line and what decision process was used to evaluate trade-os will always be illuminating.
<`Z_L_TZYT^Q]ZXL[L]_TNT[LY_TY_SP2WZMLW.dMP]>`XXT_SPWO,[]TW ɧ! TYBL^STYR_ZY/./T^N`^^TZY^bP]P
NZYO`N_PO`YOP]_SP.SL_SLX3Z`^P=`WP
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z What role does the CISO play in the organization’s enterprise risk management (ERM) structure and in the implemen-

tation of ERM processes?
z What role, if any, does the CISO play beyond setting and enforcing cybersecurity policies on the enterprise network

and related control systems?
z Does the CISO provide input on the development process for new products, services, and systems or on the design

of partnership and alliance agreements, etc., such that cybersecurity is Ȋbuilt inȋ rather than Ȋadded onȋ after the fact?
z Does the CISO have a role in evaluating the cyber risk of acquisitions during due diligence?

Spend Time With the Cybersecurity Team Outside of the Board Room
With packed board meeting agendas, it is probably unrealistic to think that the board can get suɝcient insight into a company’s cybersecurity posture through quarterly presentations. Board members should arrange to visit the security team and
receive orientations ȴrsthand from personnel situated on the front lines of cybersecurity. These sessions will provide valuable insights and learning opportunities for board members far beyond what they could obtain from highly scripted board
presentations. The security team will appreciate it, too, since visits like this can increase its visibility, raise morale, and reinforce the need to focus on this area. The board’s greater familiarity with the team’s mission and key security leaders will pay
huge dividends when a crisis occurs. A crisis is the wrong time for directors to get acquainted with the CISO and key sta.
z Directors can also ask the security executive for an assessment of their personal cybersecurity posture, including the
security of their devices, home networks, etc. These discussions are not only informative for individual directors, but
also will help safeguard the volumes of conȴdential information board members receive in the course of their service.
z Many security teams routinely produce internal reports for management and senior leadership on cyberattack trends

and incidents. Directors can discuss with the CISO, corporate secretary, and board leaders whether this information
might be relevant and useful to include in board materials.
z Gain insight into the CISO’s relationship network.

Inside the Organization
z How does the CISO or the information-security team collaborate with other departments and corporate functions on

cybersecurity-related matters? For example, does the CISO coordinate with
business development regarding due diligence on acquisition targets and partnership agreements;
internal audit regarding the evaluation and testing of control systems and policies;
human resources on employee training and access protocols;
purchasing and supply chain regarding cybersecurity protocols with vendors, customers, and suppliers; and
legal regarding compliance with regulatory and reporting standards related to cybersecurity, as well as data

privacy?
The CISO should be able to articulate how cybersecurity isn’t just a technology problem; it’s about paving the way for
the company to implement its strategy as securely as possible.
What support does the CISO receive from the CEO, CIO, and senior management team?

EXECUTIVES REPORTING TO THE BOARD ON CYBERSECURITY (PERCENTAGE OF BOARDS)

In addition to external counsel, boards and management teams should consider whether to notify the following:
z Chief Technology Oɝcer 29%

z Chief Executive Oɝcer 56%

z Chief Information Oɝcer 53%

z Business Unit Leaders 15%

z Chief Information Security Oɝcer 45%

z Chief Human Rescources Oɝcer 4%

z General Counsel 39%

z Unsure 1%

z Chief Audit Executive 32%

z Other 13%

Source: 2019–2020 NACD Public Company Governance Survey
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Outside the Organization
z Does the CISO or the information security team participate in cybersecurity information-sharing initiatives (e.g.,

industry-focused, IT-community-focused, or public-private partnerships)? How is the information that is gathered
from participation in such initiatives used and shared within the organization?
z Does the CISO (or the information security team) have relationships with public-sector stakeholders such as law

enforcement agencies (e.g., FBI, INTERPOL, US Secret Service), regulatory agencies’ cybersecurity divisions, the US
Computer Emergency Response Team (US-CERT), etc.?

Inside and Outside the Organization
z How does the CISO or the information security team develop and maintain knowledge of the organization’s strategic

objectives, business model, and operating activities?
For example, in companies that are actively pursuing a Ȋbig-dataȋ strategy to improve customer and product

analytics, to what extent does the CISO understand the strategy and contribute to its secure execution?
What continuing education activities are undertaken by the CISO or the information security team in order to
remain current in cybersecurity matters?

Assess Performance
How is the CISO’s performance evaluated? How is the information security team’s performance evaluated? Who

performs these evaluations, and what metrics are used?
What cybersecurity performance measures and milestones have been established for the organization as a whole?
Do we use a risk-based approach that ensures the highest level of protection for the organization’s most valuable
and critical assets?
To what extent are cyber-risk assessment and management activities integrated into the organization’s enterprise-wide risk-management processes? Are we using the frameworks from the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST), the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), or other similar frameworks to
assess cybersecurity hygiene from an organization-wide perspective?

Engage the CISO in Discussion About the “State of the Organization”
z What was the organization’s most signiȴcant cybersecurity incident during the past quarter? How was it discovered?

What was our response? How did the speed of detection and recovery compare with that of previous incidents? What
lessons did we learn, and how are these factored into the organization’s continuous improvement eorts?
z Where have we made the most progress on cybersecurity in the past six months, and to what factor(s) is that progress

attributable? Where do our most signiȴcant gaps remain, and what is our plan to close those gaps?
z What organizations or locations have been exempted from one or more cybersecurity controls for business rea-

sons? For example, critical applications only patching during quarterly maintenance windows, research organizations
bypassing Internet ȴltering, or factories not being scanned. Such exceptions to policy and controls increase the overall risk to the company. Regardless of whether such exceptions are valid, management and the board need to be
aware of the scope of the risk.

THE NEEDS OF CHIEF INFORMATION SECURITY OFFICERS

Chief information security oɝcers (CISOs) need some
attention and recognition, too. The CISO and the
security team are among the most high-stress positions in the ȴrm. They have a fairly constant expectation of being needed 24/7/365. Too often, they do not
receive adequate internal support and are blamed
when there are system failures that they did not

cause (sometimes being the victims of attacks from
the Chinese military—literally). High turnover and low
morale of the security team can lead to lower eɝciency and increased risk. Personal wellness for the
security team (adequate staɝng, schedules, time o,
and occasionally gratitude) is a pragmatic element of
an overall management and security program.
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Tool J – Enhancing Cybersecurity
Oversight Disclosures—10 Questions for
Boards1
%\5RE\Q%HZ&HQWHUIRU%RDUG0DWWHUV(<

Introduction
Cybersecurity attacks are among the gravest risks that businesses face today. E<’s 2019 CEO Imperative Survey found that
CEOs ranked national and corporate cybersecurity as the top global challenge to business growth and the global economy. As discussed in Principle 2, directors should understand the legal implications of cyber risks as they relate to their
company’s speciȴc circumstances, including potential requirements related to disclosures. This Tool oers 10 questions
that boards can ask to enhance cybersecurity disclosures within their organization.
In this environment, stakeholders want to better understand how companies are preparing for and responding to cybersecurity incidents. They also want to understand how boards are overseeing these critical risk-management eorts. E<’s
annual Center for Board Matters investor outreach includes conversations with governance specialists from more than 60
institutional investors representing more than US $32 trillion in assets under management. Sixty-one percent of respondents
said cybersecurity, regardless of sector, was among those elevated risk issues, even though investors characterize cyber
risk as a pervasive and standard risk impacting all companies. Some of the key themes arising from those conversations
were these:
z an interest in understanding how boards are structuring oversight (i.e., is a committee or the full board charged with
that responsibility)
z how directors are developing competence around and staying up-to-speed on cyber issues
z how often and who from management is reporting to the board
z key features of how management is addressing cyber risk
z many investors also expressed interest in data-privacy issues and compliance with new privacy laws and regulations

In response, many companies are enhancing their cybersecurity disclosures, with the most signiȴcant changes related
to board oversight practices. (See Figure 1.)
Directors can use the 10 questions below to help inform boardroom discussions about opportunities to enhance
cybersecurity-related communications with investors and other stakeholders:
1.

Do we understand the priorities of our company’s major investors as they relate to cybersecurity, data privacy, and
other key risk and strategy issues?

2.

What feedback has the management team and/or Investor Relations received from our major investors? What questions are our investors asking about how the company approaches information security and data privacy?

3.

How is the company using disclosures to eectively communicate the rigor of our cybersecurity-risk management
program, and related board oversight activities, to investors and other stakeholders? Speciȴcally:

4.

Is cybersecurity mentioned in the risk-oversight section of the proxy statement?

5.

Do we describe which board committee or committees have responsibility for oversight of cybersecurity matters?

6.

Is cybersecurity included in the areas of expertise that we consider important on the board, and/or does it appear in
one or more directors’ biographies?
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7.

Do we describe how the board and/or key committees receive information from management about cybersecurity
matters?

8.

Is cybersecurity included in the company’s list of risk factors?

9.

How do we describe cybersecurity-risk management activities, such as these:
a. Policies and procedures
b. Response planning, disaster recovery, or business continuity
c. Simulations and tabletop exercises related to cyberattacks or breaches
d. Education and training eorts
e. Information-sharing with industry peers, law enforcement, etc.
f. Use of an external independent advisor to support management and/or attest to cybersecurity assessment ȴndings

10. How do our cybersecurity-related disclosures compare to those of our competitors and industry peers?
The following data is from an analysis of cybersecurity-related disclosures in the proxy statements and annual reports
on Form 10-K of the 82 companies on the 2019 Fortune 100 list that ȴled those documents in both 2018 and 2019 through
September 5, 2019. The analysis was based on cybersecurity-related disclosures on the following topics:
z Board oversight, including risk-oversight approach, board-level committee oversight, and director skills and expertise
z Statements on cybersecurity risk
z Risk management, including cybersecurity-risk management eorts, education and training, engagement with out-

side security experts, and use of an external advisor
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CATEGORY

TOPIC

DISCLOSURE





Board oversight

Risk-oversight
approach

Disclosed a focus on cybersecurity in the risk-oversight
section of the proxy statement

80

89

78

84

Disclosed that the audit committee oversees
cybersecurity matters

62

65

Disclosed oversight by a non-audit-focused committee
(e.g., risk, technology)

21

28

Cybersecurity included among areas of expertise sought
on the board and/or cited in at least one director biography

40

54

Cybersecurity included among the areas of expertise
sought on the board

23

32

Cybersecurity cited in at least one director biography

30

40

Provided insights into management’s reporting to the board
and/or committee(s) overseeing cybersecurity matters

52

54

Identiȴed at least one Ȋpoint personȋ (e.g., the Chief Information Security Oɝcer or Chief Information Oɝcer)

26

33

Included language on frequency of management reporting
to the board or committee(s), but most of this language
was vague

39

43

Disclosed reporting frequency of at least annually or
quarterly; remaining companies used terms like
Ȋregularlyȋ or Ȋperiodicallyȋ

12

16

Statement on
Risk-factor disclosure
cybersecurity risk

Included cybersecurity as a risk-factor consideration

100

100

Risk
management

Referenced eorts to mitigate cybersecurity risk, such as
the establishment of processes, procedures, and systems

82

89

Referenced response planning, disaster recovery, or business
continuity considerations

49

55

Stated that preparedness includes simulations, tabletop exercises, response readiness tests, or independent
assessments

9

9

Education and training

Disclosed use of education and training eorts to mitigate
cybersecurity risk

18

26

Engagement with
outside security
community

Disclosed collaborating with peers, industry groups, or
policymakers

6

11

Use of external advisor

Disclosed use of an external independent advisor

13



Board-level committee Disclosed that at least one board-level committee was
oversight*
charged with oversight of cybersecurity matters

Director skills and
expertise

Management
reporting structure

Management
reporting frequency

Cybersecurity-risk
management eorts

Percentages based on total disclosures for companies. Data based on the 82 companies on the 2019 Fortune 100 list that ȴled Form
10-K ȴlings and proxy statements in both 2018 and 2019 through September 5, 2019.
*Some companies designate cybersecurity oversight to more than one board-level committee.
Source: E<, Fortune 100 company cybersecurity disclosures 2018–19.
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Tool K – Personal Cybersecurity for
Board Members
%\0HOLVVD+DWKDZD\3UHVLGHQW+DWKDZD\*OREDO6WUDWHJLHV

Introduction
While organizational cybersecurity is incredibly important, it is also critical that board members take precautions to ensure
that they are engaging in proper cybersecurity practices and protecting their devices and their privacy. This Tool outlines
10 recommendations for board members to improve their own cybersecurity.
1.

Ensure all of your devices have up-to-date software. It is essential to keep your devices and applications updated
to the most current software available.

2.

Lock your WiFi, like you lock your house. Establish a new password beyond the factory setting. Establish a guest
account for houseguests, contractors, etc.

3.

Backup your data often—at least once per month. Engage an encrypted backup service to protect yourself from
ransomware.

4.

Think before you post; minimize your digital exposure. Do not share anything that would give criminals information about your current or future whereabouts. Lock down your social media accounts by restricting your posts to
friends. Regularly review and implement privacy and security settings.

5.

Switch on two-factor authentication for everything. Use biometrics wherever possible.

6.

Use complex passwords for sensitive accounts. Use (for example) your iPhone’s keychain to secure your passwords. Use the recommended secure passwords.

7.

'HGLFDWHDFRPSXWHUGHYLFH WKDW\RXUFKLOGUHQFDQQRWXVH WRFRQGXFWDQ\VHQVLWLYHDQGȴQDQFLDOWUDQVDFtions.

8.

Conduct a regular, exhaustive search about what is out there concerning you and your family.

9.

Dispose of electronic devices securely; wipe or safely destroy the device.

10. Freeze your credit. A credit security freeze is an eective tool against ȴnancial identity theft, giving you maximum
control over who has access to your credit.
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Tool L – Department of Homeland
Security Cybersecurity Resources
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency – Cybersecurity Resources
Cyberspace and its underlying infrastructure are vulnerable to a wide range of risks stemming from both physical and cyber
threats and hazards. Sophisticated cyber actors and nation-states exploit vulnerabilities to steal information and money and
are developing capabilities to disrupt, destroy, or threaten the delivery of essential services. In light of the risk and potential
consequences of cyber events, strengthening the security and resilience of cyberspace has become an important mission
for the US Department of Homeland Security and the nation. So much so that Congress established the Cybersecurity and
Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) in 2018 as part of the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency Act.
As the nation’s risk advisor, CISA works with partners at the federal, state, local, and private-sector level to defend
against today’s threats and build more secure and resilient infrastructure for the future. CISA’s unique and comprehensive
understanding of cyber threats and the risk environment as well as the needs identiȴed by its stakeholders drives the
programs and services it provides.
CISA oers a number of comprehensive resources to help organizations improve their cybersecurity resilience.

Cybersecurity Services
1DWLRQDO&\EHUVHFXULW\ &RPPXQLFDWLRQVΖQWHJUDWLRQ&HQWHU 1&&Ζ& CISA coordinates and leads national cyber
incident response and manages the response to federal cyber threats through a 24-hour cyber awareness, response, and
management center. CISA works closely with public, private-sector, and international partners, oering technical assistance, information security, and education to defend federal networks, help the private sector to defend their networks,
and raise awareness of current cyber and communications threats. Learn more at https://www.cisa.gov/national-cybersecurity-communications-integration-center.
1DWLRQDO&\EHU$ZDUHQHVV6\VWHP 1&$6 CISA publishes information on cyber threats, tips, and advisories through
the NCAS subscription service. Products through this system oer a variety of information for users with varied technical
expertise. Learn more at https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas.
+XQWDQGΖQFLGHQW5HVSRQVH7HDPV +Ζ57 CISA provides free, on-site assistance to organizations needing immediate investigation and resolution of cyberattacks. CISA members of HIRT can perform a preliminary diagnosis to determine
the extent of compromise from a cyber incident. At the customer’s request, a team will visit the organization to review
networks, identify infected systems, and collect data for follow-on analysis. HIRT provides mitigation strategies, helps
restore service, and provides recommendations to improve overall network and control-systems security. Learn more at
https://www.cisa.gov/national-cybersecurity-communications-integration-center.
ΖQGXVWULDO&RQWURO6\VWHPV Ζ&6 6XSSRUWCISA partners with and serves the industrial control systems community to
reduce risk to these unique, potentially high-risk systems. Industrial control systems are deȴned as the devices, systems,
networks, and controls used to operate and/or automate industrial processes. CISA plays a critical role by coordinating
eorts among government and control-system owners, operators, and vendors on vulnerabilities, threats, and risks. CISA
leads the ICS Joint Working Group (ICSJWG) to facilitate information sharing and reduce the risk to the nation’s industrial
control systems. Learn more at https://www.us-cert.gov/ics/Industrial-Control-Systems-Joint-Working-Group-ICSJWG.
Malware Analysis and Response. CISA collects, analyzes, and exchanges malware information 24 hours a day. Participants can submit malware artifacts (tools, malicious code, other attack technology, or indications like access statistics
indicating a possible denial-of-service attack) electronically to CISA. Learn more at https://www.cisa.gov/reporting-cyber-incidents.
CISA’s Enhanced Cybersecurity Services (ECS) program provides near real-time intrusion prevention and analysis to help
US-based companies and state and local governments protect systems against unauthorized access, exploitation, and data
theft. ECS shares sensitive and classiȴed cyber threat information with accredited Commercial Internet Service Providers who
then block malicious traɝc from customer networks. ECS does not replace but augments an organization’s existing cybersecurity resources by providing an additional layer of defense against known or suspected cyber threats, while also providing
early detection of potential compromise. Learn more at https://www.cisa.gov/enhanced-cybersecurity-services-ecs.
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Information Sharing
Sharing threat information is critical to prepare for and prevent both cyber and physical attacks. CISA consolidates and
shares threat and compromise information; adversary tactics, techniques, and procedures; best practices and recommendations for cybersecurity improvements; and other critical information with stakeholders and partners.
3URWHFWHG&ULWLFDOΖQIUDVWUXFWXUHΖQIRUPDWLRQ 3&ΖΖ 3URJUDPThe PCII Program protects private-sector information which is voluntarily shared with the government for homeland security purposes. The Department of Homeland
Security has established processes for the secure receipt, validation, handling, storage, marking, and use of voluntarily
submitted information. PCII is protected from disclosure under
z the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA);
z state local, tribal, and territorial disclosure laws;
z use in regulatory actions; and
z use in civil litigation.

The PCII program provides homeland security partners conȴdence that sharing their information with the government
will not expose sensitive or proprietary data. Learn more at https://www.cisa.gov/pcii-program.
$XWRPDWHG ΖQGLFDWRU 6KDULQJ $Ζ6  AIS enables instantaneous exchange of cyber threat indicators between the
federal government and the private sector. AIS lets a company or federal agency share cyber-threat indicators in near
real time in a conȴdential and secure format, helping protect others from the threat. Attackers are therefore able to use
a particular attack only once, increasing their costs and reducing the prevalence of cyberattacks. Learn more at https://
www.cisa.gov/automated-indicator-sharing-ais.
ΖQIRUPDWLRQ 6KDULQJ DQG $QDO\VLV 2UJDQL]DWLRQV Ζ6$2V  ISAOs provide information sharing activities among
communities of interest, such as businesses across critical infrastructure sectors. Like Information Sharing and Analysis
Centers (ISACS), ISAOs collect, analyze, and share cyber-threat information with their stakeholders. Learn more at https://
www.cisa.gov/information-sharing-and-analysis-organizations-isaos.
ΖQIRUPDWLRQ6KDULQJDQG$QDO\VLV&HQWHUV Ζ6$&V ISACs are formed by owners and operators in each critical infrastructure sector to help protect their facilities, personnel, and customers from cyber and physical security threats and
other hazards. ISACs collect, analyze, and disseminate threat information and provide members tools to mitigate risks and
enhance resiliency. Learn more at https://www.nationalisacs.org/.

Cybersecurity Training
ΖQGXVWULDO&RQWURO6\VWHPV Ζ&6 7UDLQLQJCISA oers free ICS Training online through the ICS-CERT Virtual Learning
Portal, and via Instructor-Led Training. Learn more at https://www.us-cert.gov/training.

Other Tools And Resources
Cyber Essentials. CISA has developed the Cyber Essentials campaign for small businesses and government agencies to
understand and address their cybersecurity risk. Cyber Essentials aims to equip smaller organizations that historically
have not been a part of the national dialogue on cybersecurity with basic steps and resources to improve their cybersecurity. Learn more at https://www.cisa.gov/publication/cisa-cyber-essentials.
CISA Insights. CISA Insights are informed by US cyber intelligence and real-world events. The publication provides
background information on particular cyber threats and the vulnerabilities they exploit, as well as a ready-made set of
mitigation activities that non-federal partners can implement. Learn more at https://www.cisa.gov/insights.
Regional Outreach. CISA has 10 regional oɝces across the country to improve the delivery of the agency’s services to
critical infrastructure owners and operators and state, local, tribal, and territorial partners. Each regional oɝce includes
experts in every CISA focus area, including in cybersecurity. CISA’s regional structure ensures that all stakeholders have
direct access to resources in their own backyard. Learn more at https://www.cisa.gov/cisa-regional-oɝces.

Reporting
CISA provides secure means for constituents and partners to report incidents, phishing attempts, malware, and vulnerabilities. To report, visit https://www.us-cert.gov/report or call (888)-282-0870 or email ncciccustomerservice@hq.dhs.gov.
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Tool M – Department of Justice and
Federal Bureau of Investigation—
Responding to a Cyber Incident
:KDW$UHWKH%HQHȴWVRI5HSRUWLQJD&\EHUΖQFLGHQWWRWKH)%Ζ"
The beneȴts of reporting a cyber incident to the FBI are more evident today than ever. In response to a reported cyber
incident, the FBI may be able to take the following actions:
z Identify and stop the activity.
Information sharing: FBI agents who are familiar with patterns of malicious cyber activity can work with your secu-

rity and technical teams to help you quickly identify and understand the context of the incident.
International partnerships: The FBI has Cyber Assistant Legal Attachés around the world and can leverage the
assistance of international law enforcement partners to locate stolen data or identify the perpetrator.
Recovery Asset Team (RAT): The FBI’s RAT was established in February 2018 by the FBI’s Internet Crime Complaint
Center (IC3) to streamline communication with ȴnancial institutions and assist with the recovery of funds for victim
companies who made transfers to domestic accounts under fraudulent pretenses. In 2018, in its ȴrst year, the RAT
recovered 75 percent of transferred funds.
Apprehend or impose costs on cyber actors: The DOJ and FBI can bring forth indictments and other deterring
actions to degrade cyber actors’ capabilities.
z Seize or disrupt the actor’s technical infrastructure.
The DOJ and FBI have a mounting record of successful court-authorized operations to disrupt cyberattacks or take

down botnets that have hijacked millions of innocent computers worldwide. These unique DOJ and FBI authorities
allow actions to be taken against the cyber actor’s technical infrastructure that private companies cannot legally
take on their own.
z Share valuable insights from other investigations that may help mitigate damage and prevent future incidents.
Disclosing information about an intrusion to the FBI often enables investigators to make connections among

related incidents.
This enables FBI to share valuable insights and information with companies regarding the perpetrator’s tactics,

tools, and techniques. Such information may allow you to better protect your company’s network and assist the
FBI in identifying and warning you (and others) of future malicious activity.
z Support your organization’s data-breach response.
Under many state laws, law enforcement may be able to temporarily delay otherwise mandatory state data-breach

reporting when law enforcement determines doing so is appropriate to pursue leads.
Proactive reporting to law enforcement may help your organization deal with government regulators such as the

Federal Trade Commission, which has declared that it will look more favorably on a company that has reported a
cyber incident to law enforcement and cooperated with the investigation than it will look on companies that have not.
If an incident becomes public, cooperation may strengthen your organization’s position with shareholders, insurers,
lawmakers, and the media.
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When Should my Organization Report a Cyber Incident?
The DOJ and FBI encourage companies to develop a relationship with their local FBI ȴeld oɝce prior to an incident. Proactively building a relationship with the FBI provides companies with a dedicated FBI point-of-contact if an incident should
occur, and provides access to FBI cyber mitigation resources.
Electronic evidence dissipates over time, so speed is essential in a cyber intrusion investigation. Enlisting the FBI’s help
during an incident enables quick investigative action and allows the preservation of evidence, which increases the odds of
a successful prosecution or other action to disrupt the perpetrators.

What Should Be Reported?
An array of technical data and incident information can prove helpful for investigators, including these:
z Logs for the aected machines
z A timeline of events
z The identity of whoever reported the incident
z The identity of the victim of the incident
z The nature of the incident
z When the incident was initially detected
z How the incident was initially detected
z The actions that have already been taken
z Who has been notiȴed

How Will the FBI Protect my Organization’s Interests and Information?
Federal law enforcement agencies investigating cyber incidents seek ȴrst and foremost to identify and apprehend those
responsible for a cyber incident.
The FBI is not a regulatory agency and eorts are directed toward the actions on the system/network of the intruder
and not a judgment or analysis of the adequacy of the defenses in place.
Often, the FBI requires only technical details about an intrusion (e.g., malware samples) to advance its investigation,
not privileged communications or other documents or communications unrelated to the incident. The FBI will work closely
with a victim company’s counsel to address concerns about access to information.
The FBI is mindful of the reputational harm that a cyber incident can cause a company or organization. As such, the
FBI does not publicly conȴrm or deny the existence of an investigation and will ensure that information that may harm a
company is not needlessly disclosed.
The FBI prioritizes causing as little disruption as possible to normal business operations. On-site investigations are
carefully coordinated with your company to minimize the impact, including, for example, by working around your organization’s schedule and minimizing system downtime.

How Do I Contact the FBI to Report a Cyber Incident?
z Local FBI Field Oɝce: https://www.fbi.gov/contact-us/ȴeld-oɝces
z The FBI’s Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3): https://www.ic3.gov/
z Online Tips and Public Leads Form: https://tips.fbi.gov/
z FBI Tip Line: 1-800-CALL-FBI (1-800-225-5324)
z International FBI oɝces: https://www.fbi.gov/contact-us/legal-attache-oɝces
z National Cyber Investigative Joint Task Force
NCIJTF CyWatch 24/7 Cyber Center: 1-855-292-3937 or cywatch@ic.fbi.gov
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Where Can I Find Out More?
z InfraGard: https://www.infragard.org/
InfraGard is an association of persons who represent businesses, academic institutions, state and local law enforce-

ment agencies, and others, dedicated to sharing information and intelligence to prevent hostile acts against the
United States. InfraGard has more than 80 chapters across the United States.
z Domestic Security Alliance Council (DSAC):
DSAC is a partnership between the US government and the US private industry that enhances communication and

the timely and eective exchange of security and intelligence information between the federal government and
the private sector.
z The Department of Justice:
The Computer Crime and Intellectual Property Section (CCIPS) and Computer Hacking and Intellectual Property

(CHIP) Program provide a network of federal prosecutors trained to pursue computer crime and IP oenses in
each of the 94 United States Attorneys’ Oɝces. CCIPS produced the Best Practices for Victim Response and Reporting
of Cyber Incidents as a resource: https://www.justice.gov/criminal-ccips/ȴle/1096971/download.
The National Security Cyber Specialist (NSCS) is a nationwide network of the DOJ headquarters and ȴeld personnel
trained and equipped to handle national security-related cyber issues. It includes specially trained prosecutors
from every US Attorney’s Oɝce, along with experts from the National Security Division and the Criminal Division.
To contact a NSCS representative, email DOJ.Cyber.Outreach@usdoj.gov or NSCS_Watch@usdoj.gov.
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